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We have come to an age of information explosion. In
formation is useful in ali aspects of our life, however, with-
out proper management, to get the right information from 
the massive data is not an easy task. Fortunately computer 
netvvorks, particularly the Internet, enables people to share 
information worldwide. The recent development of elec-
tronic commerce has extended the use of the Internet, and 
companies can do their business over the Internet. It has 
brought many conveniences to our everyday life. 

In spite of the conveniences that computer netvvorks have 
brought to us, they also have brought many security prob-
lems: poorly designed algorithms, inappropriate use of se-
curity systems, inappropriate choice of passwords, inap
propriate personnel management, and physical netvvork de-
struction are aH examples that information transmitted over 
the public netvvorks are under threat. Some of the threats 
may cause data confidentiality problems, some may cause 
entity authentication problems, some may cause informa
tion integrity problems, and some may cause privacy prob
lems. To eliminate these security problems, traditional leg-
islation is not good enough, even newly added legislations 
covering electronic criminals are not sufficient enough to 
release people from having those concerns, because con-
vincing evidence may be hard to get. It is realized that 
technical prevention and detection will continuously play 
an essential role in information security. 

Techniques for information security have been used for 
many years. Formal and overwhelming study on this topic 
started from the mid of the 20th century. It is just in recent 
years that those techniques are widely used in commercial 
activities. 

The fundamental techniques for information security 
are from cryptography, a science of designing algorithms 
for data encryption/decryption, digital signatures and hash 
functions which can be used in various areas. Cryptanal-
ysis, on the other hand, focuses on finding security flaws 
of the designed cryptosystems. These fundamental cryp-
tosystems serving as basic building blocks will be used to 
further design network security protocols, which are real 
applications to information security. 

The needs for information security today is almost ev-
erywhere if computer networks is a necessary component, 
and the study of information security is extensive world-
wide. Many joumals have included information security 
as one of their themes, and there are some new journals 
created in recent years that are particularly devoted to pub-
lishing papers on information security. Even though, there 
are stili many good research papers that can hardly find an 
appropriate literature to publish. It is under this circum-
stances that we have selected 8 papers from the 2002 Inter
national Workshop on Cryptology and Network Security to 
form this special issue. Hope this excercise will somehow 

promote information security research. 
The 2002 International Workshop on Cryptology and 

Network Security (CNS02) was held in San Francisco, Cal-
ifornia, Sep. 26-28, 2002. It was the second time the work-
shop was organized with the same theme. The workshop 
accepted 18 papers out of 27 submissions. Each paper was 
sent to three referees (normally program committee mem-
bers) for reviewing. Based on the review reports (rating of 
the papers and confidence of reviewers considered), 8 pa
pers have been selected for publication as a special issue of 
Informatica - An International Journal of Computing and 
Informatics. These 8 papers cover new techniques in cryp-
tography, cryptanalysis, key management schemes, water 
marking techniques, and secure web transaction protocols: 

A Complete Group Cryptographic System 
by Y. Mu and V. Varadharajan 

Group cryptography is a relatively new topic driven 
by the wide use of distributed systems. One of the im-
portant applications of group cryptography is group 
signatures. In a group signature system, any group 
member can create a signature on behalf of the group, 
where the validity of the group signature can be ver-
ified by the public having the group's public key (or 
keys). The group signature verifier cannot teli which 
group member created a particular signature, but in 
čase of dispute, the signer can be identified intemally 
within the group, normally by the group manager. 

Digital signatures (including group signatures) are of-
ten used together with data encryption. This paper 
proposes a new approach of integrating data encryp-
tion and group signatures together. This is of signifi-
cance both in theory and practice. 

Cryptanalysis of Some Hash Functions Based on 
Block Ciphers and Codes 
by Hongjun Wu, Feng Bao, Robert H. Deng 

Cryptosystems are designed to have certain desired 
security strength. Hovvever, many cryptosystems are 
shown to be less secure than what was initially tar-
geted. Even worse, some crypto algorithms have been 
broken not long after their publication, some even bro-
ken before their formal publication. This is not sur-
prising as there is no theoretical warranty for any cryp-
tosystem designed so far. Therefore, cryptanalysis is 
an important procedure for any cryptosystem before it 
is adopted for practical use. 

This paper gives a cryptanalysis of some particular 
hash functions designed using existing block ciphers 
and codes. Some vveakness has been found, which 
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means that those hash functions are not as secure as 
they were targeted. The flaws found can be of help 
in designing similar hash functions, or in design other 
cryptosystems using the similar technlques. 

Analysis of AES S-box vvith Walsh Spectrum 
by Baodian Wel, Dongsu Liu, and Xinmel Wang 

Cryptanalysis can be on a whole system, or part of 
the system, and this paper Is the latter čase. It is be-
lieved that S-box is a core technique in the security 
of symmetric key block ciphers, although a weak S-
box may not necessarily mean the straight forward 
broken of the clpher. This paper presents a crypt-
analysis on the S-box of advanced encryption standard 
(AES) that was adopted by the US In 2000. The crypt-
analysis ušes the technique of Walsh spectrum. Some 
cryptologic properties of the S-box are given in terms 
of Walsh spectrum representation. These results fur-
ther supports that the Rijndael algorithm of AES has 
a good design. The paper also noted that further re
search needs to be done on how those Walsh spectrum 
properties can be converted into specific attacks vvith 
less effort than brute force attack. 

Practical Construction for Multicast Re-keying Schemes 

by Chun-yan Bai, Roberta Houston, and Gui-liang 
Feng 

Sometimes a new technique may result in unexpected 
research results. Hovvever, to explore an effective 
new method is not easy. Coding theory has been an 
overwhelming research area dominating Information 
Theory's research that started from Shannon's age. 
There have been many research results from the com-
bination of error-correcting codes and cryptography. 
This paper ušes Reed-Solomon codes and Algebraic-
Geometric codes to construct re-keying schemes in 
multicast systems. Although more research needs 
to be done before implementation of the re-keying 
schemes in order to make theni practical for large 
groups (e.g. in the application of video on demand), 
the method used in the paper is encouraging and ap-
propriate. 

Multisecret Sharing Immune Against Cheating 
by-Josef Pieprzyk and Xian-Mo Zhang 

Secret sharing being a means of secret key manage-
ment has been proposed for many years. In a se
cret sharing scheme, each participant has a piece of 
secret Information (called share), and when some of 
them put their shares together, the original secret can 
be constructed. With smaller than the required group 
size, it is computationally infeasible to compute the 
original secret given their shares. However, in the čase 

where a group of the share holders suppose to be able 
to recover the secret, if one of the participants is not 
honest and presents a random number instead of the 
correct share, then in secret recovery process, if ali the 
others present their correct shares, the original secret 
cannot be recovered. Hovvever, the one who cheated 
can recover the original secret since the other shares 
have been given. In this čase, although everybody no-
ticed that someone cheated, no one knows who it was, 
except for the cheater itself. In light the possibility 
of cheating, cheating resistant secret sharing schemes 
vvould be more practical. 
This paper gives specific construction methods for 
multisecret sharing schemes that are immune against 
cheating. The construction is very technical but the 
approach is also practical. 

Digital Semipublic VVatermarking 
by Valeri Korzhik, Guillermo Morales-Luna, Dmitry 
Marakov and Irina Marakova 

With the rapid growing of electronic commerce and 
web publications in recent years, protection of in-
tellectual property of electronic documents becomes 
more and more subtle. Although there are legal pro-
cedures of accusing those who infringe the laws, tech
nical process is stili critical to gather the evidence of 
the infringement. One of the very effective techniques 
in protecting copyright of electronic documents is dig-
ital Nvatermarking, and there has been large amount 
of study on this topic, particu]arly on images and 
multimedia documents. This paper studies the tech-
niques for digital semipublic watermarking, where a 
new concept of "semipublic" is introduced. Robust-
ness of the vvatermarking technique is analyzed. 

An Improved Anonymous Fingerprinting Scheme 
by Bo Yang and Yong Li 

Fingerprinting being another technique in copyright 
protection of electronic documents is also important. 
It can be used not only for visual documents as vvater
marking vvould, but also for other type of electronic 
documents including softvvares. Using cryptographic 
approach to achieve fingerprinting normalIy involves 
large amount of computation. This paper improves 
one of the existing fingerprinting schemes by reduc-
ing the computational complexity significantly. This 
improvement has both theoretical and practical sig-
nificances, though computers are becoming faster and 
faster. 

An Efficient Anonymous Fingerprinting Scheme for 
secure web transaction over Internet 
by Changjie Wang, Yumin Wang, Fangguo Zhang 

One of the important applications in electronic com
merce is intelligent mobile agents. Since mobile 
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agents are supposed to travel from one host to another 
over the network, in particular the Internet, and often 
they are out of control by the originator when they 
come to a foreign host, security issues associated vvith 
mobile agents become a big concern. Letting mobile 
agents to be communicating with the originator fre-
quently would ehminate the chances of the agents to 
be tempered by a hostile host, but this would signif-
icantly reduce the mobility of the agents, and pro-
duces more traffic problems. This paper proposes a 
new scheme which is claimed to enable secure web 
transactions over the Internet. 

Ali these papers have variety of contributions to Cryp-
tology and Network Security, which meets the theme of 
the vvorkshop. Selection of the papers was notbased on the 
area, it was based on the reviewers' comments only. 

There are also many other high quality papers which 
have not been selected for the publication by this special 
issue of the joumal for various reasons. 

Continuous support from scholars to the workshop and 
the Joumal is highly appreciated. 

Dr. Francesco Bergadano, Dr. Chuan-Kun Wu 
Special Issue Editors 
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Group Cryptography: Signature and Encryption 

Yi Mu and Vijay Varadharajan 
Department of Computing, Macquarie University, 
Sydney, Australia 
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Traditional group signature schemes reflect only one side of the spectrum of public cryptography, i.e., 
signing, where the group public key is used for a šole purpose: verification of group signatures. This 
paper describes a new group cryptographic system that presents a promise for both signing and encryption. 
That is, besides verifications, a šole group public key can be also used for encryption and the associated 
decryption can be implemented by any member in the designated group. The proposed system meets ali 
key features for an ideal group cryptography. 

1 Introduction 

In practice, it may be necessary to construct a crypto-
graphic group that possesses a unique group public key and 
each of its members possesses a private key associated with 
the group public key. Any member in the group can sign 
on behalf of the group and the signatures can be verified us-
ing the group public key. The group public key can be also 
used for encryption where encrypted message can be de-
crypted by any member in the group. We refer to this kind 
of systems as public-key group cryptography covering both 
Group Signature and Distributed Encryption. The concept 
of group oriented cryptography was actually introduced by 
Desmedt[7] in 1987, hovvever from the best of our knowl-
edge, there is no a compound scheme that includes both 
signature and encryption. 

The concept of group signatures was initially intro
duced by Ghuam[5] and then several major improvements 
havebeen proposed[6, 2, 3, 4], especially forCamenisch's 
Scheme[4]. Ali existing group signature scherries cannot 
be converted to include group oriented encryption. For ex-
ample, the group signature scheme in [4] is based on the 
RSA signature scheme[ll], where the group certificate of 
a member is signed by the group manager using his RSA 
private key. Any member in the group can prove his/her 
membership without revealing his/her Identification. Since 
the group public key is the group manager's public key 
whose associated private key is used to sign the group cer-
tificates of group members, the message encrypted using 
the group public key can be decrypted only by the group 
manager but not group members. It is found that using the 
RSA based method is infeasible for us to construct a group 
cryptographic system that allows encryption. 

We often refer to a group oriented encryption as dis
tributed encryption. This is because the encrypted message 
is distributed to the group and ali members in the group can 
decrypt the message. There are two such schemes were in-

dependently proposed[l, 9]. Unfortunately, these schemes 
cannot be converted to include group signatures. 

In this paper, we present a new group public-key scheme 
vvhere the group public key can be used for both encryp-
tion and signing. The proposed nevv group system is based 
on the ElGamal signature scheme[8]. The certificate of 
a group member is signed by the group manager using 
the ElGamal signature scheme. We will see later that our 
method is naturally associated with the ElGamal encryp-
tion scheme. 

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. In Section 
2, we give the model of our group cryptographic system. In 
Section 3, we construct some building blocks that will be 
later used in the construction of the group signatures and 
encryptions. In Section 4, we study the details of group 
signature scheme. In Section 5, we show how to use the 
group public key to encrypt a message. In Section 6, we 
propose some potential applications based our scheme. We 
then conclude the paper in Section 7. 

2 Model 

Like a normal group signature system, there is a designated 
group that consists of a manager and a group of members 
M. 

- Group Manager: 

The group manager has a pair of personal private and 
public key. The group manager's personal public key 
is also the unique group public key. The group man-
ager's private key is used to sign group certificates of 
group members. The certificates are associated with 
group members' private keys. The group public key 
can be used to encrypt a message and aH legitimate 
group members can decrypt it. The group public key 
is also used to verify a group signature from any mem
ber of the group. 

http://mq.edu.au
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- Group Members: 

A member Mi £ M can prove to any party that its 
certificate is indeed signed by the group manager. Ev-
ery member has a private key known to itself only. 
The exponential function of its private key is signed 
by the group manager and the resultant signature to-
ken is the group certificate of the member. This private 
key can be used to sign on the group's behalf and de-
crypt a message encrypted with the group public key. 
The signer of a group signature is anonymous to ali 
parties involved except the group manager. There is a 
revocation algorithm that allovvs the group manager to 
find out who is the signer of a group signature. 

There are seven major algorithms in our system: (1) The 
algorithm of key generation that produces a pair of group 
manager's private and public key as well as the private keys 
group members. (2) The algorithm of certificate signing 
that takes an exponential function of a group member's pri
vate key and the private key of the group manager as in
put and produces an ElGamal signature as output. (3) The 
group signature algorithm that takes a message and the pri
vate key of a group member as input and produces a branch 
of signature knovvledge proofs based on the ElGamal algo
rithm. (4) The verification algorithm of group signatures 
that takes the signature knovvledge proofs as input and pro
duces a boolean value, true or false. (5) The encryption 
algorithm that takes a message and the group public key 
as input and produces a ciphertext based on the ElGamal 
encryption. (6) The decryption algorithm that takes the ci-
phertext and a group member's private key as input and 
returns the original message. (7) The revocation algorithm 
that takes a signature knovvledge as input and returns the 
identity of the corresponding signer. 

The proposed group cryptographic system meets the fol-
lovving requirements: 

- Robust. The size of the group public key is indepen-
dent of the number of group members. Therefore, the 
number of members can be increased vvithout chang-
ing the group public key. 

- Group member anonymity. Any verifier of a group 
signature cannot find who is the signer, but he knovvs 
that the signature definitely comes from one of mem
bers in the designated group. 

- Group member untraceability. If a group member has 
generated two group signatures, the verifier cannot 
find any connection betvveen them. 

- Revocation. Group manager can find who is the signer 
of a group signature when needed. 

- Non-repudiation. Group manager cannot sign on be
half of any group member, therefore the signer cannot 
deny his action of signing. 

3 Preliminary and Building Blocks 

In this section, we give the definition of signature knowl-
edge proofs of discrete logarithms. We consider three 
building blocks. The first two proofs were given by 
Camenisch[2], but used under our requirements. The third 
one shows a more efficient version of signature knowledge 
proof of double discrete logs. 

We foUovv the Camenisch-Stadler setting[4] assuming 
that there is a cyclic group G = {g) of order n. There 
exists /i S Z„ such that g'^ for some x exists (x is the 
smallest value). 

3.1 Signature Knovvledge Proof of a Discrete 
Logarithm 

The first signature knowledge proof involves only a sin-
gle discrete log. The signer/prover has a pair of secret 
and public key {x,y), where y = g^ for g G G and 
a; G Z„. We also assume a collision resistant hash func
tion H : {0,1}* -^ {0,1}^, where £ is the length of a hash 
value. This signature knowledge proof is equivalent to a 
Schnorr signature [2, 12]. 

Definition 1 A pair (c, cr) € {0,1}* x Z„ satisfying c = 
il(m||2/||5||ff°'2/'^) '•S' <^ signature of knowledge of discrete 
logarithm of the element y 6 2* to base g on message 
m 6 {0,1}* and is denotedS\^LOQ[x : y = g% 

This discrete log proof shows that the signer knovvs the 
value of the secret key x, i.e. x — log„ y, but reveals no 
additional information to the verifier. In the signing/proof 
process, the signer chooses an integer r €R Z „ and com-
putes C <— iJ(m||2/||3||5'') and a = r — cx. Obviously, the 
proof can only be generated when knowing the value of x. 
The verification is done by computing the hash value c and 

? 
checking the equality g^ = g'^y'^. 

3.2 Signature Knowledge Proof of 
Representation of Discrete Logarithms 

We will use Camenisch and Stadler's definition of signature 
knovvledge of representation[4]. 

Definition 2 A signature of the knowledge of representa
tion ofy and z to base gi and ^2 (in G) on message m is 
denoted asfollows 

SKREP[(ai,Q2) •.y = g^'Az = g^^g^'] 

The signature consists ofa triplet (c, s i , S2) € {0,1}^ x Z^ 
satisfying 

c = H{m\\g,\\g2\\yUgnz'g{'g'2') 

for si = r\ — cai and S2 = r2 — ca^. • 

This is used for proving the discrete logarithm of y to the 
base gi and a representation of z to the base 51 and 52, and 
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that the g2-part of this representation equals the discrete 
logarithm of y to the base gi. The signing procedures are 
as folIows: 

- Compute a = g p , a i = gl^ and 02 = 52̂  for 
ri,r2 6i?Z„. 

- Compute C = H{m\\g,\\g2\\y\\gl'\\gVg?). 

- Compute si and S2. vvhich can be done by the 
signer/prover only. 

To verify the signature knowIedge, the verifier needs to 
compute 

c = i?(m||5i||52||2/||a||aia2) 
•? ? 

and verify: a = y'^g{^ and aia2 = z'^g{'^ g^^. 
In our system, signature knowledge proofs require un-

traceabiHty, i.e., a proof should have no any traceable link 
with the previous proof. This can be done by simply using 
a different base for every proof, i.e. replacing g with g^, 
where r -is a secret random number known to the prover 
only. It can be easily applied to SKLOG. 

3.3 Signature Knowledge Proof of a Double 
Discrete Logarithm 

We also need to use the knowledge proof of double discrete 
logarithms[13, 4]. The proof algorithm is based on a cut-
and-choose method. Here, we give a much more efficient 
method without using the cut-and-choose. 

Let X be the secret key and z = g^, where y = h^ that is 
then given to the verifier. 

Definition3 A pair (c, a) £ {0,1} x Z„ satisjjing c = 
iJ(m||5||/i||/i''||(g'''')'''"^) is a signature of knowledge of 
double discrete logarithms of the element y to bases g 
and h on message m 6 {0,1}* and is denoted by 
SKLOGLOG[a; : z = g^^']. 

In the process of a proof, the signer 

- picks an integer r at random, 

- computes the hash value c = il(m||g||/i||/i''||z), 

- computes a = x — rc. 

C = H{m\\g\\h\\h^\\z) and check the equality z = 
To verify the signature proof, you compute the hash value 
C 

It is clear that the signer cannot cheat in a proof, since 
the hash value c ensures that the signer cannot change the 
value of/i''. 

3.4 Security of the ElGamal Signature 
Scheme 

Let k £R Z „ be a secret key of a signer and z = g'' hc its 
corresponding public key. To sign a message TO, the signer 

selects an integer 7 £R Z „ , computes his signing commit-
ment a = g'', and then C = 7"'^(TO — ak) modn. The 
ElGamal signature consists of the triplet (a, C, m). To ver-
ify the signature, you check whether or not the follovving 
equality holds: 2"a"^ = 3™. 

The original ElGamal signature scheme is existentially 
forgeable[ 10]. It suffers from the so-call one-parameterand 
two-parameter forgeries. The problem can be fixed by us
ing a cryptographic hash function, but it is not suitable for 
our čase. Fortunately, in our system, the message m is an 
exponent; therefore those forgeries do not apply to our sys-
tem. 

Lemma 1 Given the tuple {z, a, C, m) and m is an expo-
nent, it is computationally infeasible to find a' (^ a), C 
(^ C), TO' (y^ m) in probabilistic polynomial tirne such 
that the verification equality stili holds: z"' a' = g™ . 

The proof is easy once we understand the forgeries. The 
reader is referred to Ref. [10] for the detail. 

4 Construction of a Complete 
Group Cryptographic System 

In our scheme, Alice signs Bob's group certificate using 
ElGamal signature scheme rather than the RSA. This elim-
inates the need of using e-th root knowledge proof of dis
crete logarithms that is quite inefficient and enables a com-
pound scheme of signature and encryption. 

4.1 Setup 
The group public key consists of a doublet, {zi ,22), where 
zi = 5*̂1 and Z2 = g''^. ki and /c2 are the corresponding 
secret keys known to Alice only. The signing key for Alice 
isk = ki+k2 and her corresponding signature verification 
key is z — ZiZ2-

Each member of the group is issued with a group cer
tificate signed by the unique group manager, Alice. Sup-
pose Bob is a member of the designated group. To obtain 
his group certificate. Bob selects an integer x and computes 
y = h^ mod n as his group key, where x is the secret known 
to himself only and y is sent to Alice. Alice then signs j / — 1 
using the ElGamal signature scheme to form Bob's group 
certificate, C = J~^{y — 1 — ak) modn, vvhere 

- 7 is a large random number known to Alice only. Note 
that 7 is unique to Bob. 

- a = g'^ IS Alice's signing commitment. 

- y and C are known to Alice and Bob but not others. 

Bob's group key y along with a are used by Alice to con-
structBob's decryption key d = g^z^, which also satisfies 
d = g'^^Z2^^/a for suitable 771 and 772, where y + kia ^ 
Vi + ^2'?2 — 7 under modulo n and the difference betvveen 
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them must divide n. Note that it is easy for Ahce to com-
pute d, since she has the values of ki and k2, but computing 
d by any one eise is equivalent to solving a discrete loga-
rithm problem. 

Lemma 2 The setup ofgroup meinber's decryption key is 
secure and collusion-resistant. 
Proof: This is because it is impossible for group members 
to find fci and k2 from available inforniation. For Bob, by 
using his information, he can estabUsh an equation intend-
ing to find ki and ki: y + kia = rji + ^2^2 — 7 + A, where 
A is the product of an integer and a factor of n. Noting 
that 7 is unknown to Bob and is unique to Bob, the number 
of equations to solve ki and fc2 by collusion is always less 
than unlcnoNvn variables. • 

At the end of setup process. Bob obtains his signed group 
certificate C along with the tuple {x, y, a, d, rji, 7J2) as his 
secret keys (including C), where x is Bob's signing key 
known to Bob only. Therefore, No one else including Alice 
can sign for Bob. 

4.2 Signing Protocol 
To sign a message m E Z„, Bob does the following: 

- Selects 6 GR Z „ as the blind factor used for the cur-
rent signing to make the signature knovvledge untrace-
able. 

- Blinds the base, g = g^• 
- Blinds the group public key, ž = z^. 
- Blinds the Alice's signing commitment, a — a^. 

- Computes ui = ž", U2 = a^, uz — g'^ • 

- Prepares the proof ofequality: guiU2 = u^, which is 
equivalent to an ElGamal signature verification, pro-
vided that the follovving proofs are true. 

- Proves ui(a) o «2(0), vvhich denotes that a of 
ui divides a of «2-

- Computes u"^ = i " 
- Prepares the proof: So = SKLOGLOG[^ : 

f^']for5 = C + 9-\ 
- Prepares the following signature knowledge 

proofs: 

- 5i = SKREP[(^,a,C) : z'^ Ag'>ž''a'^]{m). 
In this proof. Bob proves his knowledge 
in the follovving discrete logarithms: 6 = 
logg g, logg g = log^ ž, a = log^ ž", and 
C = loga a^ 

- 52 = SKLOGLOG[a; : U3]{m) 

These proofs can be executed only by a legitimate 
group member - in our čase, Bob, because only 
he knovvs x and his certificate, y — 1, vvhich has 

been signed by Alice. In the SKREP verification, 
g^,ž^,a^ should be knovvn to the verifier. This dif-
fers from the original proof, but maintains the same 
functionality (in fact this proof is stronger). 

The signature tuple consists of {m,g,g,a, ž, ui,U2,U3, 
5o, 5i , 52). The verification protocol is as follovvs: 

- Verification: 

- Compute: u"^. 
- Verify: Wi(a) <^ «2(0)-

- Verify: So,Si,82-
7 

- The verifier verifies the equalities, guiU2 = U3. 

Completeness: The verification of Si shovvs that the same 
blind parameter and correct bases have been used on the 
left side of the verification equation. The verification of 52 
shovvs that Bob has the knovvledge of some values (a and 
C) on the left side of the equation, vvhereas he does not 
knovv that Bob has used the correct value of a. So can be 
verified by the verifier, shovving that Bob indeed knovvs the 
value of a; = log^(log;j «3)-
Soundness: Bob cannot cheat in the signing process. Bob 
can only prove that y -1 has been signed by Alice, but not 
anything else. The lemma belovv supports this point. 

Lemma 3 There exists no a variant ofy (say, y') such that 
both y and y' satisjj equation guiU2 — U3. 
Proof: Two cases should be addressed. First, let e be an 
integer in Z„ such that g'^UiU2 = u^. Since the base g 
(in this čase, g'^) is pubUc, the base for proof So must be 
g^. Second, let 9 be the product of tvvo integers, 61 and 62-
Let us see if it is possible to make a nevv function y' by 
combining y vvith 62 and using ^i as the blind parameter. 
The verification equation novv looks like this: gž^'^°-aP^'^ = 
^^2(y-i)+i^ where the tilde represents A^' for the base A. 
However, due to the discrete log problem, it is impossible 
to solve the equation ^2 (?/ — 1) + 1 = 2/' for 2/' = h^ mod n 
to find a;'. • 

The proof of the lemma above actually implies that the 
blind fact d does not impact the correct verification of Al-
ice's signature ony — 1. That is, the verification equality, 
guiU2 = U3, is equivalent to the normal ElGamal verifi
cation, gz"'a^ = g^. This property is the exact one vve 
vvant. 

ž^a.'-^ along vvith So forms a complete ElGamal verifica
tion thatensures the correctness of the signature knovvledge 
proof. 

Lemma 4 Proving ui (a) <4> U2 (a) ensures that ui and «2 
are correctly constructedfrom the ElGamal verification the 
signature knowledge proof is unigue. 
Proof: It is obvious that ž'^aP is an original ElGamal ver
ification if vve vvrite it in the form ž" a'-'' for C = 6C. In 
fact, since vve are ensured by 5i and g in the verification 
equation gž°'aP — g^ that a common blind factor 9 has 
been used, i"«'^ is of the exact ElGamal verification. 
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To make the equality gž°'aP — g''-' and discrete log 
proofs So,Si,S2, one has to use one of two ways: (1) 
having Gorrect values of Alice's signature C, a, y and x, 
and (2) having the value of Alice's secret key k. There is 
no a third method that constructs a legitimate signature for 
Bob. Assume that Eve is a cheater who does not have C 
and a issued by Alice. It is easy to see that it is impos-
sible for her to construct a correct equality. In fact, it is 
easy to see that Eve cannot find suitable A and B, which 
lead to correctly constructing So, in the forged verification 
equation, ž^A'-' = g'-', where C is not a function of k. 
Although Eve can easily find A = ( ^^ / i ^ )*^ , to prod-
uct the proof knovvledge 5o, Eve has to find out X from 
BA = A^. This is a discrete log problem, since A is a 
function of i?. • 

We would like to stress the follovving properties that have 
been mentioned in Section 2. Only Bob can sign the mes-
sage, no one else including Alice can do so on his behalf. 
This is because only Bob has the value of his private key 
X. The signature knovvledge proofs are not linked to any 
other proofs, since blind factor Q, which is used only once 
for a particular signature, is introduced to make the proof 
data different from other signature knovvledge proofs. The 
group certificates of members are based on the ElGamal 
signature scheme. Since every member has a different 
signature commitment, a, using for the associated certifi-
cate, according to the proven security of ElGamal signature 
scheme, it is impossible for any group members to collude 
in order to find the group manager's administration key, k. 

4.3 Revocation of a Signature 

Having shovvn that the proposed group signatures are un-
traceable and unlinkable, vve now show that as the group 
manager Alice can find out vvho actually signed a group 
signature. This is because Alice knovvs group keys of her 
members. To find the signer (say, Bob), she checks the 

7 

equality,.g^ = U3, by trying a member's group key 2/ 
picked from her database till finding a match. Hovvever, 
this method is not efficient in a large group. 

Luckily, our scheme can be easily modified to suit a large 
group vvithout making any substantial change in the signing 
procedure. To sign a message, Bob computes A = y{B — 1) 
and encrypts g^ using A to obtain the ciphertext ^1 4- g^g^ 
along vvith J2 <- 2;^. Note that g^g^ = g^^ = U3. 

Bob must prove that g'^ is indeed encrypted correctly by 
using the discrete log knovvledge proof of representations: 

SKREP[(2/,A):^^AffV] 

Note that since 9 is used once only, and A as an encryption 
parameter is used once as vvell. This makes the signature 
unlinkable and untraceable. 

Alice can decrypt Si to obtain g^ by removing g^, i.e., 
9^ = Si/62 . This therefore reveals the identity of the 
signer. 

4.4 Distributed Encryption 
The public key doublet, (2:1,22), can be used for encryp-
tion and an encrypted message can be decrypted.by any 
legitimate member in the group using its decryption key. 
Bob's decryption key d is constructed using his signing key, 
d = gyz^ord = g'^^Z2'^^/a. 

The encryption steps are as follovvs: 

- Select a number, r ER ^n-

- Compute the ciphertext, uii = mzl, along vvith 0)2 = 

22'̂  and/i = g'^. 

Bob decrypts the ciphertext by: 

- Computing OJI^^ = m°'g'^i'^''i+y) = m°-d'^ and 

- Removing d^ and a from m°'d'^ to obtain m. 

Any one can encrypt a message using the group public 
key, but only a legitimate member in the designated group 
can decrypt and obtain the message. The Completeness 
of the protocol is obvious. If the message is correctly en-
crypted, it can be decrypted by any member in the group. 
The soundness of the protocol lies in the security of de-
cryption keys. In the Setup section, vve have proved that the 
setup of decryption keys is secure and collusion-resistant. 

4.5 Conclusion 
We have proposed a novel group cryptography that in-
cludes both signing and distributed encryption. >From the 
best of our knovvledge, our system is the first such system 
ever proposed. The novel group cryptography has some po-
tential applications to electronic commerce. For example, 
in a bank a group of bank staff should be able to sign or 
issue the bank files such as billing electronic letters on the 
bank's behalf, vvhile at the meanvvhile they should be also 
able to receive and handle electronic payments encrypted 
using the unique bank or group public key. 
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At PKC 2000, Inoue and Sakurai proposed some methods to design hash functions from block ciphers and 
codes (block codes and convolutional codes). They claimed that their hash functions are secure: 

2(d-l)m/2 
encryptions are necessary to find a collision, where d and m are the minimal distance of the code and the 
block size of block cipher, respectively. However, we show in this paper that a collision could be found 
with abouta • 2™ encryptions, where a is a small number. 

1 Introduction 

A hash function is a one-way function that maps an 
arbitrary-length message into a fixed-length quantity. It 
plays important roles in integrity protection, authentication 
and signature generation. There are two basic requirements 
on a secure hash function, namely, the collision resistance 
property (that it is hard to find two messages with the same 
hash result) and the preimage resistance property (that it is 
hard to find a message corresponding to a given hash re
sult). 

There are two approaches to design hash functions. One 
approach is to design customised hash functions, such as 
the MD4 [10], MD5 [11] and SHA-1 [3]. Another ap
proach is to design hash functions based on some existing 
secure crypto algorithms (most likely, some block ciphers). 
A number of hash functions based on block ciphers have 
been proposed. The construction of single-block-length 
hash functions (the size of the hash result is the same as 
the block size of the block cipher) has been studied ex-
tensively and a synthetic study on this issue was done by 
Preneel, Govaerts and Vandewalle [9]. The drawback of 
this design is that for block cipher with small block size 
m, the hash function is not secure since a collision could 
be found with only about 2™/̂  operations due to the birth-
day attack. The multiple-block-length hash functions are 
thus needed. But it is not easy to design a secure and effi-
cient multiple-block-length hash function. Some proposed 
multiple-block-length hash functions are proved to be in-
secure: the MDC-4 [1] were broken by Knudsen and Pre
neel [8]; the Parallel-DM [4] was broken by Knudsen and 
Lai [6]. Some multiple-block-length hash functions remain 
secure but with relatively poor performance [7, 8]. Inoue 
and Sakurai recently proposed some multiple-block-length 
hash functions and claimed that their hash functions are se
cure and efficient [5]. Hovvever, as will be shown in this pa
per, their hash functions are not as secure as they claimed. 

We believe that with the emergence of large block size 
block ciphers, such as the Rijndael with flexible block size 
up to 256 bits [2], the design of secure and efficient block 
cipher based hash functions could eventually be simplified. 

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives an 
introduction to Inoue and Sakurai's hash functions. The 
cryptanalysis of Inoue and Sakurai's block code based hash 
functions and convolutional code based hash functions are 
given in Section 3 and Section 4, respectively. Section 5 
concludes this paper. 

2 Inoue and Sakurai's Hash 
Functions 

Most of the hash functions are in iterated form, i.e., they 
are based on the iterative computations of an easily com-
putable compression function h{-, •). The function h{-, •) 
compresses two binary sequences of respective lengths m 
and an I into a binary sequence of length m,. The message 
M is denoted as t /-bit blocks, M = (Mi, M2, • • • , Mj) 
(In čase the length of M is not multiple of I, padding is 
used). The hash result H = Ht \s obtained by computing 
iteratively 

Hi = h{Hi_i,Mi) i = l,2,---,t, 
\̂ 

vvhere Ho is a pre-specified initial value. 
The compression function of a block cipher based hash 

function is constructed from a block cipher. In the rest of 
this paper, we consider only the block cipher with equal key 
length and block size since Inoue and Sakurai's construc-
tions are based on this kind of block cipher. To construct a 
compression function/i(-, •) with m-bit output from a block 
cipher with m-bit block size, the follovving Davies-Mayer 
function could be used: 

hiMi, Hi_i) = EM, [Hi^i) e Hi-i 
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where both Mi and Hi are m-bit binary sequences. To 
construct a hash function with n • m-bit (n > 1) hash result 
from a block cipher with m-bit block size, the following 
multiple Davies-Meyer function could be used. 

Definition 1 (Multiple Davies-Meyer Function). Let 
EK{-) be a block cipher with m-bit block size and key 
length. Let /ii, /12, • • • , ^»i be different instantiations of the 
Davies-Meyer function, i.e., hi{Xi,Yi) = ExiiYi) © Yi, 
obtained by fixing [log2n] key bits to different values. 
The Mi and Hi are expanded by an affine mapping to the 
n pairs {Xi,Yi). The output is the concatenation of the 
outputs of the function /ii, /12, •' ,hn. 

To construct a compression function h based on the multi
ple Davies-Meyer function, the main task is to design the 
affine mapping. In Knudsen and Preneers work [7, 8], non-
binary codes are used. Recently Inoue and Sakurai intro
duced the block codes as well as the convolutional codes 
in designing the affine mapping [5]. In Inoue and Sakurai's 
affine mapping, the input are k m-bit message blocks (Mj) 
and n m-bit blocks of the previous iteration output iJi_i 
but only the message blocks Mi are encoded. Their design 
are given in the following two subsections. 

2.1 Construction with Block Codes 

The input to the affine mapping are the k m-bit message 
blocks {Mi) and n m-bit blocks of previous hashed value 
iJj_i. The fc-block Mi is encoded into n m-bit blocks, 
denoted as d, with the use of an (n, k, d) error correction 
code. From i l j - i and Cj, form n input pairs to those n 
different Davies-Meyer functions. 

A typical example in [5] is given below: 

Example 1. Consider the (7,4,3) Hamming code with the 
following generator matrix: 

G = 

1 0 0 0 1 0 1 
0 1 0 0 1 1 1 
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 1 0 1 1 

Let Mi = (Mi,i, Mj,2, Mj,3, Mj,4), where Mj j is an m-
bit block. Mi is encoded as d — (Cj,i, Ci,2, • 
where dj — Mij for j = 1,2,3,4, and 

) Cij), 

Ci,5 = Mi,i © Mi,2 © Mi,3 

Ci,6 = Mi,2 © Mi,3 © Mi,4 

Ci,7 = Mi,i © Mi,2 © Mi^4 

Let Hi-i = (iJj_i_i,iJi_i^2; • • • ,Hi^ij) and Hi = 
{Hi^i, Hi^2,- • • ! Hi^i). Hi is obtained as follows: 

i?i,j = hj{Hi-ij,dj) j =: 1,2, • • • ,7 

The other block codes with higher error correction capa-
bility could also be used. It was claimed in [5] that for 

a hash function constructed from an {n,k,d) code in this 
way, about 2(''~i)™/2 encryptions are required to find a col-
lision. 

2.2 Construction with Convolutional Codes 

Let the convolutional code be with parameters (n, k, d; N), 
where n, k, d and A'' denote the output size, input size, 
minimum distance and constraint length, respectively. The 
length of a message is padded to multiple of km bits. Then 
(Â  — l)krn zero bits are padded to the message. The mes
sage after padding is denoted as (Mi, M2, • • • , Mt), where 
each Mi is a fcm-bit block. The input to the compression 
function h{-,-) are (Mj_Ar+i,--- ,Mj) and the n-block 
Hi-i. The (Mi-AT+i, • • • , Mi) is encoded into an n-block 
code word, d — (Ci,i, Cj,2, • • • C'i,„) with the use of an 
(n, k, d; N) convolutional code. From i l j - i and d, form 
n input pairs to the n different Davies-Meyer functions. 
The final hash result is the concatenation of the last N iter-
ations' outputs {Ht-N+i,--- ,Ht~i,Ht). 

We give a simple example below to illustrate the 
operation of this kind of hash function. 

Example 2. Consider a simple (2,1,3;3) binary convolu
tional code. For each output, the following generator ma-
trix is used: 

G = 

{Mi-3,Mi-2,Mi-i,Mi) is encoded into d = 
(Ci,i,C'i,2) vvhere 

Ci,i = Mi_3 © Mi_2 ® Mi 

dfl - Mi^3 © M"i_2 © M"i_i © Mi 

Hi is obtained as follovvs: 

Hij = hj{Hi^ij,dj) j = 1,2 

The concatenation of the outputs of the last three iterations 
are the final hash result. 

It was claimed in [5] that for a hash function constructed 
from an (n, k, d; N) convolutional code in this way, about 
2(d.-i)m/2 encryptions are needed to find a collision. 

3 Attack on the Hash Functions 
Based on Block Codes 

Inoue and Sakurai claimed that about 2^'^"^)'"/^ encryp-
tions are needed to find a collision of their hash functions 
based on block codes [5]. In this section, we give an attack 
to find a collision with only about d • 2™ encryptions. The 
flaw in Inoue and Sakusai's design is that the differences 
introduced into the n-block hash output do not affect one 
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another in the follovving iterations, i.e., there is no differ-
ence propagation. It allovvs us to deal with those differ-
ences separately. 

Our attack is based on the following assumption: 

Assumption 1. Consider a Davies-Mayer function 
h{X,Y) = Ex{Y) © Y, where Ek{-) is a block cipher 
with m-bit block size and m-bit key length. For two 
randomly chosen Y and Y' with Y ^ Y', an X satisfying 
h{X, Y) =: h{X, Y') exits with probability 0.368. 

The follovving attack is to find two different messages M 
and M' satisfying Hash{M) = Hash{M'), where the 
hash function is based on an (n, k, d) block cede. 

1. Find a A;-block AMi so that (n — d) blocks of its 
n-block code word are with value zero. The posi-
tions of those non-zero blocks are denoted as £ = 
(ei, 62, • • • ,ed), where 1 < ei <n. 

2. Randomly choose Mi and let M[ = Mi ® AMi. 
Then H[ ^ Hi and they differ at d blocks indicated 
by the set E. 

3. In this step, we try to find M2 = Mj that eliminates 
the difference at the cith block of the hash output, i.e., 
vve aim at achieving H2,ei = -̂ 2̂ ei 

(a) Find an m-bit c such that /lej (i?i,ei ,c) = 
/ le i ( i?{^ej ,c ) , i.e., i?2,ei = ^2,ei- ^^ ''^^^ ^^^^ 

a collision could not be found, go to step 2, se-
lect a different Mi and repeat the attack. 

(b) Choose M2 such the eith block of its code word 
is C, i.e., C2, C. 

(c) Let M^ = M2. Clearly, C^^,^ = Cz.ei = c. 
Thus i?2,ei = -f^2,ei' '-S-' -̂ 2̂ and M2 are the 
desired message blocks. 

4. Similar to step 2, find M3 = M3 so that the difference 
at the e2th block of the output is eliminated. Repeat 
the similar attacks until ali those d differences in the 
hash output are eliminated. 

5. The M and M' (with only Mi 7̂  M{) constructed 
above are vvith the same hash result. 

We note that according to Assumption 1, the Step 3 in 
the attack could succeed vvith about 2™ encryptions. Thus 
the total amount of computations required in this attack is 
about d • 2 " . 

4 Attack on the Hash Functions 
Based on Convolutional Codes 

Inoue and Sakurai claimed that about 2(''~^)™/^ encryp-
tions are needed to find a collision of their hash functions 
based on convolutional codes [5]. In this section, vve give 

an attack to find such a collision vvith only about n • 2"" en-
cryptions. Similar to the attack in Section 3, our attack in 
this section is to eliminate the differences in the hash output 
separately. 

The foUovving attack is to find tvvo different messages 
M and M' satisfylng Hash{M) = Hash{M'), where 
the hash function is based on an (n, k, d; N) convolutional 
code. 

1. Randomly select tvvo A;-block Mi and M{ vvith Mi 7̂  
M[. 

2. Randomly set the values of Mi {2 < i < N). Let 
Ml = Mi foT i = 2,3,-•• ,N + 1, i.e., at the begin-
ning of the (A'' + 2)th iteration, the message blocks in 
the memory are the same for M and M'. 

3. At the (A'' + 2)th iteration, the only difference vve need 
to consider is that HN+I ^ ^N+I- ^^ '^is step, vve 
try to eliminate the difference betvveen the first blocks 
of iJAr+2 andFjy_,_2. 

(a) Find an m-bit c such that hi{H^r^i^i,c) = 
/ii(iJJv+i 1'^)- ^^ ^^^^ ^"''h collision could not 
be found, go to step 2, select a different MAT+I 

and repeat the attack. 

(b) Choose M^+2 such that the first block of the 
(A'̂  + 2)th code vvord is c, i.e., Civ+2,1 = c. 

(c) Let M ; / + 2 = MN+2- Then C'r^+2,1 = 
^N+21 = C since M, = Ml for i = 
2,Z,-'-,N + 2. Thus Fiv+2,1 = -ffw+2,i-
The Miv+2 and M'^_^2 '^^ ^̂ ê desired message 
blocks. 

4. Carry out the similar attack to eliminate the remaining 
differences at those (n — 1) blocks of the hash output 
in the next (n — 1) iterations. 

5. At the end of the (A'̂  -I- n -I- l)th iteration, i?Ar_|_„_|_i = 
-H /̂v+n+i- ^^'^ there is no difference in the memory. 
LetM;/+„_^I+. = MN+n+i+i fori = l,2,--- ,N-
1. 

6. From the (2A'̂  + n)lh iteration on, any final hash out-
puts (the concatenation of the last A'̂  hash outputs) 
vvould be the same. 

We note that according to Assumption 1, the Step 3 in 
the attack could succeed vvith about 2™ encryptions. Thus 
the total amount of computations required in this attack is 
about n •2'". 

In addition, vve point out here that the claim in [5] that 
"this (the convolutional codes based hash function) reduces 
the Circuit complexity of the hardvvare-implementation 
l/N times in terms of the number of Davies-Mayers's 
module function than that based on block error correcting 
codes" is misleading. The hash function, no matter it is 
based on block codes or convolutional codes, could be im-
plemented vvith only one Davies-Mayer's module function 
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in the hardware implementation. The reason is that those 
Davies-Mayer functions are ali based on the same block 
cipher. 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper, we show that only about a • 2"* encryptions are 
needed to find a collision of Inoue and Sakurai's hash func
tions based on the block codes and convolutional codes. 
The claim that a collision could only be found with about 
2(d-i)m/2 encryptions is incorrect. 

[9] B. Preneel, R. Govaerts, J. Vandevvalle, "Hash Func
tions Based on Block Ciphers: A Synthetic Ap-
proach", in Advances in Cryptology - Crypto'93, 
LNCS 773, Springer-Verlag, pp. 368-378,1994. 

[10] R.L. Rivest, "The MD4 Message Digest Algorithm", 
in Advances in Cryptology - Crypto'90, LNCS 537, 
Springer-Verlag, pp. 303-331,1991. 

[11] R.L. Rivest, "The MD5 Message Digest Algorithm", 
Reguestfor Comnients (RFC) 1321, Internet Activi-
ties Board, Internet Privacy Task Force, April 1992. 
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We investigate the security ofthe AES S-box in the view of Boolean function with the technigue of Walsh 
spectrum. The cryptographic characteristics of AES such as linearity, nonlinearity, strict avalanche, 
propagation and correlation immunity are revealed. 

1 Introduction 
Substitution box(S-box)'''^' is a core component of most 
of the modem block ciphers and often servers as the only 
nonlinear component of the algorithms. In other words, 
the nonlinearity and cryptographic security of the 
cryptosystems depends heavily on the strength of the S-
box. It is the same čase for the algorithm Rijndael'^' 
which is the Advanced Encryption Standard(AES) of 
USA. When Joan Danmen and Vincent Rijmen proposed 
this algorithm, they focused upon the resistance to the 
differential cryptanalysis'''' and the linear cryptanalysis'^l 
We once verified this by vvorking out the 2*x2^ 
differential matrices and the linear matrices of AES and 
found that AES does show significant performance as the 
designers acclaimed! But vvhat things are if we view the 
S-box of AES as a set of Boolean functions? We discuss 
this issue in this work with Walsh spectrum'̂ '̂ ^ as a 
mathematical tool. The cryptographic properties of AES 
such as linearity, nonlinearity, strict avalanche criteria 
(SAC),propagation criteria(PC) and correlation immunity 
(CI) are analysed and some new conclusions are drawn 
for the first time. 

(l)View the State bytes as elements of field GF{2*) and 
take the multipHcative inverse under the irreducible 
polynomial m{x) = x^ + x'^ + x^ + x + \ vvith the element 
zero mapped onto itself 
(2)An affine transformation is applied on the result of (1) 
The fixed matrix and the fixed vector over GF{2) in the 
affine transformation are shown in Figure l(with yo the 
most significant bit). 
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Fig.l Affine transformation of AES ByteSub 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is 
dedicated to the introduction of the structure of AES S-
box and the eight truth tables of Boolean functions are 
given. Section 3 summarizes the Walsh spectrum theory 
and its applications in the analysis of cryptosystems. 
Theory of Walsh spectrum is employed in Section 4 to 
analyze the AES Boolean functions and some new 
remarks are made. We conclude the paper in Section 5. 

2 AES S-box 
The 8 X 8 S-box of AES performs a nonlinear trans
formation called byte substitution'^' which operates inde-
pendently on each of the State bytes. The substitution is 
invertible and is constructed by the composition of two 
transformations as described as below. 
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^o,ir%.2 
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* 2 , I 

^ . 1 
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^ , 3 

^2.3 

*3,3 

Fig.2 AES ByteSub 

Fig.2 illustrates the overall effect of the byte substitution 
on the State. In practical realization, the whole trans
formation is expressed in the form of a table and is 
worked out in advance for the purpose of less reduplicate 
calculation and faster speed. The ByteSub table is in fact 
a permutation over GF(2'). Since the S-box is vievved in 
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this paper as a set of Boolean functions, we derive the 
eight truth tables of the AES S-box as shown in Table 1 
directly from the ByteSub table. The truth tables help to 
compute the corresponding Walsh spectrum. 

The first digit of each line in the Table 1 is the ftinction 
value of the input '00000000' and the last one of ' 1111 

uir . 

3 Walsh Spectrum 
Walsh transformation is an iniportant tool to analyse the 
properties of Boolean functions such as balancedness, 
linear structures, the best linear approximation, 
nonlinearity, Bentness, SAC, PC and C\. Here we sum-
marize the concept of Walsh spectrum and its application 
in the analysis of cryptographic properties mentioned 
above. 
Defmition l'̂ '̂'̂  The Walsh transformation of n-tuple 
Boolean function f(x) is defined as 

where weGF(2") , w»x = •%Xo+---+H'„_|X„_| . Sf(w) is 

also called the type-1 Walsh spectrum of f{x). 

In some literatures, Sj-(w) takes a lightly different form 

with the coefficient 2"" absent, so does the next de
fmition 5(y)(M') . Hovvever the different forms do not 

bring any contradiction or inconvenience to the applica-
tions of Walsh transformation. 

Defmition 2^^-^^ 

5'</)(̂ ) = 2-2(-l)"'"(-l)^*' ' = 2-X'(-1)"'"*^<" 

is defined as the type- II Walsh spectrum of n-tuple 
fijnction f(x). 

By the definition, S,f.{w)=—{\{xeGF{2")\f(x) = wx}\ 

By Theorem 1, it is easy to find the best linear 
approximation of/(.v) . Let \S(^f\{w)\-Max\Sff\{w){ and 

w 

w' is an arbitrary value different from w'. Jf S,.Jw') > O, 

then p(f(x) = w' »x) = 
i + S,.Jw) \ + S.^(w) 

= P(f(^) 

= w • J : ) > 

2 2 
i-5(y)(w ) _ p(f(^x) = w*x+\). It indicates 

that wtx\s the best linear approximation of f(x) . If 

5(y,(w')<0 , then P{f{x) = w'»x + \) = ^^^ 

l - 5 ( / ) ( v f " ) 
= P ( / ( j c ) = w •;c + l ) > 

] + S,...{w 

2 2 

P{f{x) = w •x) . It implies that w*x + \ is the best 

linear approximation of f(x). 

Two types of Walsh spectrum both have some relation 
with the properties of Boolean fianctions as summarized 
in Theorem 2. 

Theorem 2̂ '̂̂ ' For the n-tuple Boolean ftinction f(x), 

(1) f(x) is balanced if and only if Sj-(Q) = — or 

(2) Identify two kinds of linear structure set U^ and 

t/|'* with {a\f(x) + f(x + a) = 0) and {a\f(x) + f{x + 

a) = 1} respectively. We have that « e [/|"' if and only if 

for any weGF(2") and wa=\ , S^^.^(w) = 0 . We 

also have that OTEC/J-" if and only if for any 

we GF{2") and vv• a = O,Ŝ f-,{w) = O. 

(3) Nonlinearityof/(.x),A'/ = 2""'(l- Max \S(^f^(w)\) 
weG/--"(2) 

- ,n- l . 

1 
-\{xeGF{r)\fix)^wx}\)=—(2\{xsGF{2")\fix) = 

w x}\-2") = —(2"-\ {xe GFi2")\ fix) * w x}\) .That is tO 
2" 

say that type- II Walsh spectrum shows how much f{x) 
is close to the linear ftinction wx . The idea is 
described in the follovving theorem. 

Theorem l'̂ ^ If w,xeGF(2") and f(x) is a n-tuple 
Boolean function, then 

l + 5(/)0v) 
2 

1 - S(f){w) 

2 

where P(») is the probability. 

or Nf=2"~'{\-Max{2 Max \S,Mw)i\\-2^Sf{(i)\)) . 
KeG/'"'(2)/{0} 

(4) f{x) is a Bent function if and only if for any 

n 

w€ G F{2"), 5'(y)(w) = +2 ^ or Sf(w) = • 

- - - 1 
± 2 2 _,v5tO 

P(fix) = wx)--

P(f(x) = M"X + \) = P{f{x)ltwx)--

± 2 2 - l /2 , i ) ' = 0 

( 5 ) f{x) satisfies SAC if and only if for any 

ae GF{2") and W„ia) = 1, X'^(/)("')(~')""' = ^ • 

»s Ži

ce) f{x) satisfies PC for ae GF(2")\{0} if and only if 

E 5('/)0")(-ir'"=oor ;£s}ov)(-ir'"=5/(0)-i. 
QjeGF"{2) uieGF"(2) 

(7) f{x) satisfies PC of degree k if and only if for 

any aeGF"{2) and \<W{a)<k 
X ^(/)M(-l)""'" = O or J^sji.^^-ir'" = SfiO)-^. 

ft)eGF"(2) a<£C/-'"(2) 
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(8) f{x) satisfies PC of degree k and order m if and 

only if for any 1 </,<••• < ̂  < «, a e Gf (2'' ),1 < W{a) < k , 

I ( S^(/)"''"^("'''"'2)(-l)"-"'')'(-l)° :0 
K^^GF"-"(2) w,eGF*(2) 

iv2eGF"-*(2) H ' | S G F ' ( 2 ) 

5;s(!--''*)(w,,0)(-l)--' - i ,where S().'-''*\TV,,W2) = 
W | E C F ' ( 2 ) 

(̂̂ jCvt'), and the k bits in the positions i,,-••,it of w are 

the bits of w, and the other bits are the bits of iVj. 

(9) f(x) satisfies CI of order m if and only if for any 

we GF"{2) and 1 < W{w) < m , S^^^(w) = O or S^{w) = O . 

4 Application in the Analysis of AES 
As discussed in the previous section, Walsh spectrum is 
quite povverful in the analysis of Boolean functions of 
block ciphers. We have found here its application in the 
analysis of AES. For convenience, we compute the type-
II Walsh spectrum (enlarged 256 times) of ali eight 
Boolean functions of the AES S-box and list them in 
Table 2 where the first digit of each line is256*Sy-(0) 
and the last one 256*5^ (̂255). Fig.3. visually presents the 
spectrum of / 4 . For simplicity, no type- I Walsh 
spectrum is listed any more. In fact, it is very easy to 
derive the type- I Walsh spectrum directly from the 
type- II one as illustrated in Theorem 3. 

Theorem 3' [7] Sf{w)--
~Y'^(/)("')'^'"'° 
1 - % ) ( H ' ) 

vc = 0 

Table 2 256 times of type-II Walsh spectrum of AES 
Boolean functions 

Functions 

ro 

n 

type- l l Walsh spectrum 

0,24,4,12,-16,16,12,-20,4,-20,-8,0.-12,-28,16,16.-24,0,-20,4,24,8,4,4,28, 

28,-16,-24,12,-20,-8,-8,12,4,16,24,-4,-4,-8,-8,16,-24,4,-4,0,-32,-4,12,-12, 

-4,-8,0,4,4,16,0,-8,0,12,-28,-24,-24,-12,20,8,-16,12,4,24,-24,4,20,-20,-12, 

16,24,-20,-4,8,-24,-24,16,12,20,-8,-8,-12,4,12,-12,-16,-24,12,-20,-8,-8,-

12,12,24,0,-12,-12.0,-32,-24,16,-20,-12,24,8,20,20,-28.12,8,-16,4,-28,0,-

16,-24,0,12,-12,24,8,4,-12,-24,16,12,4,-8,24,-28,-28,-28,12,8,16,4,4,-32,-

16,-16,-24,4,28,-16,16,-4,12,-4,20,-16,-8,12,-20,8,8,4,-4,-8,-32,-12,4,16, 

0,-16,-8,4.-20,16,16,-4,-20,12,4,-16,8,12,-20,8,-8,24,0,-4,-12,-24,24,-12, 

4,-16,-24,20,28,-32,-16,28,-20,28,4,16,24,12,12,8,-8,0,8,20,-4,0,-16,-4,-

4,-20,4,-16,-8,-20,-20,-24,-24,12,4,0,8,12,-4.24.-24,-8,16,28,-12,24,-24,4, 

4,12,4,16,8,-4,28,-24,24,8,0,28,4,-8,24,4,4 

0,0,16,16,4,20,12,-4,4,-4,-20,4,8,0,24,-16,-4,-4,12,-4,-16,0,24,-8,-24,0,0, 

8,12,4,12,-12,-20,-4,-4,-20,24,-24,0,16,8,16,-16,-8,4,-4,-12,-20,-24,24,8, 

8,20,4,12,-20,12,-12,-12,-20,-8,-16,8,16,-8,-8,-16,16,-12,-12.20,-12,-20,-

28,12,4,-8,-32,16,24,12,12,4,-12,8,-24,8,24,-24,0,-8,0,4,12,12,-28,4,-28, 

12,12,24,8,8,24,16,-24,-32,-8,4,28,12,4,-8,-8,16,0,-4,-20,-4,28,12,4,28,4, 

0,-8,-24,-16,-24,-16,0,8,-20,20,12,-12,-12,4,-12,-28,-8,24,-16,16,-12,-20, 

12,20,24,16,24,-32,-24,-24,-8,8,-4,12,4,4,4,-20,-4,4,-16,8,-16,-24,24,-24,-

8,8,20,4,-20,-4,-32,24,-24,16,-4,4,12,4,28,28,28,12,-8,24,16,0,0,-8,16,-24, 

28,4,4,-20,-20,12,-12,20,-8,-8,-24,-24,4,-20,-12,-20,16,-24,-8,0,24,-24,16, 

-16,-28,-12,4,-28,-4,4,28,4,-16,24,8,-16,-16,0,-24,-8,-28,4,-28,4,-16,8,0,-

24,4,-4,12,-12,12,12,4,20,-16,-32,16,16 

12 

a 

f4 

f5 

f6 

a 

0,28,4,24,12,-24,16,-12,8,12,28.-8.20,24,-8,-28.-12,0,16,20,24,-12,-12,24, 

-12,8,-16,-4,24,-4,-28,16,-4,0,24,4,-16,20,28,24,12,-8.24,12,-16,-4,-4,0,-

16,-12,-12,0,-4,-16,16,-4,-24,-12,-20,0,4,0,8,-4,-24,-28,-28,-8,-12,16,-16,-

12,-8,-4,20,16,4,8,-16,^,-12.16,8,-4,8,-12,-4,16,-20,16,-16,-20,0,20,-12,-

16,4,24,-24,-28,-8,12,12,-8,28,-8,32,4,0,-4,-28,24,-16,-12,-4,8,12,0,-24, 

20,0,12,-4,16,-20,8,-24,-4,32,20,-12,0,4,-24,-24,-12,0,12,-12,24,-12,16,8, 

12,-12,-24,16,-4,-16,4,-4,24,-4,8,-24,12,-24,-12,20,8,28,-24,24,12,24,-12, 

20,8.20,-8,-16,-4,-16,4,-4,-24,32,-4,20,24,20,-16,-24,28,16,4.20,16,-28.-8, 

-8,4,-16,4.12,-8,4,8,-16,28,-8,-28,4,8,-4,24,-24,-20,-4,0,0,-4,-8,-4,12,24,-

4,-8,32,-12,8,4,12,-16,-4,-8,16,20,8,20,-4,0,-4,16,32,-4,8,-20,-4,24,24,20, 

4,8.12,-24,24,-20.0,-12,-20,8.-12,8,-16,28 

0,24,12,-12,12,28,24,-8,0,16,-12,-12,-12,-4,24,16,-4,4,-16,24,-8,24,-4,-4,-

12,-12,-16,16,-24,0,4,-4,-24,-8,-12,-12,-4,20,8,-16.16.8,-12,-4,-20,-20,0,-

16,4,-28,-8,-8,-8,32,-4,-28,-12,-4,0,-24,0,16,-20,-4,32.0.4,-12,12,-12,16,8. 

-24,16,4,-4,-4,12,-24,8,28.12,24,8,-8,-16,4,-4,-4,20,-16,-24,16,16,-28,4,-

16.-8,4,28,-28,4,24,-24,0,0,-4,12,-4,-12,8,-16,-4,20,8,0,16,32,-20,-4,20,4,-

24,24,0,8,-12,28,28,4,-24,16,8,-8,20,-28,-12,20,24,24,8,-16,-4,-28,0,24, 

20,28,12,12,-16,0,-16,0,-4,-4,-12,-20,0,8,-28,-28,16,-16,-8,16,4,-4,-12,-4, 

8,16,16,-16,20,-12,24,-24,12,12,28,4.0,24,-16.8.12,20,12,-4,8,-24,20,-12,-

24,-24,0,24,-12,12,-12,-4,-16,24,8,-24,-12,20,-24,24,-12,20,20,-4,-16,-24. 

32,24,20,28,4,20,-8,-8,4,12,8,-16,-8,8,-4,-20,-4,-4,-8,24,-8,32,4,12,-8,16, 

20,-4,-4.-4.8,24,24.8,12,-20,-12,-20,8,-16 

0,16,-4,20,24,8,4,12.24,-24,-4,-12,0,0,4,-4,-16,8,-12,-12,-24,0,12,-4,-8,-

16,20,20.-16,24,-4,28,4,-12,32,-8.-28,20,16,-8,-12,4,-24,0,20,20,-24,0,12, 

-12,-16,0,12,-12,16,16,12,-12,-8,-24,28,20,24,8,12,12,0,-8,28,-20,32,24,-

4,12,8,16,-20,-4,24,16,-28,-20,0,0,20,-20,-16,16,4,-4,-24,24,-28,-4,-8,24,-

8,8,-4,-28,32,0,20,-4,16,16,28,-12,-24,8,20,-4,8.16,20,20,-16,-24,-4,-4,-

16,8,-12,4,-8,-16,12,12,-16,-24,-12,-28,16,24,-12,-28,-16,24,-4,-4,16,-8, 

12,-4,8,-24,4,-4,-24,24,20,-20,24,-24,12,20,-24,24,-4,-12,28,20,-16,0,-12, 

-4,8,24,-12,28,32,0,-4.4,24.8,-4,12,8,-16,-12,-12,-16,24,4,4.24,16,-4,28, 

16,-8,-4,4,-24,-8,4,12,-16,16,-12,-4,-8,8,-20,4,32,16,-20,-4,-16,8,-12,-28, 

8,-16,-12,4,0,24,-4,28,-24,0,0,-8,-20,12,-16,8.-4,12,0,-8,20,-12,-16,-8,-12, 

-12,24,8,-4,-12,8,24,-4,4,8,-8,4,-4,-24,8,-28,-4 

0.-8,16; 8,-3 2,24,16,-24,12,4,-20,4,4,-4,-12,12,-20,4,4.12,-12,12,-4,4,-8,-

16,-16,24,-24,0,0,-24,0,0,-8,-8,-16,-16,24,-8,-12,4,12,-4,28,12,20,-28,-12, 

4,4,4,28,-20,12,12,24,24,24,8,-24,-24.-8.8,-16,-24,16,-24,0,-8,16,8,28,4,-

20,-12,-12,-4,4.-20,-20,-12,4,-4,-12,28,-20,4,-8,16,-16,24,24,16,0,-24,16, 

16,-8,-8,16,16,-8,24,4,4,-20,-20,12,12,4,4,4,4,20,-28,-20,12,12,-4,8,-24,8, 

24,-24,8.8,-8,-24,16,8,0,24,16,8,-16,20,-4,20,12,12,4,12,20,-28,-4.-20,4,-

4,4,4,12,-16,8,8,0,0,-24,8,-16,-8,-24,16,-16,24,-S, 16,0,-4,28,-28,-12,4,-12. 

-4,28.12.-4.-4.12,4,4,-28,4,0,-32,-16,16,-16,-32,0,16,-16,-24,-16,-8,0,8,0,-

8,-20,20,-20,4,-12,12,4,12,-20,-28,-28,-4,-12,-4,-4,-28,-24,16,-16,-8,24, 

16,0,-8,-32,0,24,8,-32,-16,-24,-24,-12,-12,28,12,-20,28,-12,20,4,-12,4,20, 

12,-20,12,12,-24,-8,-24,24,-8,24,8,-24 

0,8,-32,-24,4,-20,-4,-12,4,4,12,-4,-8,24,-24,-24;0,-8,-16,-8,4,12,12,20,4, 

4,-20,12,24,8,-24,8,-16,-24,0,8,4,-20,-4,4,-12,4,28,-20,-8,24,24.-24,16,-8, 

16,24,4,-20,12,4,4,20,12,12,8,24,-24,-8,-24,0,24,-16,-4,20,4,12,-4,-20,4,4, 

-16,0,0,-16,-8,-16,24,0,28,-28,-12,-4,-4,-4,4,-28,0,16,-16,16,-16,-8,0,-8, 

20,-20,12,4,-28,-28,-4,-4,-24,-8,24,-8,-32,8,-32,-24,-12,28,28,-12,-12,4,-

20,12,-24,24,-8,-24,-8,16,24,16,12,4,4,12,-20,12,-12,4,-16,-16,0,0,0,-8,-

16,24,-12,-4,28,-28,-12,4,28,12,24,24,-24,-8,-24,16,-8,16,28,-12,-12,-20,-

20,-4,-12,4,16,-16,16,0,16,-8,16,-8,4,-20,12,4,4,-28,-20,-4.-24,8,8,8,16,8, 

16,8,20,12,12,20.-28,4,-4,12,8,8,-24,8,-24,16,-8,16,-4,-12,4,28,12,12,4,4,-

32,-16,-32,0,-24,-16,8,0.-20,4,-12,12,-20,-4,-12,-28,16,-16,16,0,0,24,-16,-

24,-12,12,-20,20,4.20,12,12,-8,-24,24,8 

0,24,-4,12,-4.-12,-24,24,8,16,-12,-12,-4,-12,-24,-8,16,-8,-4,-4,-4,-28,-24,-

24,8,-16,20,-12,-4,-12,-8,8,24,16,4,-12,20,-4,0,0,16,-24,28.12,4,28,0,-16, 

16,8,-20,-4,28,4,8,-24,-8,32,-28,-28,12,-12,24,24,8,-16,-12,-12,-12.12,16, 

0,8,16,4,-28,12,-12,-24,8,24,-16,-28,20,4,12,16,-16,8,-16,20,-12,-4,4,24,-

8,-16,-8,-20,-20,-4,4,-8,24,-16,8,12,-4,-12,-4,32,0,24,0.20,-12,4,12,16,-

16,-24,16,-12,20.-4,-12,8,-8,-8,32,20,4,-4,4,8,24,0,8,-4,-20,-4,20,-8,24,24, 

0,20,4,12,20,8,24,-16,-24,-4,-4,-20,-12,-24,24,0,-24,-20,-4,4,-4,16,16,8. 

0,-28,4,4,-4,-16,16,8,0,20,-12,28,4,24,8,32.24,12,12,-4,20,-24,8,-16,-24,-

4,-4,20,-4,16,0.0,-24,12,28,-4,-28,-24,24,-16,8,12,12,20,-4,-16,0,-16,8,-4, 

-4,28,20,-8,-8,-8,-16,-12,-12,28,-12,-8,-8,24,-16,4,-28,-12,-4,16,32,16,-8,-

4,12,20,28,-16,0,0,24,12,-20,-20,-12,24,-24 

We can veriiy the data in Table 2 with the Plancheral 
2"-l 

formula l^Sj-{w) = Sf(0)-T"Wff(f) or the Parseval 
vt=0 

2 " - l 

formula •̂5'/̂ n(̂ *') =' • 
w=0 
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Fig. 3. 2S6 times of type-II Walsh spcctrum of / 4 

By Theorem 2 and data in Table 2, we draw some new 
conclusions about AES Boolean function as follows. 
(1) The best linear approximations corresponding to the 
eight Boolean functions are x^+x,+x^+Xf, + ] , 

;c5 +1, X2 +1, J:, +1 and ;c5 + ̂ 4 + jfj + x„ respectively. 
(2)Eight Boolean functions are ali balanced. 
(3)No any non-zero linear structure exists in the eight 
Boolean functions (The zero vector is a linear structure 
of any function ) . 
(4)Nonlinearity of eight Boolean functions are ali 112 
and none of them is Bent function. 
(5)None of the eight Boolean functions satisfies SAC of 
any order or PC of any degree or any order. 
(6) None of the eight Boolean functions is correlation 
immune. 
(7)For 32 inputs, i.e. x = 11,33,35,39,43,51,90,93,106,122, 
134,139,142,157,164,165,170,178,192,193,194,197,217, 
129,230,232,237,240,243,249,250,255, /„ satisfies PC. 

Similar conclusions about /] ~ /7 can be obtained and 

are omitted here. 
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5 Conclusion 
From the view of Boolean function and with the tool of 
Walsh spectrum, we have studied several cryptographic 
properties of AES S-box. We found that AES Boolean 
fiinctions satisfied the cryptosystem design requirement 
such as balancedness, high nonlinearity and few linear 
structures. This indicates that AES has good nonlinear 
features which guarantee its cryptographic strength to 
some extent. On the other hand, none of the AES 
Boolean functions satisfies SAC of any order or PC of 
any degree or any order, which we think may contribute 
to the cryptanalysis of AES. Further work is worthwhile 
in this point. 

Moreover, the concepts of general autocorrelation'*' we 
proposed in another paper and that of autocorrelation will 
simplify the analysis of SAC, PC and its order. 
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Multicast Re-keying means the establisbment of a new session key far the new subgmup in the multi
cast system. Practical construction methods for multicast re-keying scheme using Reed-Solomon codes 
and Algebraic-Geometric codes are presented in this paper with examples to show the detailed construc-
tions. The constructions reguire no computational assumptions. The storage complexity for group mem-
bers(Group ControUer and other users) and the transmission complexity for the schemes have been reduced 
to 0{log{n)) at the same tirne. 

1 Introduction 
With the rapid development of netvvorks, the need for 
high bandwidth, very dynamic and secure group(multicast) 
Communications is increasingly evident in a wide variety of 
commercial, govermnent, and Internet communities such 
as video-on-demand, multi-party teleconferencing, stock 
quote distribution and updating softvvare. Specifically, the 
security in the multicast communication is the necessity 
for multiple users who share the same security attributes 
and communication requirements to securely communicate 
with each other using a common group session key. 

The general goal of secure group communication is to 
dynamically transmit a message encrypted by the new ses
sion key over a broadcast channel shared by an exponen-
tial number n = 2™ of users so that ali but some spec-
ified small coalition of k excluded users can decipher the 
message, even if these excluded users coUude with each 
other in an arbitrary manner. This is what we call the 
broadcast exclusion problem(also known as the blacklist-
ing problem). The establishment of a new session key for 
the new subgroup is called the Re-keying of the system. 

In the multicast communication system, the group is dy-
namic, which means that at different tirne, different sub-
groups of the initial group is authorized to receive the mul
ticast message because of those dynamically joining and 
leaving group members. So the secure communication in 
multicast environment is much more challenging than tra-
ditional point-to-point communication and raises numerous 
new security problems. Examples are the forward secrecy 
and backward secrecy guarantee. A protocol provides per-
fect backward secrecy if a member joining the group at tirne 
t does not gain any Information about the content of mes-
sages communicated at times t' < t. A protocol provides 
perfect forward secrecy if a member leaving the group at 

tirne t does not gain any Information about the content of 
messages communicated at time t' > t. 

Member-joining is easy to handle by just encrypting the 
new session key with the old session key which is decrypt-
able by aH old members and sending the new session key 
individually to each new member encrypted by their own 
secret keys. So we just focus on the member-leaving čase 
and assume that there is a group controller(GC) who knows 
ali the system keys in this paper. 

The initial study on the secure multicast communication 
can be traced back to the early 90's [1]. And a lot of vcorks 
had followed [2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9]. Ali in ali, the work can be 
divided into two major groups, one of which [2,3,4,5] ušes 
the concept of key tree structure to set up the new session 
key based on the Diffie-Hellman key agreement. In [2], 
Wallner proposed a scheme which requires only 0{n) = 
0(n 4- (n - 1)) keys for GC, OHog"") = 0(d +1) keys for 
each user and have at most 0{log^) = 0{kd — 1) trans-
missions overhead per single eviction. The requirement is 
further improved in[3,4,5] which greatly reduces the trans
mission and storage complexity of re-keying schemes. An-
other stronger property of the tree structured scheme is that 
it allows the number of excluded users k to be arbitrary, 
rather than fixed in advance. But some balanced tree struc
ture based schemes have the disadvantage of not providing 
collusion prevention. 

The other group makes use of the broadcast encryption 
idea proposed by Fiat and Naor[6]. The broadcast en-
cryption scheme enables the GC to communicate data se-
cretly to dynamically changing authorized users while pre-
venting any coalition of users to leam anything about the 
data. Other studies on broadcast encryption schemes can 
be found in [7,8] and [9]. In [7], the concept of the Perfect 
Hash Family(PHF) is reviewed and proved to be useful for 
the secure new session key distribution. The possibility of 

mailto:glf@cacs.louisiana.edu
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using the error correcting code to construct such a scheme 
is given there without providing any practical and detailed 
construction. Hartono et.al. [8] borrows the idea of Key 
Distribution Pattem (KDP), based on which the broadcast 
encryption scheme that can remove up to t users from a 
group of n users and is secure against collusion of t mali-
cious users can be set up. How to use the error correcting 
codes to construct such a KDP is not discussed. In [9], 
Poovendran and Baras show that by assigning probabili-
ties to member revocations, the optimality, correctness and 
the system requirements of some of the schemes in [6,7,8] 
can be systematically studied using Information theoretic 
concepts and also show that the optimal average number of 
keys per member in a secure multicast scheme is related to 
the entropy of the member revocation event, thus provides 
a way for us to inspect each scheme from the theory point 
of view. 

2 Related Work Review 
Assume that there is a set of users U, a group controller 
GC and a set K of Key Encrypting Keys (KEK) that is 
generated and stored by the GC. Session keys are used 
for group member communication. A user m will have a 
subset of Key Encrypting Keys, K{ui) C K. KEKs are 
used to update the SK in the event of membership change 
due to any of the following reasons: (a) a new member ad-
mission, (b) expiration of the SK, (c) member compromise, 
(d) voluntary leave, and (e) member revocation. We only 
consider the last čase, member revocation in this paper. 

The secure group communication requires KEKs to se-
curely distribute the updated SK. If every member has an 
individual public key, for a group consisting of n members, 
the SK update will involve 0{n) encryptions by the GC. 
The linear increase of the required number of encryptions 
in group size is not suitable for very large scale applications 
common in Internet, due to the amount of computational 
burden on the GC. 

Next, we will review two scalable re-keying schemes 
which can reduce the number of encryptions. 

2.1 Re-keying Scheme Based on PHF 
A re-keying scheme called OR scheme in [7] specifies an 
algorithm by which the GC produces a common session 
key k^'^^ for the group U\W without letting those users 
in W to know the new session key, where W C U. The 
scheme is as foUovvs: 

1. Key initialization : The GC generates and stores a 
set K of KEKs and securely gives Uj the set of his KEKs 
K{ui) C K. 

2. Broadcast : To remove a set of users W from U, the 
GC randomly chooses a session key k^^^ and encrypts it 
with those keys not belonging to W, then broadcasts the 
encrypted messages to ali the users. That is, the GC broad

casts 

{Ekik"\'^)l keK,k^ K{W),K{W) = \Jj^wK{uj)]. 

3. Dectjption: Each user Ui £ U \W ušes one of his 
own KEKs k S K{ui) to decrypt £fc(A;^\"') and obtain 
the nevv session keyfc^\'^. 

We review the concept of PHF here for the completeness 
of this paper. Let n and m be integers such that 2 < m < n, 
A = {1,2, ...n} and B = {1,2, ...m} be two sets. A 
hash function is a function h from AtoB h : A -^ B. 
We say a hash function h : A -^ B is perfect on a subset 
X C A if /i is injective when restricted on X. Let w be an 
integer such that 2 <w < m,and let ^ C {h : A —> B}. 
H is called an {n,m.,w) perfect hash family(PHF) if for 
any X C A with \X\ = w there exists at least one element 
h £ H such that h is perfect on X. 

It is proven in [7] that if there exists a 
PHF{N,n,m,'w), then there exists a re-keying scheme 
in which the number of KEKs for each user and the GC 
are Â  and Nm respectively and the number of broad
cast transmissions to remove up to w users is less than 
(m - 1)N. 

It is also proven in [7] that an {N,n,d,m) erasure 
code gives rise to a PHF{N,n,m,w) as long as A'' > 

IV \ 
„ ] {N — d), thus can be used for the construction of 

the above re-keying scheme. Such a scheme can prevent 
lu users from colluding. The performance of the re-keying 
scheme based on PHF is determined by the parameter N 
when IV and m are fixed, which should be minimized to 
reduce the storage and transmission complexity. But the 
author didn't mention any details on which kind of error 
correcting code should be used and how it is used for the 
construction. 

2.2 Re-keying Scheme Based on KDP 
In [8], H. Kumio reviewed the concept of Key distribution 
Patterns(KDP). 

Let X = {xi,X2,.--,Xn} and B = {Bi,B2,-..,Bj\f} 
be a family of subsets of X. The pair {X, B) is called an 
(n, A'̂ , f)-key distribution pattem if 

mnBj) \ uU-B.J|>i 
forany (t + 2)-subset {i,j,Si, ...,St} of {1,2,..., A^}. 

With the idea of KDP, the author presented a theorem to 
show the existence of a multicast re-keying scheme with 
dynamic controller based on KDP. But how to effectively 
construct KDP is stili an open problem. 

Inspired by the work from [7] and [8], we look at the 
problem of multicast re-keying from the error-correcting 
codes point of view in this paper. In order to achieve con-
structions with feasible storage that do not require com
putational assumptions, we make an improvement on the 
constraints that must be satisfied to construct the broadcast 
encryption scheme in[7,8] by avoiding the requirement of 
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being PHF and KDP. Based on the OR model mentioned 
above and assumed a system with GC, we give two practi-
cal construction of schemes based on Reed-Solomon codes 
and avoid any computational assumptions. Conditions un-
derlining the constructions are also given together with ex-
amples to show the detail constructions. 

Kumar et.al. [10] also consider the blacklisting problem 
through error-correcting codes, but their method is quite 
different from ours. 

3 Multicast Re-keying Scheme 
Based on R-S Code 

3.1 Background on Code 
Let GF{q) be a finite field. 

Definition 3.1 (Linear Code) An [m, k, d] linear code 
is a k-dimensional subspace Vm,k of m-dimensional linear 
space Vm over GFg, where the minimum Hamming dis-
tance between any pair ofelements is d. 

Reed-Solomon code is an important kind of linear block 
BCH codes which had been widely used in such areas as 
space communication systems, spread-spectrum communi
cation systems and computer storage systems. 

Definition 3.2 (Reed — Solomon Code) Let 
Xi,...,Xm € GF{q) be distinct and k > 0. The 
(m,k)g Reed-Solomon code is given by the subspace 
{if{xi),...,f{xm))\f e GFg^k}, whereGFg,k denote the 
set of poljnomials on GF{q) ofdegree less than k. 

R-S code is a Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) 
code, which means that the error-correcting capability of 
the R-S code can reach the Singleton bound. The R-
S code has the property that the (m, k)g R-S code is an 
[m, k,m — k-\-'\]g linear code and it requires that m < q. 

3.2 R-S Code Based Construction 

In the key initialization phase, The GC generates and 
Stores a set of Nq keys defined as K = {A;(/j j) | h G 
H,h & S } . For a user Uj, 1 <i < n, GC secretly gives Ui 
the set of A'̂  Key Encryption Keys K{ui) = {fc(/i h{i))\h G 
H}. 

In the broadcast stage of removing a set of users W from 
[/, I VF| < w, the GC randomly select a new session key and 
encrypt it with those KEKs that do not belong to W, then 
broadcast the encrypted messages to aH the users. So those 
users that have been removed can not use their own KEKs 
to decrypt and obtain the new session key. 

As to the decryption phase, we need to prove that any 
user Ui that does not belong to W has at least one key to 
decrypt and obtain the new session key. 

Let H^ = {uji, ...,Uiu;}. Since the minimum distance 
of the code is d, for any given pair of elements a;i, 2:2 € 
U, there are at most N — d functions from H such that 
the values of these N — d functions evaluated on Xi and 
X2 are the same. For any user MJ ^ W, it has at most 
N — d functions that is the same as «ji. at most N — d same 
functions as Ui2, ... and at most N — d same functions as 
uju;. The worst čase is that the same N — d functions that Ui 
has with un is different from those N — d functions that Uj 
has with Ui2, vvhich is different from those N — d functions 
that Ui has with Ujs, ... That is, aH the w (N-d) functions 
are different. So we conclude that if A'̂  > w*{N — d), then 
Ui has at least one function that is different from aH those 
functions belong to W. That is, there exists a function ha G 
H such that {ha{j)\j = 11,12, •••,iw,i} are aH distinct. It 
follows that A;(/i^/,̂ (,)) ismK{ui) C K{U\W), so Ui can 
decrypt the encrypted message and obtain the new session 
key fcf^\^. • 

The theorem holds for any set L of members who wants 
to leave the original group as long as \L\ < iv. 

Example 3.1 Take the {N, k, d) = (4,2,3) RS code over 
finite field G F (i) = GF{2^) = {0,l,a,a'^}. The primi-
tive element a is the root ofx'^ -I- a; -I-1 = 0 . From theorem 
3.1 we know that, if 

3.2.1 First Construction 

Tlieorem 3.1 Let {N, k, d) be a Reed-Solomon code over 
GF{q), where N is the length of the codewords, k is the 
length of the Information bits and d is the minimum dis
tance ofthe code. The number ofthe codewords n = q''. 
Let W be a subset of {1,2,..., n} with \W\ = w. Then 
such an error-correcting code can be used to construct a 
multicast encryption scheme as long as it satisfies that 

N > w*{N - d). 

Proof: Let T be the set of codevvords of a (A'', A;, d) code, 
\T\ — n. We write each element of T as (cti,Ci2, ...JCJAT) 
with dj € {l,2,...,q}, where 1 < i < n,l < j < N 
and n is the number of codevvords. For each j we define 
a function hj from A = {!,...,n} to B = {1,...,^} by 
hj{i) = Cij and leti? = {hj\j — 1, ...N}. 

N - w{N -d)>Q, 

then there exists a broadcast encryption scheme based on 
such a RS code, which means that ui < N 

N-d 
4 

4 - 3 = 4. 
Since k = 2, the Information seguence is 

m = (mi,7712). 

The codewords, that is KEKs for ali users corresponding to 
allpossible Information sequence is shown in Table L 

3.2.2 Discussion 

1. From [7], it is also known that any (N,k,d) error cor-
recting code gives rise to a PHF(N,n,m,w) vvhich is proven 
to be effective to set up the multicast encryption scheme. 
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Wl 

« 2 

" 3 

U4 

" 5 

Me 

Uj 

U8 

Ug 

WlO 

Uii 

" 1 2 

« 1 3 

U i 4 

" 1 5 

" 1 6 

m2 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a' 
a' 
a^ 
a' 

mi 

0 
1 
a 
a^ 
0 
1 
a 
a^ 
0 
1 
a 
a^ 
0 
1 
a 
a^ 

h(0) 
0 
1 
a 
a^ 
0 
1 
a 
a' 
0 
1 
a 
a^ 
0 
1 
a 
a^ 

h(l) 
0 
1 
a 
a' 
1 
0 
a^ 
a 
a 
a^ 
0 
1 
a' 
a 
1 
0 

h{a) 
0 
1 
a 
a' 
a 
a^ 
0 
1 
a' 
a 
1 
0 
1 
0 
a' 
a 

h{a') 
0 
1 
a 
oi' 
d' 
a 
1 
0 
1 
0 
d' 
a 
a 
d' 
0 
1 

Table 1: User KEKs constructed from (4,2,3) R-S code 

There, it requires that the minimum distance of the error-
correcting code d' satisfies that 

d' > 
1 iV 

w 
2 

That is,the minimum d' that satisfies the above inequality 
is 

' ' vj 

2 d' = 
- 1 iV 

+ 1. 

While here, from the above theorem, since 

Â  >w*{N -d), 

the minimum distance d has to satisfy that 

That is, the minimum d that satisfies the above inequality 
is 

U) — 1 d = -N 
w 

+ 1. 

Because d < d', the requirement for constructing the 
broadcast encrypting scheme using R-S code had been re-
duced since it is more easier to find such a RS code, which 
aIIows us to increase the length of the Information bit k 
when the code length is fixed and further more to reduce 
the requirement for the bandwidth. 

2. For any [n, k, d\q R-S code over finite field Fq, when 
N = q,k = loggU, where n is the number of codewords, 

d = N — k + 1 = q - loggU + 1, 

then from 

we get 

w < 

N <w*{N -d), 

N Q 

N — d loggU — 1 

Example 3.2 Take an [8,3, Gjg R-S code over finite field 

GF{&) = { 0 , l , Q , a ; ^ a ^ a ^ a ^ a ' ' } 

as an example. Since q = 8,N = q — 8,k = 3,d = 
N — k+l = 8 — 3-1-1 = 6, then the number of codewords 
r, - R 3 _ 8^ = 512 and 

IV < 
N 

N -d loggU - 1 3 - 1 
= 4. 

So the [8,3,6]8 R-S code over finite field GF{8) can be 
used to construct the secure broadcast scheme as long as 
the number of members who want to quit is less than or 
equal to 3 where N > w{N - d) ^ 8 > 3(8 - 6). 

3.2.3 Extension of the Scheme 

In order to improve the communication efficiency, the OR 
scheme we discussed can be slightly modified with erasure 
code such that the bandvvidth used by the GC for broad-
casting Information can be reduced. 

An [n, k, m] erasure code is a special class of error-
correcting codes that allow recovery of a message if part 
of its messages(< (n — m)) are damaged or erased during 
the transmission. An erasure code can be constructed using 
Reed-Solomon code over finite field GF(q). The decoding 
procedure ušes k pairs of {ei,pv{ei)) to recover the origi
nal k Information messages, where Cj is one of the field ele
ment overGF(g) andp{x) = vo-\-vi{x)-{-...-\-Vk-i{x''~^) 
is the polynomial for the R-S encoding. 

The broadcast encryption scheme described in Theo
rem 3.1 can be modified as follows. In the broadcast 
phase, before broadcasting the new session key k^"^^, 
an encoding procedure is first applied to the new ses
sion key. The new session key k^^^ was divided into t 
pieces A;^\^ = (/ci ^ ,fc2 ,...,fc( ), then encodes 
them using [Nm, t, a] erasure code to obtain the codeword 
C{k"\^) = {ci, 02,...,CNm)- The GC uses ali the KEKs 
that do not belong to the users of W to encrypt the corre-
sponding components of C(fc'^^^) and broadcasts the en-
crypted messages to ali the users. That is, the GC broad
casts 

{Ek,{ci)\ki&K,ki^KiW)}. 

As long as each non-excluded user has at least a keys that 
can decrypt a messages of {Ekt (c,)}, he can then apply the 
erasure code to obtain the new session key. While for those 
users in VV, same as before, they can not find the session 
keys. 

Theorem 3.2 The above scheme works as long as thefol-
lowing inequality holds: 

N - luiN -d)>a. 
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For an [n, k, m] erasure code over GF{q), we expect k 
to be as large as possible in order to minimize the extra 
bandvvidth n/fc for the transmission. Actually, the basic 
scheme we discussed in Theorem 3.1 is a special čase of 
using [n, 1,1] erasure code for the construction. 

Exainple 3.3 Consider the same example as in Example 
3.1: the RS code {N,k,d) = (4,2,3) over finite field 
GF{4) = GF{2'^) = {O, l , a , a 2 } . The primitive element 
a is the root ofx^ + a; 4-1 = 0. The KEKs for ali users cor-
responding to ali possible information sequence is shown 
in Table 1. 

For the above scheme to work, it needs that 

that is, 

that is, 

N -wiN -d) > a, 

4 - w ( 4 - 3 ) > a, 

4 — w > a. 

For a = 1, u! can be 1,2 or 3. For a = 2, vu can be 1 or 2. 
And for cn = 2>,w can only be 1. We take w = 2 and a = 2 
as an example. 

We divide the new session key k"\^ mto two parts 
}JJ\w _. Q^^\ ^j^^\ ^̂  j^g^ encodes k^"^^ using a 
[16,2,2] erasure code to obtain a codeword 

C(fc^V^) = (ci(0),C2(l),C3(a),...,ci6(a")), 

where 

and 

Ciiei)=piei),eieGFim) 

p{x) = ko + kix. 
Suppose any two users W — {us^,Us^,^\ — 2 want 
to leave the group, the GC ušes ali the KEKs that do not 
belong to this two users to encrypt ali these 16 pieces of 
encoded keys and broadcasts the encrypted messages to ali 
the users. Then each user that is not in W has at least 2 
keys to decrypt 2 messages, thus can recover the original 
new session key. 

3.3 Second R-S Code Based Construction 
In [8], Hartono proposed a broadcast encryption scheme 
based on the KDP(Key Distribution Pattem) which can be 
used for dynamic GC. If the GC is fixed in the system and 
is trustable, then the condition for the scheme can be im-
proved to make it work for general čase. 

3.3.1 Scheme Description 

Theorem3.3 Let X = {xi,X2,-..Xn'} be a set ofKEKs, 
U = {Ui,U2,---,Un} be the set of users' KEKs, which 
is a family of subset of X, that is, for Vi, Ui C X. Let 
W = {Usi,Us2,---Us^} be a subset ofU with \W\ = w. 
Iffor V i, it satisfies that: 

Then a broadcast encryption scheme can be constructed 
which can remove up to w users from a group ofn users. 

In this scheme, The GC generates and stores a set X of 
KEKs in the key initialization phase, and sends each user 
Ui a subset Ui C [/ of X as the user's KEKs. When a set of 
users W want to quit from the group, the GC selects a new 
session key k^"^^ and encrypts the session key with ali 
KEKs except those belong to users in W, that is, GC broad
casts {Ek^{k^\'^) I fc, G X \ ([/,, U [/,,... U [/,„)}. So, 
those users in W can not decrypt the encrypted message. 
While, since for Vui that Ui& X\W, 

it has at least one key that does not belong to W, so it can 
decrypt Ek^ (fc^\''^) and obtain the new session key k^^^. 

>From the theorem we know that for any given w and 
n, we should make n* as small as possible. Same, for any 
given w and n*, we hope n to be as large as possible. 

Next, we will show hovv to use Reed-Solomon code to 
construct the KEK set X and U and how the scheme works. 

3.3.2 R-S Code Based Construction 

We take the R-S code {N,k,d) over the finite field 
GF{q) = {O, l , a , ...a''"'^},Thenumberof usersn = g*. 
The RS codeword č of length A'' is generated from k 
information symbols taken from the finite field GF{q) 
through polynomial 

h{x) = TOo -I- mix + m2x'^ + ... 

where 

and 

+mk-2x'' ^ +Tnk-ix'' \ 

m = (mo,mi,...mfc_i) 

C = {C0,Cl,...,Cq-l) 

= {h{0),hil),h{a),h{a'),...,h{a'>-')). 

For each user u,, the KEK set that corresponds to the k 
information symbols 

mi= {mii,mi2,...mik) 

is 
Ui = {{hi{0),hi{l),hi{a),...,hi{a'>-^))}, 

vvhere \Ui\ = q = N. So, the KEK set for ali users is 

U = UUUi. 

The total KEK set X for GC is 

X = {Xi,i = l,2,...,n*}, 

| t / A u L i ^ . J > i , vvhere n* = N *q = q^, and 
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Xi = {{h,p)\h€ {hiO),h{a),...,h{a^-^)}, 

P 6 GF{q).] 

Next, we will use an example to show the exact proce
dure on the RS-code construction of the scheme. 

Exainple3.4 Take the same example as in Example 3.1: 
that is the {N,k,d) = (4 ,2,3) RS code over finite field 
GF(4) = GF{2^) = {O, l , a , Q 2 } . The primitive element 
a is the root ofx^+x + l = 0 . The KEKs far ali users 
corresponding to ali possible Information sequence is 
shown in Table 1. After extending the users' KEKs by use 
ofthe way shown in section 3.3.2, we obtain the KEKs se t 
X = {Xi,i = 1,2,..., 16} as shown in Table 2. 

>From Table 2 we can see that, 

Ui = {a;i,a;5,a;9,a;i3} 

= {( / l l ,0) , ( / l2 ,0) , ( / l3 ,0) , ( / l4 ,0)} 

C/2 = {a;2,X6,a;io,a;i4} 

= { ( / l l , l ) , ( / l 2 , l ) , ( / l 3 , l ) , ( / l 4 , l ) } 

U3 = {2;3,a;7,a;ii,a;i5} 

= {{hi,a),ih2,a),{h3,a),{h4,a)} 

Ui = {a;4,a;8,2;i2,a;i6} 

= {{hi,a^),{h2,a^),{h3,a'^),{h4,a'^)} 

[/5 = {xi ,X6,a; i i ,x i6} 

- { ( / i i , 0 ) , ( / i 2 , l ) , ( / i 3 , a ) , ( / i 4 , a ' ) } 

U16 = {a;4,a;5,a;ii,3;i4} 

= { ( / i i , a2 ) , ( / i 2 ,0 ) , ( / i 3 , a ) , ( / i 4 , l ) } . 

Ali the KEKs hold by the GC is given by: 

u = ull,Ui. 

Suppose there are w — 2 users who want to quitfrom the 
group {ui,U2, ...,Wi6}, say users W = {«7,^8}; '^^ can 
check thatfor each user Ui ^ W, 

\Ui\^t=iUsA>i. 

For example, 

\U^\ul^^Us,\ = \{xi,x^}\ = 2>l. 

So such a set ofKEKs can be used to implement the broad-
cast encryption scheme. 

4 Construction of the Scheme Using 
A-G Code 

Since the R-S code over GF{q) requires the length of the 
codewords N < q, we can not make the codeword longer 
than q. Using Algebraic-geometric code(A-G code), the 
scheme can be extended to the čase when codevvord length 
N > q. Next we will show an exanipie on how to use A-G 
code to construct the OR model for the multicast re-keying 
scheme. 

4.1 A-G Code 
For those who are interested in more details about A-G 
code, please refer to the paper [11] and [12]. 

4.2 Example of A-G Code Based IMulticast 
Re-keying Scheme 

Let usconsider the Hermitian code over GF(4 ) = GF(2^) 
with k = 2. The Hermitian curve over GF(2^) is 
x^ + y^ + y = 0. The curve has rational points: 

{ ( 0 , 0 ) , ( 0 , l ) , ( l , a ) , ( l , a 2 ) , 

( a , a ) , ( a , a ^ ) , ( a ^ a ) , ( a ^ a ^ ) } 

= '^ {((3:i,t/i), (3:2,2/2), (2:3,2/3), (3:4,2/4), 

(3:5,2/5), (3:6,2/6), (a:?,y7), ( s s , J/s)}-

Let code polynomial be c{x) = mo + mix, it has 16 
codewords: 

č = (c(a;i,J/l),0(0:2,2/2),0(2:3,2/3),0(0:4,2/4), 

0(3:5,2/5), 0(2:6,2/6), c(2;7,2/7), c(x8,2/8)) 

Ali the codevvords, that is, the KEKs set are shown in Table 
3. 

In this example, 0(2:) has at most 2 zero points, d = 
8 — 2 = 6. since q = 4,N = 8,d= Q,ihs number of users 
n = q^ = 16, the number of keys i sA^*9 = 8 * 4 = 32. 

For the OR multicast re-keying scheme to work, it re-
quires that 

N>w{N-d), 

that is, 
8 > ?i;(8-6). 

so w can be 2 or 3. Since w can be 3, fromN — w(N — d) 
a, we knovv that a can be 2. 

5 Conclusions 
In this paper, two practical constructions for Multicast Re-
keying Schemes using Reed-Solomon Codes are given vvith 
examples to show the detailed construction procedure. Be-
cause it has many properties we expected, RS code pro-
vides us a practical way to construct the multicast re-keying 
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Table 2: Construction of Re-keying scheme vvith (4,2,3) R-S code. 
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Table 3: User KEKs constructed from (8,2,6) A-G code. 
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scheme efficiently. The storage complexity and transmis-
sion complexity have been reduced at the same tirne, which 
is another advantage of the method proposed in this paper. 

Because this paper is only an initial work for using RS-
code in constructing the re-keying scheme, a lot of work is 
being done and will be done in the future such as how to 
improve the communication transmission efficiency by en-
coding the new session key with error correcting code first, 
how to deal with multiuser and multistage leaving from the 
group, how to handle vvhen a new user is joining, but the 
members in the group has reached the maximum, how to 
apply AG code instead of RS code in the construction to 
improve the performance, how to make the GC be a group 
member also, how to extend these two schemes to apply for 
the distributed environment and so on. 
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Cheating in multisecret sharing is considered. Multisecret sharing is defined by a mapping F: GF{p'-)^ 
—> GF{p'^)"^ that provides a generic model. In this model, we propose nonlinear multisecret sharing that 
is immune against cheaters. Two cheating strategies are considered. In the first one, aH cheaters a]ways 
submit their invalid shares and they conectively know their own valid shares. In the second one, some 
cheaters may submit their valid shares while again sharing their knowledge about their valid shares. The 
combiner (or recovery algorithm) interacts with shareholders by collecting shares from them and distribut-
ing the recovered secrets back to active participants. Two different scenarios are considered when the 
combiner recreates ali secrets (this is simultaneous recovery) orgradually (so called seguential recovery). 
Probabilities ofsuccessful cheating are derived and constructions for cheating immune multisecret sharing 
are given. 

1 Introduction 
Cheating prevention in secret sharing and group oriented 
cryptography becomes one of the central security issues. 
Roughly saying, secret sharing is cheater-immune if a 
cheater is not better off than a participant who follows the 
protocol honestly. Tompa and Woll [8] demonstrated how 
Shamir secret sharing can be subject to cheating so after the 
recovery phase, honest participants are left with an invalid 
secret while cheaters are able to compute the valid one. 

The problem of cheating prevention was investigated in 
[6]. It was shown that secret sharing can be constructed in 
such a way that cheaters after revealing an invalid secret by 
the combiner (or recovery algorithm), are getting no Infor
mation about the valid secret. In a sense, the knowledge 
about the valid secret of honest and dishonest participants 
is the same with an obvious exception that cheaters know 
that the recovered secret is invalid while the honest ones 
will leam about this fact later when the recovered secret 
fails to trigger the intended action. 

Multisecret sharing v̂ -as probably first discussed in [5]. 
General formulation of the problem for the čase when m 
different secrets are shared among participants with a sin-
gle access structure was studied in [1]. Some further works 
can be found in [3, 4, 2]. 

Clearly, cheating participants in multisecret sharing 
schemes have more possibilities to deviate during the re-
construction of secrets depending on how the combiner 
who collects shares is vvorking and also how the secrets 
are reconstructed. To make our considerations explicit we 
assume a simple multisecret sharing model in which ev-

ery n participants can recover the secrets. The combiner 
who reconstructs the secrets can return ali secrets (parallel 
reconstruction) or secret by secret (sequential reconstruc-
tion) where secrets are recreated in a some publicly known 
order. From now on we assume that the combiner is imple-
mented in such a way that it accepts shares and after getting 
the appropriate number of them, reveals the reconstructed 
secret to aH active participants (shares are never revealed by 
the combiner). This of course, does not restrict dishonest 
participants who may reveal their shares to each other. 

2 Notations 
Multisecret sharing is defined by a mapping F: GF{p*)^ 
—> GF{p*')"^. F is called the defining mapping (or dis-
tribution rule) and is publicly accessible. Each vector 
a € GF{p^Y determines a collection of n shares held by 
n participants and the vector F{a) G GF{p*')™' specifies 
a collection of m secrets. In particular, when m = 1, the 
defining mapping becomes the defining function that was 
studied in [6]. 

We consider two basic cheating strategies that are possi-
ble for dishonest participants to undertake. The strategies 
characterise the way the combiner works: 
• simultaneous recovery of aH secrets - in this čase dis
honest participants can modify ali their shares or perhaps, 
they can collectively decide that some portion of their valid 
shares will be submitted to the combiner (those two sce
narios will be considered). Note that the knovvledge of 
cheaters is restricted to the shares they hold, 
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• sequential recovery of secrets - again dishbnest partici-
pants submit a collection of invalid shares to the combiner 
who returns a single secret. The recovery process of a sin-
gle secret is independent as dishonest participants can de-
liver a different collection of invalid shares for each recov-
ery. Observe that the knowledge of cheaters changes after 
each recovery as they obtain a secret retumed by the com
biner. 

We assume that the combiner is honest and returns the 
secret corresponding to the submitted shares and after the 
recovery it "forgets" ali shares and secrets. 

Let GF(p*) denote a finite field with p ' elements where 
p is a prime number and i is a positive integer. We vvrite 
GF(p*)" to denote the vector space of n tuples of elements 
from G F (J/). Then each vector a S GF{j)^)"- can be ex-
pressed as a = ( a i , . . . , a„) where a i , . . . , On G GF{p^). 
The Hamming weight of a vector a G GF{p'-Y, denoted 
by HW{a), is the number of nonzero coordinates of a. 

We consider a mapping F: GF{p^Y —*• GFip^)"" 
written either F{x) or F{xi,... ,Xn) where x = 
{xi,... ,Xn) and each Xj £ GF{p^). F is said to 
be regular if F{x) takes each vector in GF{p*')™ pre-
cisely p*("-™) times while x goes through each vector 
in GF{p*'Y once. A regular mapping GF{p^)" —> 
GF{p*')™ exists only when n > m. A mapping / : 
GFIP^Y —> GF{p^) is called & function on GF{p*)". 
A regular function / is also called a balanced function. 
A mapping F: GF{p^Y —^ GF{p*')™- can be expressed 
as F = ( / i , . . . , / „ ) or F(x) = (/i(a;), . . . , / „ (a;)), 
where each coordinate fj is a function on GF{p^)"- and 
X e GF{p^)". 

Leta; = {xi,... ,Xn) ^nd 6 = {Si,... ,Sn) be two 
vectors in GF(p*)". Define a vector xf 6 GF{p*)", 
whose jf-th coordinate is Xj if Sj ^ O, or O if Sj = 0. 
In addition, we define a vector xj € GF(p^)", whose j -

0. CIearly 
+ j7 and 

th coordinate is O if Sj ^ O, or Xj if S j -
iP + 7)1 = Pt + it' iP + 1)1 = Ps ^ f6 
P+ +/3g =0 hold for any /3,7 € GFip*)"", also Sf = S, 
S^ = 0. Let r = (TI , . . . , r„) and 6 = {5i,..., 5„) be two 
vectors in GFip*-)". We write T :< S to denote the property 
that if Tj ^ O then S j / 0. In addition, we write T < S io 
denote the property that T < S and HW{r) < HW{S). 
Clearly if r :̂  J then T + S :< S.In particular, ifS'^5 and 
HW{S') = HW{5) we write S 1x1 6'. It is easy to verify 
that StxiS' S' ^SemdS-^S' botha; + - ^+ xj, and 
x^ — Xg, hold for any x € GF{p*-)^, where <̂ => denotes 
"ifandonlyif". 

3 Simultaneous Recovery of Secrets 
with Cheaters Using Invalid 
Shares only 

3.1 Probability of Successful Cheating 
In this work we use a mapping F: GF{p^)^ —> GF{p'-)'^ 
that defines a multisecret sharing. Let <5 be a nonzero vector 

in GF{p^Y, T ^ (5 and /i e GF{p^y''. F can be equiva-
lently represented in the form of table T with rovvs contain-
ing(a ,F(a)) . Seti?ir((5,r,yii)= {a;^ | F{x'^ + T) = H}. 
We also simply vvrite Rp {S, T, p,) as R{S, r, fi) if no confu-
sion occurs. The following statement can be formulated. 

Lemma 1 Let S be a nonzero vector in GF{p'')^, T G 
GF{p*-)'^, T :< S, and n e GF{j)^)'^. Then for any given 
mapping F: GF{p'')"' —> GFip^)"", (i) RiS,T,n) = 
R{6',T,p) ifS M S', (ii) R{S,at,iJ,) = R{S,^f,p)for 
any a, 7 € GF{p^y^ with a^ = 7^, (iii) there exists some 
/i e GF{p'-)"^ such that R{S, T, p) 7̂  0, where 0 denotes 
the empty set. 

Given a mapping F: GF{j)^y^ —> GFip^)"^. We intro-
duce the following notations: 
• Let a e GF{p^)"' be the sequence of n shares held by the 
group V = {Pi,..., Pn} of n participants and the multi
secret yi = F (a). 
• The collection of cheaters is determined by the sequence 
S = {Si,S2,. • • ,Sn) where Pi is a cheater <;=> 6i is 
nonzero. 
• At the pooling time, the cheaters submit their shares. It 
is assumed that the cheaters always submit invalid shares. 
The honest participants always submit their valid shares. 
We consider the vector a + 5. From the properties of a^ 
and aj, we can write that a + S = aj + a'^ + S. Thus 
the combiner obtains a + S that splits into two parts: a^ -
the part submitted by honest participants, and a'^' +S - the 
part submitted by the cheaters. The combiner (or recovery 
algorithm) returns an invalid multisecret /x* = F{a + S). 
Note that the cheaters always change their shares. We as
sume that there exists at least one cheater, in other words, 
S is nonzero or HW{S) > 0. 
• a^ determines valid shares held by the cheaters. The 
set R{S,a'^,IJ,), or {3;^|F(a;^ + af) = p.}, determines a 
collection of rows of T with the correct multisecret p and 
valid shares held by the cheaters. 
• ThesetR{S,aj +S,p*),OT {xJ\F{xJ + aj +S) = p*}, 
represents the view of the cheaters after getting back p* 
from the combiner. 

In this work the cheating means the action of cheaters by 
submitting incorrect shares, and successful cheating means 
the čase that the cheaters not only submit incorrect shares 
but also guess the correct secret. 

The mapping F is called the defining mapping as it 
determines the multisecret sharing. The nonzero vector 
S = [Si,... ,Sn) is called a cheating vector, a is called an 
original vector. The value of ps,a — #(-R(<5) cit "*" ^' /̂ *) ^ 
R{6,a^, p))/#R{S,a'g + S, p*), expresses the probabil-
ity of successful cheating with respect to S and a, where 
#X denotes the number of elements in the set X. As 
an original vector a is always in R{S, a'g+6, p*) Ci R{S, 
a'^ ,p), the probability.of successful cheating always satis-
fies ps^a > 0. Clearly the number of cheaters is equal to 
HWiS). 
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Theorem 1 Given a multisecret sharing scheme with its 
defining mapping F: GF{p^)" —> GF{p'-)"'. Let 5 G 
GF{p^Y wif/i O < HW{5) < nbe a cheating vector and 
a be an original vector in GF{p*')'^. If P5,a < p"**" then 
there exists a vector j £ GF(p ' )" such that p^,^ > p^'™. 

Proof Let F {a) = p and F{a + 5) = p*. By def-
inition, R{S,a'l,p) = {xJ\F{xJ + aj) = p} and 

Theorem 2 Given a multisecret sharing with its defining 
mapping F: GF{p'-)^ —)• GF{p^)"^. Then the multise
cret sharing is k-cheating immune 4=^ for any integer I 
with 1 < I < k, anyS e GF(p*)" with HW{6) = I, 
any T < 5 and any p,P E. GF{p'')"^, the following con-
ditions hold simultaneously: (i) ij^R{6, r, v) = pt(.n-i-m)^ 
(ii) #{Ri6, T, u) n R{5, r + 5, p)) = ptin-i-2m)_ 

R{S,aj + S,p*) = {x^\F{xs + a+ + 5) = p,*}. The proof is given in the Appendix. 
We partition R{S,a'l + S, p*) into p*™ parts: R{S,a'^ + 
S,p*) = UxeGF(p')"'Q\ where(5A = R{S,aj + 5,^*) n 
R{6,aj,X + p). Clearly 

ifR{d,aj+d,p*)= Yl 
\€GF{pt 

#QA (1) 

Note that i?((5, aj +5,\*)r\ R{5, aj,X)=Qo. There-
fore 

P5,. = *{R{S, aj + S, p*) n R{6, aj,p)) 

l4R{5,aj + 5,p*) 
= #Qoli^R{5,a+ + 5,iJi*) (2) 

Since p5,„ < p-*™, from (2), il.Qo/#R{S,a+ + 
S, p*) < p-*™. It fol]ows that 

#Qo<p-'"'*R{S,a+-{-6,p*) (3) 

From (1) and (3), we knovv that 
EASGFCPO-.A^O # 0 A > (1 - p-'n*R{5, CC+ + 6, p*). 

Thus there ,exists some A' € GF{p'-)'^ with A' 7̂  O 
such that #(5A' > p '#R{5,a+ + S, p*). By 
definition, Qx' = {xg \F{xg -\- aj -\- 5) = p*, 
F{xJ + aj) = X' -{- p}. Then there exists a vec
tor PJ' e Q^ and then F{(3J' -\- aj + S) = p*, 

+ c^j) +̂  - A' + p. Set J = Ps + "5 Thus 
F(7 -\- S) = fi* and ^(7) = A' + /i. Clearly 
7^ = aj and 7^ = PJ. Next we choose 7 as 
an original vector. Due to R{S,'yj + 5, p*) = {xj 
I ^ K + _ 7 / + S) = p*}, R{S,^j,X' + p) = 
{xg \F{x^ + jj) = A' + /i} and 7+ = a+, we 
know that R{d,-fj + d,p*) D RiS,jj,X' + p) = Qx-
and p5,^ = MR{5,j+ + 6,p*) n R{Snj,X' + 
p))/#RiS,j+ + 6, p*) = ii.Qx'/#R{S,j+ + d, p*) = 
#Qv/#i?(<5,a|+<5,/i*)>p-*™. 

Corollary 1 Given a multisecret sharing scheme with its 
defining mapping F: GF{p^Y —> GF{p^)™-. Then 
va.ayi{pi^a\a G GF{p^)'^} > p~*'™' for any fixed nonzero 
vector 6 G GF{p*'Y. 

3.2 fc-Cheating Immune Multisecret 
Sharing 

Given a multisecret sharing with its defining mapping F on 
GFij)*-^. For a fixed nonzero 6 G GFip^)"", due to Theo
rem 1, it is desirable that ps,a = p"*"* holds for every a G 
GF{p'-)^. A multisecret sharing is said to be k-cheating 
immune if p^^^ = p"'™ holds for every 5 G GFijf)'^ with 
1 < iJP17((S)'< A; and every a G GFip^. 

Theorem 3 Given a multisecret sharing with its defining 
mapping F: GF{p'')" —>• GFijf)"^. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: (i) the multisecret sharing is k-
cheating immune, (ii) for any integer I with 1 < I < k, 
any 6 G GF{jf)^ with HW{5) = I, any T < S and any 
p,u& GFip^)"", we have #(iž(^, r, iy)nR{5,T-\-6, p)) = 

t(n-l- ^'"), (iii) for such I, 6, T, p and v mentioned in 
F{xJ -\-T-{-d)= p 
F{xJ -\-T)=P 

precisely p^^"~^~^'"^ solutions on xj. 

P 

(ii), the system ofeguations: has 

Proof Clearly (ii) <;==̂  (iii). Due to Theorem 2, (i) => 
(ii). To complete the proof, we only need prove that (ii) = ^ 
(i). Assume that (ii) holds. Thus #(i?(5, r, v) n R{S, T -|-
5, fi)) = p<(n-'-2m) for every p,p e GFip^)"". Note that 
R{S,T,v)= U^£G/r(pi)™ R{6,T,p)r\R{5,T-\-S,p) and then 
#i?(^,T, p) = E^eGF(pn- # ( ^ ( ^ ' r,i^)nR{S,T-^S, 
p)). This proves that #i?(5, T, J/) =pti»-i-^), Using 
Theorem 2, we have proved that (i) holds. 

Corollary 2 Given a multisecret sharing with its defining 
mapping F: GF{p^)'^ —> GF{p^)'^. If the multisecret 
sharing is k-cheating immune, then (i) n > 2m -\- k, (ii) F 
is regular. 

Proof Let I — km Theorem 2, we have ij^{R{5,T, p)f\ 
R{S,T + S, p)) = pti^-f^-^rn) > i jhis proves that n > 
2m -I- k. Again from Theorem 2 we have #R{S, T, V) = 

p 
t{n—k — m) , for any T < 6 and any u G GF(p^)'^. This 

means that for each fixed r with T < 5, the mapping 
F{x'^ + r) is regular. Thus the mapping F is regular. 

Due to Corollary 2, a A;-cheating immune multisecret 
sharing, defined by a mapping F: GF{p^)"- —> GF^p^)"", 
exists only when n > 2TO -f k. 

4 Simultaneous Recovery of Secrets 
with Cheaters using Valid and 
Invalid Shares 

4.1 Probability of Successful Cheating 

Given a mapping F: GF{p^)-^ —> GF{p^)'^. We intro-
duce the following notations. As before we can see F as 
a table T with rows containing [5, F{6)). We also assume 
that the combiner returns ali secrets (or the multisecret for 
short). 
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• Let a € GFip*')^ be the sequence of shares held by the 
group V = {Pi,... ,Pn} of n participants and the secret 
fi = F(a) . 

• The collection of cheaters is determined by the sequence 
5 = (61,62,- •• ,Sn) where Pi is a cheater <;=^ if 6i ^ 0. 

• At the pooling tirne, the cheaters submit their shares. 
This tirne it is assumed that cheaters may submit a mix-
ture of valid and invalid shares. The honest participants al-
ways submit their valid shares. The collection of cheaters 
who submit invalid shares is determined by the sequence 
r = (TI , . . . , r„) where r,- = O <;=^ P j is honest or P j is a 
cheater who submits a valid share, in other words, TJ -^ O 
4=:^ P j is a cheater who submits an invalid share. Clearly 
T -<6. We assume that there exists at least one cheater who 
submits invalid share, in other words, we only consider the 
čase that r is nonzero or HW{T) > 0. We consider the 
vector a + T. Due to the properties of operations a^ and 
aj, we can write a + T = aj + af + r. The combiner 
obtains a + r that splits into two parts: aj - the part sub-
mitted by honest participants and af + r the part submitted 
by cheaters. The combiner retums an invalid multisecret 
/I* =F{a + T). 

• R{6,af + T,ti*), OT {xJ\F{xJ +aj +T) - /z*}, where 
a j " determines valid shares held by the cheaters, represents 
the view of the cheater after getting back n* from the com
biner. 

• The set R{6,a'^,fi), or {3:J\f{xJ + aj') = /i}, deter
mines a collection of rows of T with the correct multisecret 
/J, and valid shares held by the cheaters. 

As mentioned in Section 3, the cheating means the action 
of cheaters by submitting incorrect shares, and successful 
cheating means the čase when cheaters are able to guess 
the correct secret. 

In generalised model of cheating, r is used to determine 
how to cheat while 6 is only used to determine which par
ticipants are dishonest, therefore we can define (5 as a (0,1)-
vector in GF(p*)". However, in basic model of cheating, 
6 is not only used to determine which participants are dis
honest but also used to determine how to cheat, thus 6 has 
a more general form. 

The mapping F is called the defining mapping of multi
secret sharing. We assume that the combiner returns mul-
tisecrets (ali secrets). The nonzero vector 6 = {61,..., 5„) 
is called a cheating vector, the nonzero vector T ^ 6 is 
called an active cheating vector, a is called an original 
vector. The value of p5,T,a = #{R{6,ag' + T, p,*) fi 
R{6,a'l,lj))I^R{6,al + r,/x*) expresses the probabil-
ity of successful cheating with respect to 6, r and a. As 
an original vector a is always in R{6,a'l + r,/u*) n 
R{6, al ,ii), the probability of successful cheating always 
satisfies p<5,T,a > 0. Clearly the number of cheaters is equal 
to HW{6) and the number of active cheaters is equal to 
HW{T). In particular, if r = ^, we regain basic model of 
cheating. 

4.2 Strictly /c-cheating Immune Multisecret 
Sharing 

By using the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 1, 
we can state: 

Theorem 4 Given a multisecret sharing with its defining 
mapping F: GF{pY —> CPip^)"". Let 6 £ GF{p^Y; 
O < HW{6) < n, be a cheating vector, let T •< 6; T ^ 
O, he an active cheating vector, and let a G GF(j/)^ be 
an original vector (representing valid shares). If ps,T,a < 
p"*™ then there exists a vector 7 € GF{p*')^ such that 
PS.T,-, > P' -tin 

Corollary 3 Given a multisecret sharing with its defining 
mapping F: GEip^)"" —)• GF{p^)'^. Then max{pi,r,a | 
Q 6 GF{j)^Y] > p-^"" for anyfixed 6 andrvith T <6 
and T ^ 0. 

For the same reason mentioned in Section 3.2, we intro-
duce the concept of A;-cheating immunity. Given a secret 
sharing with its defining mapping F on GF{p*')'^. Let k be 
an integer with 1 < A; < n — 1. The secret sharing is said to 
be strictly k-cheating immune if the probability of success
ful cheating satisfies p5,T,a — p"*™ for every 5 6 GF{p*')'^ 
and anyT •<5 with 1 < HW{T) < HW{6) < k and every 
a £ GF{p^)^. The following theorem establishes a rela-
tionship between the two models of cheating immunity. 

Theorem 5 Given a multisecret sharing with its defining 
mapping F: GF{p^Y —> GF(p*)'". Then the multi
secret sharing is strictlj k-cheating immune <̂ => for any 
integer r with Q < r < k — 1, any subset {ji, . . . , > } 
of {1,... ,n} and any a i , . . . ,Or £ GF{p^), the map
ping F{xi,... ,Xn)\xj^=ai,...,xj,.=a^, with the variables 
Xh,-..,Xi„_^, where {ii,...,in-r} ^ {ji,---,jr} = 
{ 1 , . . . , n}, is the defining mapping of a {k — r)-cheating 
immune secret sharing. 

Proof Assume that the multisecret sharing is strictly 
fc-cheating immune (model in Section 4.1). Denote 
F(a;i,...,a;„)|a:^.^=ai,.,.,x,v=a. by G. Then G is a map
ping: GF(p*)"-'' —> GF(p*)'". Comparing the model in 
Section 3.1 with the model in Section 4.1, we know that G 
is the defining mapping of {k — r)-cheating immune secret 
sharing (model in Section 3.1). This proves the necessity. 
By definition, we can prove the sufficiency by inverting the 
above reasoning. 

5 Secret Sharing versus Multisecret 
Sharing 

•We regard GF(p*'"^) as a simple extension of G F (p'') 
and then there exists an element e € GF{p''"^) such that 
each element in GF{p^"^) can be uniquely expressed as 
61 -H 626 + • • • 4- V e " " ^ where each bj G GFip*-). 
Let / be a funcfion on GF{p'-"^)", i.e., a mapping: 
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QF{p^^)"- —>• GF[p^"^), and i/i be a nonzero linear map
ping: GF{p^'^) —>• GF(j9*). From / and il), we now de-
fine a mapping F/,^: GF{p^Y —^ GFip*-)"' such that 
F/ ,^(oi , . . .a„) = {bi,...,bm), where each aj,bi e 
GF{p*), <^^ / ( c i , . . . c „ ) = C, wliere Oj = •0(cj), 
j = 1 , . . . , n, and c = &i + 62^ • + &me T 7 1 — 1 

Theorem 6 Given a secret sharing with its defining func
tion f on GF^p^"^)"^. Let xjj be a nonzero linear map
ping from GF{p^™') to GF{p*'). If the secret sharing is 
k-cheating immune then the mapping Ff^^: GF{p^)" —> 
GFip^)™ is the defining mapping a k-cheating immune 
multisecret sharing. 

Proof Let 6 be any vector in GF{p^)"- with HW{6) = I, 
wliere I < I < k, and r be any vector in GF{p'')"' with 
T ^ S. Consider the system of equations: 

f Ff^^{xg^-\-T + 6) = ( a i , . . , 
1 Pf,^i^š +T) = {h,...,b,„ 

where each aj, h j 6 G F {p''), and 

(4) 

f{xg + T-\-6) = ai-^ a2e-\ h a ^ e " ^ 
fixj + r) = bi + bae + • • • + b^e^'^ ^^' 

Due to Theorem 3, Equations (5) have precisely 
ptm(n-i-2) Solutions. Note that for each element a G 
GFijf'), there precisely exist p*(™~i) elements c G 
Qp{j)tm-^ such that •4){c) = a. Therefore for each vec
tor [ai,..., an-i) G GF{p^)^~'', there precisely exist 
pt{m-i){n-i) vectors (ci , . . . ,c„_() G GF(p*'")"-' such 
that (?/i(ci),..., •0(c„_i)) = (a i , . . . , a„_ ; ) . Summaris-
ing the above, we know that Equations (4) have precisely 
ptm{n-l-2)Jpt{m-l)(n-l) ^ pt{n-l-2m) golutions. D u e 

to Theorem 3, we have proved that the mapping F/_^: 
GF{p^)" —> GF{p^)"^ is the defining mapping a k-
cheating immune multisecret sharing. 

Combining Theorems 5 and 6, we can prove the follow-
ing statement. 

Corollary 4 Given secret sharing with its defining func
tion f on GF{p'^"^)". Let tp be a nonzero linear mapping 
from GF{j)^™) to GF{jf-). Ifthe secret sharing is strictlj 
k-cheating immune then the mapping Ff^^: GF{p^)^ —> 
GF{p^)"^ is the defining mapping of a strictlj k-cheating 
immune multisecret sharing. 

The construction of a A;-cheating immune secret sharing 
defined by a function has been studied [6]. Therefore ap-
plying Theorems 6 and 4, we can construct a A;-cheating 
immune secret sharing defined by a mapping from a k-
cheating immune secret sharing defined by a function. Us-
ing Corollary 4 and construction given in [6], we can obtain 
strictly cheating immune secret sharing defined by a map
ping. The constructions will be shown in Examples 1 and 
2. 

Theorem 7 LetFbe a mapping: GFip'-^ —)• GFip^)"". 
Write F{x) = {fi{x), ..., fm{x)) where each fj is a 

function on GF{p'-)" and x G GF{p'-)"'. Let s be an in-
teger with 1 < s < m and {ji,... ,js} C { l , . . . , n } . 
Define a mapping H: GF{p*-Y —> GF{p*y such that 
H{x) = [fj^ {x), ..., fj^ (a;)). If F is the defining map
ping ofa k-cheating immune multisecret sharing, so is H. 

Proof Without loss of generality, we only prove the theo
rem in the special čase that ji = 1 , . . . , j« = s. Consider 
the system of equations: 

H{x] 
H{x] 

-f r 4- 5) = w 
(6) 

wherew,(j G GF{p'^y. 
Since F is the defining mapping of a fc-cheating immune 

multisecret sharing, due to Theorem 3, for any integer / 
with 1 < Z < fc, any J G GF{p^)" with HW{S) = I, 
any T :< 6 and any p,v E GF{p^)™-, the system of equa-

F(X,- +T + 5)=p ^^^ p^^ .̂̂ ĵy pt(n-l-2ra) 
tions: F(x, +T) = V 
Solutions on x^ . On the other hand, there precisely ex-
ist p t{m — s) vectors p, G GF{p'-)"^ satisfying p = {uj,y) 
where y G GF{p*-)^~^ and there precisely exist p*(™~*) 
vectors u G GFij/)'"^ satisfying v = {o, z) where z G 
GF(p')'"~*. It is easy to see that the system of equations 
(6) has precisely p*("-'-2"i) . p2t{m-s) ^ pt{n-i-2s) g^. 
lutions on x^. Applying Theorem 3 to H, we have proved 
that H is the defining mapping of a fc-cheating immune 
multisecret sharing. 

The above theorem can be rephrased to the foUovving 
statement. 

Theorem 8 Let F be a mapping: GF{j)^Y —> GFip^)"" 
such that F{x) = {fi{x), ..., /m(^)) where each fj is a 
function on GF(p*)" and x G GF{p^Y. IfF is the defin
ing mapping of a k-cheating immune multisecret sharing 
then each fj is the defining function of a k-cheating im
mune secret sharing. 

Applying Theorem 5 to Theorem 8, we obtain 

Corollary 5 Let Fbea mapping: GF{p^Y —>GF{p^)"' 
such that F{x) = {fi{x), ..., fm{x)) where each fj is a 
function on GF{p^Y <^nd x G GF{j)^Y. IfF is the defin
ing mapping of a strictlj k-cheating immune multisecret 
sharing then each fj is the defining function of a strictlj 
k-cheating immune sharing. 

Theorem 9 Let Fbea mapping: GF{p^Y —> GFfj)^)"^ 
and B is a nonsingular mxm matrix over GF(p*). Define 
another mapping G: GF{p^Y —^ GF{jpf-)"^ such that 
G{x) = {F{x))B. If F is the defining mapping of a k-
cheating immune multisecret sharing, so is G. 

Proof For any integer I with 1 < / < A;, any 6 G GF{p^)'^ 
with HW{8) = l,&nyT < 5 and any p,v e GF{p'-)"', 

•J t. r • f Gix7 +T-\-6) = p 
consider the system 01 equations: < „ ; _ , 

I G{xg +T) = iy 
that is equivalent to 

+ T-\-5)=pB-^ 
-f r) = vB-^ (7) 
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Since F is the defining mapping of a /c-cheating immune 
multisecret sharing, due to Theorem 3, (7) has precisely 
pt{n-i-2m] Solutions OH x'^. Thercfore G has precisely 

Solutions on x^ . Again using Theorem 3, G is 
also the defining mapping of a fc-cheating immune multi
secret sharing. 

Theorem 10 Let F be a mapping: 
CPip*)"" such that F(a;) = (/i(a;), . , fm{x)) where 
each fj is a function on GF{p*')'^ and x € GF{jr)"-. If 
F is the defining mapping of a k-cheating immune mul
tisecret sharing then any nonzero linear combination of 
/ i , • • •, /m. i-e., bifi + • • • + bmfm where each bj e 
GF(j/) and (6 i , . . . , bm) J^ (O, . . . , 0), is the defining 
function ofa k-cheating immune secret sharing. 

Proof Let (6 i , . . . , bm) be a nonzero vector in GF{p*')"^. 
Let S be a nonsingularm x m matrix o ver GFij/), whose 
first column is {bi,..., bm)^ where X^ denote the trans-
pose of the matrix X. Set G{x) = {gi{x),... ,gm{x)) — 
{fi{x), . . . , fm{x))B. Using Theorem 9, we know that G 
is the defining mapping of a A;-cheating immune multise
cret sharing. Applying Theorem 8 to G, we know that gi is 
the defining function of a A;-cheating immune secret shar
ing. Since gi = 6i/ i + • • • -I- bmfm, we have proved that 
bifi H h bmfm is the defining function of a fc-cheating 
immune secret sharing. 

Applying Theorem 5 to Theorem 10, we obtain 

Corollary 6 Let F be a mapping: GFip*-)" -^ G'F(p')'" 
such that F{x) = {fi{x), ..., fm{x)) where each fj is a 
function on GF{p''Y and x G GF(p*)"-. IfF is the defin
ing mapping of a strictly k-cheating immune multisecret 
sharing then any nonzero linear combination of fi,..., fm 
is the defining function ofa strictly k-cheating immune se
cret sharing. 

Due to Theorem 10 (Corollary 6), we have fi,- •. ,fm 
that are m coordinate functions of the mapping F. De
note the set of ali the nonzero linear combinations of 
/ i , - - - , /m ,by n = {5i>---,5p""-i}- Then each 3j is the 
defining function of a (strictly) fc-cheating immune secret 
sharing. Clearly gj ± g^ £ fl for j ^ i, and thus gj ± gi is 
the defining function of a (strictly) fc-cheating immune se
cret sharing. Due to Corollary 2, gj ± gi is balanced. This 
means that any fj does not give any Information on any 
other fi with z 7̂  j as balance means unbiased for every el
ement in GFip*). Note that fl U {0}, where O denotes the 
zero function on GF{p'^)^ form an m-dimensional linear 
spaceoverGF(p'). 

6 Constructions 
The follovving two examples indicate how to construct a 
multisecret sharing mentioned in Theorem 10 and Corol-
lary 6. 

Example 1 Define a function X2fe+i on GF(p*'")^''+^ 
by X2k+l{xi,...,X2k+l) = XiX2 -t- X2X3 + ••• 
-\-X2kX2k+i + 3̂ 2*+!2:1 and then define a function 
XAk+2 on GF{p'"'y>'+^ by X4k+2{xu ... ,Xik+2) = 
X2k-\-lixl,... ,X2k+l) +X2k+lix2k+2, • • • •, X4k+2)-

Let k and s be positive integers with s > A; -f 1, 
n i , . . . , ris = 4:k + 1 or 4k + 2, and n = ni -f- • • • -|-
Ug. Define a function on GFiji^"^)'^ such as f{x) = 
XnAy) + ••• + XnA^) ^here x = {y,...,z), y E 
GF(p ' ' " ) "> , . . . , z e GF{p'-"'Y', and%„.,...,Xn. have 
disjoint variables mutually. From [6], the secret sharing 
with the defining function f is k-cheating immune. Let ip 
be a nonzero linear mapping: GF{p''"^) —> GF{p^). Due 
to Theorem 6. the mapping Fj^^: GF{p^)" —> GF(p') '" 
is the defining mapping a k-cheating immune multisecret 
sharing. 

Example2 Let Xn,p be a function on GFip^"^)^ 
(n > 2p^ -\- p) defined by \n,p{x\,... ,Xn) = 
a;i+E?=i(a;ja;[j+il(„) +Xja;y+2](„) +••• +XjX{j+p]^^^) 
where [z](„) denotes the integer j such that 1 < j <n and 
j = i mod n (we replace i by [i](„) as i is possibly greater 
than n). Let s be an integer with s > 2p, n i , . . . , nj = 
2p'^ + p or 2p^ -f p + 1, and n = ni -f • • • -|- n«. Define 
a function on GF{j)^™-)'^ such as f{x) — Xni,p{y) H H 
A„, Jz) where x = {y,... ,z), y E GF(p'™)"^,.. . , z € 
GF{p^"^)"'', and\ni,p, • • • ,)^n-,p have disjoint variables if 
i ^ j . From [6], the secret sharing with the defining func
tion f is strictly p-cheating immune. Let ip be a nonzero 
linear mapping: GF{p'-™') —> GF{p*'). Due to Corol-
lary 4, the mapping Ff^^: GF{p'-)'' —S- GFip^)"" is the 
defining mapping a strictly p-cheating immune multisecret 
sharing. 

7 Sequential Recovery of Secrets 
Given a multisecret sharing with its defining mapping F: 
GFipY -^ GF(p*)" such that F = (/1, . . . , /™) 
vvhere each fj is a function on GF{p'-)^. In the muUise-
cret sharing schemes mentioned in Sections 3 and 4, we 
stipulate that the multisecret as a vector (61 , . . . , bm) that 
determines m secrets. We assume that those secrets are 
recovered simultaneously. 

In this section, we consider a scenario where the com-
biner vi'ill recover single secrets (instead of the multisecret) 
in a some order (perhaps imposed by the participants) and 
return the recovered secrets to active participants. We will 
study two basic cheating strategies 
• cheaters use the same cheating vector and the same orig
inal vector for ali recoveries - this čase is equivalent to the 
simultaneous recovery of secrets, 
• cheaters niodify their cheating vectors depending on the 
returned secrets. 

Assume that the participants sequentially perform m se
cret sharing schemes with defining functions / 1 , • • •, /m by 
taking cheating vectors Si,... ,Sm 6 GF(p'-)" and origi
nal vectors. Pi,. • • ,/3m £ GF{p*')^ and original vectors. 
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Since the secret of each secret sharing defined by / j is in-
dependent to the secret of secret sharing defined by /j if 
i ^ i , the probability of successful cheating is identical 
with /9<5j,/3i • • • ps^,0^, where /o î./j, denotes the probabil-
ity of successful cheating of the secret sharing defined by /j 
with respect to the cheating vector 5i and the original vector 
Pi. We notice that each P5i,/3i can be calculated by the def-
inition of probability of successful cheating. Obviously the 
probability of successful cheating of sequentially recovery 
is invariable under a permutation on the order of partici-
pants. In particular, F = ( / i , . . . , fm) is the mapping of 
a fc-th immune secret sharing, then using Theorem 10, we 
concludethatp<Si,/3j = • • • = ps^,p^ = p"''. Thereforethe 
probability of successful cheating is identical withp~*™. 

As for the model that cheaters submit a mixture of valid 
and invalid shares, using the same argunients, we conclude 
that the probability of successful cheating is identical with 
P<5i,/3i • • • P<5™,/3„- In particular, F = {fi,...Jm) is the 
mapping of a fc-th immune secret sharing, then using The
orem 10, we conclude that P6i,Pi — • • • — ps^j,,, = P~*-
Therefore the probability of successful cheating is identical 
wlthp~*'". 

8 Conclusions 

We define a multisecret sharing by its defining mapping F: 
GF{p'')" —> GF{p'')™-. For n participants, each vector 
a e GF{p'-)"' is a share and the vector F{a) € GF{p^)"^ 
is the multisecret corresponding to the share a. It has 
been proven that the probability of recovery of correct 
multisecret by cheaters is can be made as small as p~*™. 
Clearly, cheaters who are interested in getting a single se
cret may get it with the probability no smaller than p~'-. In 
a sense each recovered invalid secret provides no Informa
tion about the valid secret but also gives no help in gaining 
Information about other secrets. 

We have investigated two models of A;-cheating immune 
secret sharing defined by a mapping. A relationship be-
tween defining mappings and functions has been exam-
ined and constructions of /c-cheating immune multisecret 
sharing have been given. We have shown how fc-cheating 
immune multisecret sharing relates to a linear space de
fined over fc-cheating immune secret sharing schemes. We 
have also demonstrated that fc-cheating immunity guaran-
tees that multisecret sharing can be used for simultaneous 
and sequential recovery vvithout any impact on the proba-
bility of guessing of valid secrets by cheaters. 
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Appendix: Proof of Theorem 2 

Proof Assume that the secret sharing is fc-cheating im
mune. Choose (5 as a cheating vector and any vector 
a £ GF{p^y^ as an original vector. Due to Lemma 1, there 
exist /x', 1/' 6 GF(p')™ such that R{S, aj + 6, fi') 7̂  0 and 
R{S, aj,i/') ^ 0. Note that R{5, aj -\- S, p') can be parti-
tioned into p* parls: 

R[5,a+ +6,11') = 

U R{5,a+ + 6,p')r\R{5,a+,u) (8) 

Assume that i?((5,a| -1- 6, p!) n R{5,o.'l,v) ^ 0 for 
some v € GF{p*')™'. Then there exists a vector /3^ £ 
R{5,a'^ +5,p')r\R{6,a'l,v). Set7 = ^^^-fa^. Sincethe 
secret sharing is fc-cheating immune, jj^{R{5,7^ -I- 5, p') n 
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R{S,j+,u))/#Ri5,j++d,fi') = ps,^ = p - ' ' " , where 

iPR{^,at+^,^^')r= 
p'"'i^{R{S,aj+S,i^')nR{S,aj,u)) (9) 

whenever R(S, aj + 6, /x') n RiS, aj,i^)y^ 0. From (8), 

#iž(^,a++<5,/i ') = 

^ #{R{6,at + 5,,s')nR{S,aj,,^)) (10) 
i 'eGF(p') '" 

Combing (9) and (10), we know that R{S, aj + 5, fi') n 
Ri5,Q|, J/) 7̂  0 for every v G GF^p^)"" and thus 

il^{R{6,aj + 5,t,')nR{6,aj,i^)) 

= p-'^ii:Ri6,aj+S,,,') (11) 

foreveryi^ G GF(j/')™-. Replacing a, J, by a + (5, [p—1)5 
respectively, due to the same arguments for (11), we have 

foranyi/ G GF{p^)'"'^. From(15)and(14), wehaveproved 
that 

#(i?(<5, aj + ^, /.) n R{5, aj, p)) = p*("-'-2™) (16) 

for every /i, î  G GF(j/)™. For any r :< (5, choose a G 
GF(p*)" such that aj = T. Due to (15) and (16), both 
conditions (i) and (ii) hold. 

Conversely assume the defining mapping F satisfies 
conditions (i) and (ii). Choose any 6 G GF{p^)'^ with 
HW[6) = I, where 1 < / < A;, as a cheating vec-
tor and any a as an original vector. Set F{a) = fj, and 
F{a + S) = /I*. By definition, p^,« = #{R{5,aj + 
S, fj,*) n R{6, aj, fi))/if^R{S, aj + 6, /J.*). Due to condi
tions (i) and (ii), ps^a = p " ' " . Thus we have proved that 
the secret sharing is /c-cheating immune. 

#iR{(p-l)S,aj+pS,p') 

nRiip-l)5,aj+S,p)) 

= p 'i^Ri{p-l)S,aj+pS,i^') 

for every p. G GF(p^)"^. Since the characteristic of 
the finite field GF{p^) is p, pe = O for every e G 
GF{p*). It folloNvs that #(iž((p - 1)6, aj, i^') H R{{p -
1)6, aj + 6, fi')) = p-*'"#iž((p - 1)<5, a+, i/') for every 
/z G GF{p'')"^. Using Lemma 1, we obtain 

il:{Ri6,aj,i.')nR{6,aj + 6,tx)) 

^p-''^i^R{6,aj,v') (12) 

for every // G GFip*-)"". Recall that i?((5, a+ + 6, p.') i^ 0 
and R{6, aj,v') ^ 0 . Therefore (11) and (12) imply that 
R{6,aj,v) ^ 0 and R{6, aj -\-6,p)i^% for every p,v ^ 
GF{p^)™. Due to the same reasoning for (11) and (12), we 
have 

^{Rl,6,aj ^6,ii)^R{6,aj,v)) 

= p '#R{6,aj + 6,^) 

and 

#iRi6,aj,iy)nR{6,aj + 6,p)) 

= p '#R{6,aj,u) 

(13) 

(14) 

for every p^v e GF{p*-)"'. Comparing (14) with (13), 
we conclude that if'R{5, aj + 5,p) = #R{6, aj, v) for 
every /i,i/ G GF(p*)'". Therefore both #i?(5,a^ + 
6,p) and i^R{6,aj,v) are constant. Note that 

E.eGFipM-*^^'^'"*"'^) = P*^"""- We have proved 
that 

#i?(<5,a+,i/)=p' t(n—l—m) (15) 
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The theory stili remains uncompleted. There have been some advances in asymptotic tbeorj conceming 
capacity of WM as well as in some practical proposals, mainly where WM is applied without any theory. 
Most of times, references are made to puhlic watermarking, in which the watermark detector does not 
reguire any secret key at ali. In this paper, our contribution is a WM that we name semipublic watermark-
ing. This is a scenario in which any ordinary user is enabled to detect WM without any secret key, if the 
message is not subject of attack trying to remove its WM. Moreover, at any tirne, the owner of WM is able 
to detect WM even after such an attack. We propose two methods of semipublic WM and we calculate the 
probabilities Pm, ofmissing WM (when WM is present, indeed), and Pfa of WM false alarm (when WM 
is absent but its presence is supposed). The hrst method guarantees that both Pm and Pfa converge to zero 
as the number N of WM elements increases, only if the distortion constraints are very strong. In second 
method also Pm, Pfa converge to zero as N increases, for any distortion constraints, but it is required the 
so called property of quadratic compensation; In order to compensate an m times increase ofthe distor
tion constraint "signal-to-noise ratio", the number at WM elements should increase m? times. Although 
we consider just additive noise attacks, our results are useful since they provide lower bounds for WM 
reliability for any optimal attack with given distortion constraints. 

1 Introduction tion is the opportunity to estimate theoretical lower bounds 
for the probabilities of WM-missing and V^M-false alarm 

J J: ,. , . ,. T̂tr̂  • *u t • jr as functions of the WM system main parameters. An addi-
Information hiding (IH) is a rather new area or informa- •' ^ 
tion security. The goal of an IH designer is to hide even """̂ ^̂  P° '" ' of consideration into this model is the fact that a 
the fact that messages do exist in some ostensible harmless ^"^^^ ''"""'^ '̂ ^^ P™^̂ '̂ ^ *^ '"^'t ^P^'"^'''*'^ ^" ' "1 '^ '^^^'^-
host data (the so called cover message (CM)). Watermark- '"§ *^ ^ M application in comparison with other types of 
ing (WM) is one of IH applications: The CM should be '"°'"^ sophisticated attacks. 
combined with some other Information, like owner identi- j ^ g j^^in types of WM are knovvn [1, 2, 4, 6, 7]. In the 
fication, for instance. Then Identification code is perma- p^^^^j^ ^g^sion both the encoder and the decoder use secret 
nently embedded in the data and should remain present ^^^ i^ j^e public (blind) version no suplementary infor-
within the data after any transformations initiated by the ^^^^^^ ^^ 1̂1 is available to the decoder. Since the term 
attacker attempting to remove the WM (or to disable it of semiprivate has been introduced already for another sce-
being detected by the owner) keeping an acceptable quality ^^^-^^ ^^ propose ^he term semipublic for this version of 
'^^ ^ ^ - WM. In this čase, it is assumed that each user is able to 

We consider in the current paper only one type of attack extract WM out of the watermarked message without any 
- additive noise attack. The reason of such a hard restric- secret key, provided the absence of an attacker trying to re-

mailto:ibts@ns.lanck.ru
mailto:gmorales@cs.cinvestav.mx
mailto:nOmad@all.odessa.ua
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move WM. At the same time, the WM designer, possessing 
the secret key, is able to detect WM even after an attack if 
it satisfies some given distortion constraints. 

2 Performance Evaluations of 
Semipublic WM 

2.1 Semipublic WM Based on Double 
Sequence 

In this čase the stegomessage (SM) (or in other vvords - the 
watermarked message) is formed as 

and compare it with some given threshold A. If A > A, Ihen 
a WM has been detected, othervvise it has not. (It is easy to 
show that such detector is optimum if C{n) is a Gaussian 
sequence with independent samples.) 

Let us derive the formulas for the probability of WM-
missing {Pm) (when detector is unable to lind WM in the 
watermarked SM) and the probability of WM-false alarm 
(Pfa) (when detector claims the presence of WM, while in 
fact it is absent in that message at aH). 

If WM is present in SM then we have 

N 

A = Y, (<^(") + A(n)e(n)) e(n) =: Ai (4) 

S{n) = C{n)+w{n), n = l,2,...,N (1) and if it is not present in SM then 

where C(n) is the cover message, w(n) = A(n)e(n), 
A(n) is a nonnegative-real valued sequence, e(n) is a se-
quence of signs 4-1,-1 and N is the number of WM ele-
ments, e.g. pixels of image CM. 

The key point of our approach is to consider A(n) and 
e(n) as randomly chosen sequences (although they should 
be fixed later for a particular system). Different WM de-
signers can select their WM sequences randomly. We are 
going to estimate the average WM reliability over aH pos-
sible choices. 

We consider only the čase when CM is not used by the 
WM-encoder to form A(n) and e(n). From the decod-
ing process point of view, we assume that it is impossi-
ble for any ordinary user to use the CM (since otherwise 
the WM can be removed trivially) but it is possible for the 
WM owner to use the CM in order to detect WM after an 
attack. We consider just the particular čase of WM when 
each SM either contains or does not contain WM. Hence 
any decoder of WM has to decide just one of tvvo possibil-
ities: Is there or not a WM in the presented SM? (Zero-bit 
watermark system [3]). 

In the semipublic version of WM, the sequence e(n) is 
assumed to be known for every user, whereas the sequence 
A(n) is kept secret. The sequence e(n) takes indepen
dent and equally distributed samples of signs ±1 and A(n) 
takes also independent and uniformly distributed nonneg-
ative samples within an interval (0,2?), where D > O is 
a fixed positive number. These sequences are statistically 
mutually independent. The cover message C{n) is de-
scribed by a random discrete zero-mean process with vari
ance (J'Q . The distortion constraint after vvatermarking is 
given as a signal-to-noise ratio 

•Hu, = 
var {C{n)) 

var (A(n)e(n)) 
3a2 C 
^ (2) 

We propose for each ordinary user to detect WM as fol-
lows. Calculate the value 

N 

A =. ^ S{n)e{n) (3) 

N 

A = ^ C(n)e(n) =: Ao (5) 

Since A(n) and e(n) are independent identically dis
tributed (i.i.d.) random sequences we get for large A'̂  as a 
consequence of the Central Limit Theorem [9] that both Ao 
and Al are Gaussian random variables independent on the 
(7(n)-probability distribution (this means that the detector 
based on the correlation sum A is indeed an asymptotically 
robiist detector). Using the fact that Ao and Ai are Gaus
sian variables we can derive quite easily the formulas for 
the sought probabilities P,„ and Pfa 

A - E ( A i ) 
V var Al 

A - E{Ao) 

vvhere 
f+OO 

Pm = l-Q 

Pfa = Q 
\ V var Ao 

Qix) = -^ f 

It is easy to see that 

E ( A o ) = 0 , E{Ai) = N • E{Ain)) = N 

varAo = N • a}^ = varAi 

(6) 

(7) 

e 2 dt. 

2 
(8) 

Substituting (8) into (6) and (7), and taking into account 
the relation (2) we get 

Pm = 1 - Q ( A ' - l ) . 
477u; 

Pfa = Q A 

(9) 

(10) 

n = l 

where A' = -^. Comparing formulas (9), (10) with the 
formulas for Pm and Pfa corresponding to the čase of pri-
vate WM in which CM is unknovvn by both encoder and 
decoder [5], we can find just medium degradation coejfi-
cient by increasing the WM length A'̂ . 
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Now, let us consider an additive noise attack against WM 
detection, performedby ordinary users. The decision about 
the presence or absence of WM is taken after comparing 
with a given threshold A, the value 

N 

A' = J2S'{n)e{n) ( H ) 

where S'{n) = S{n) + e(n), for an attacking additive 
noise e(n). Since the attacker knows the sequence e(n), 
for n = 1 , . . . , A'̂ , (as indeed does any other ordinary user) 
he is able to detect the presence or absence of WM in the 
CM with a high reiiabiiity. Hence he can create an additive 
noise sequence e(n), forn = 1 , . . . , A'̂ , as 

e{n) -{ ae{n) 
O 

if WM is absent 
otherwise 

Thus, the follovving expectations of A' result, for ordinary 
users trying to detect WM after the attack: 

f E{A'Q) = N -a if WM is absent 

^^^ ' ^ = EiK) = ^ otherwise 
(12) 

and A(n) . Then he compares with a given threshold A the 
value 

N 
A" = J2s'{n)e{n)A{n) (17) 

n = l 

Since the attacker knows with a high probability vvhether 
WM is presented or not in SM he can create the follovving 
optimal noises: 

e(n) = 
eo{n) := ae{n) if WM is absent 
ei(n) := — A'(n)e(n) otherwise 

(18) 
where tJ is a nonnegative parameter, A ' (n) is a nonnega-
tive i. i. d. random sequence, uniform within an interval 
(O,D'). In the čase of WM absence, we get from (17) and 
the first čase in (18) 

E{A") = EiK) 
= aNE{A{n)) 

aND 

N- (19) 

Using the distortion constraint after attack 

Va 
_ var C(n) _ a^ 

vare(n) cr^ 

weget 

(13) 

On the other hand, the distortion constraint after water-
marking (2) gives the relation 

£) = 1^'^h 
Vn 

(14) 

We can replace rja in (13) by T]W since the attack occurs 
only in the absence of WM. This aIlows to represent the 
equations (12) as follows 

E{A'o) 

E{A[) 
2 V iVn, 

(15) 

(16) 

Since (15) is always larger than (16), the attacker can cause 
false alarm of WM with a high probability for any threshold 
A chosen by ordinary users. This fact compromises com-
pletely the WM system as a puhlic one but in our čase it 
is a semipublic WM system where WM detection after at
tack is just possible for the WM owner since he is the only 
person knovving the secret sequence A(n) . 

Let us consider the čase when the detector (as the WM 
owner in his role of detection) knovvs both sequences e(n) 

= N 

Othervvise, if WM is present we get from from (17) and the 
secondcase in (18) 

£;(A") = E{A'l) 

= N[E{A{nf)-E{A{n))E{A'{n))] 

3 

(20) 

A comparison betvveen (19) and (20) shows that E{AQ) < 
E{A'{) (and as a consequence that WM can be detected by 
the WM owner after an attack for large A'̂ ) if and only if 
D' is very small. It means in turn that such semipublic 
WM system works fine vvhenever the distortion constraint 
after the attack is very strong, that is rja ~ ??«;, where rja 
is the signal-to-noise ratio after the attack, and it can be 
determined as follovvs 

Va 
varC(n) 

var (w(n) + e(n)) 
(21) 

Due to the fact that condition rja ~ rj^ is not interesting 
enough in practice we throw away this method and consider 
instead in the next section another semipublic WM system 
based on a periodic sequence. 

2.2 Semipublic WM based on a Periodic 
Sequence 

Let us define the SM as follows 

Sin) = C{n)+win), n = l,2,. • ,2No (22) 
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vvhere 'w{n) — a7T{n) and Â o = y - The sequence n{n) 
is an i.i.d. random sequence whose entries are signs ±1 , 
periodic with two periods of length Âo each. (In practice it 
is not necessary to use ali N elements. We can take No < 
y and select elements of both periods within A'' elements 
in such a way to distinguish the WM of different ovvners. 
Another reason for do not selecting consecutive elements 
in each period of 7r(n) is to provide an interleaving of the 
CM elements). 

If a periodic WM has been used in the SM but the se-
quence 7r(n) is the secret sequence of the WM owner then 
each ordinary user can calculate the value 

Â o 

A = J2S{n)S{n + No) (23) 
T l = l 

and compare it with a given threshold A. Here, we are as
suming that for the semiprivate WM there has not been an 
attack on the SM in the čase of WM detection by ordinary 
users, hence S'{'n) = S{n). 

Then in the čase of WM presence 

A' = A[ 
No 

= J^iCin)+win)){C{n + No)+win)) 
n = l 
No 

= Y^Cin)Cin + No) 

No 

+ Y,«'(") (<^(") + C{n + No)) 
7 1 = 1 

„2! + a'N (24) 
In the čase of WM absence 

No 

A = Ao = '^C{n)C{n + No) (25) 
n = l 

Let us arrange elements of periods with enough interleav
ing. There are two Gaussian distributions resulting from 
both Ao and Ai, consequently the formulas (6), (7) can be 
used to find the probabilities Pm and Pfa. It is easy to see 
that 

E{Ao) = O , £(Ai) = â TV (26) 

var(Ao) = NEiC{n)^)E (^C (n + No)^) 

- Na^c- (27) 
Assuming that C{n) and C {n + No) are uncorrelated ran
dom variables, after interleaving, we get 

var(Ai) = 7V(CT^-f2aV^) 

Substituting (26)-(28) in (6)-(7) we obtain 

A-a^AT 

Pfa 

= 1 - Q 

= Q 

,/N{a% + 2a^al)^ 

, ^ / ^ . 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

/ • - ^ 

^ y 
/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

o 100 3IK) 300 MO 300 700 800 POD ^^ 

Figure 1: The number A'̂  of WM bits required for any or-
dinary user to provide P ^ =P{a — 10~^ versus the distor-
tion constraint77u;. 

The distortion constraint after WM is given as the signal-
to-noise-ratio 

_ var (C(n)) _ 4 
']w — / •, — 9 

var tU (n) a^ 

which, together with (29)-(30), gives 

= 1 - Q ( A ' - l ) 

(31) 

1 - « 1 ( ^ ' - 1 ) A / „ 2 

*?« 

(32) 

(33) 

where A' = ^ . 
A comparison of (9), (10) with (32), (33) shows a dra-

matic degradation in the čase when a periodic sequence is 
used for WM. 

In fact, in order to "compensate" an increasing of rj^, 
say by m times, it is necessary to increase N also by m 
times for the WM method when using double sequences 
(see eqs. (9), (10)), while it is necessary to increase A'̂  by 
m^ times for the WM method when using a periodic se-
quence. 

This situation is illustrated in Fig. 1, vvhere the number 
of WM bits required to provide P „ = Pfa = lO"** is pre-
sented versus rju, • (It is worth to remark that a similar effect 
of "guadmtic compensation" is known in telecommunica-
tions spread spectrum sjstems in the čase when it is neces-
sary to use a noncoherentreceiver [8].) This quadratic com
pensation is a pay off for the use of the semipublic method 
that works (as we show in the sequel) for any distortion 
constraints after WM {rj-u,) and after attack {ria) in contrast 
to the previous method that works only when r]a ̂ Vui-
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In order to show that this method is actually WM 
semipublic instead of WM public we remark that an at-
tacker niay always disable the WM by creating the noise 
sequences as follows: 

- For the čase of WM absence: 

e n = 
<T7r(n) , n < No 
anln -No) , No + 1 < n < 2No 

- For the čase of WM presence: 

'^"^ 1 -<77r(n-7Vo) , 
n < Âo 

iVo + 1 < n < 27Vo 

/̂̂  
x'^ 

v*^ 

/ • 

,X 
/ 

y 

/ 

where 7r(n) is any sequence of signs ± 1 , and a satisfies the 
distortion constraint after the attack. 

Let us consider the čase when a detector (as the WM 
owner in his detectionrole) knows not only the position of 
the two periods but he also knows the sequence 7r(n) as the 
secret key. Then the detector is able to calculate 

2;vo 
A = ^ 5 ' ( n ) 7 r ( n ) (34) 

n=\ 

where TT (n + Â o) = 7i'(n), n = 1,2,.. . , Â ô. and 

5'(n) = S{n)^t(n) 
S{n) = C{n)+win) 

•w{n + No) = w{n) 

Since an attacker does not know the secret key sequence 
7r(n), the optimum additive noise sequence can be any zero 
mean i.i.d, sequence e(n), n = 1,2,..., Â o, with variance 
a^ and e(n + Â o) = e(n), n = 1,2,...,No- (We will 
see in the sequel that last condition increases the variance 
A and as a consequence it decreases the reliability of WM 
detection.) 

We may assume that for large A'̂  the value A is Gaus-
sian due to the Central Limit Theorem, hence the formu-
las (6), (7) remain valid if we substitute for Ai the value 
A given at (34), when WM is transmitted, and for Ao the 
value A given at (34), when WM is absent. It is easy to see 
that 

£;(Ao)=0 , E{Ai) = 2aNo (35) 
var(Ao) = 2No [a^ + 2a^) (36) 

We note that if an attacker ušes independent sequences e(n) 
and e (n + TVo), then it would result in 

var(Ao) = 2Â o {(^c + o"̂ ) = var(Ai) (37) 

which is less than (36). Hence the chosen noise attack se-
quence e (n + Â o) = e(f̂ ) is more convenient for an at
tacker than the independent sequences. 

The distortion constraints after watermarking and after 
WM followed by an attack can be presented, respectively. 

Figure 2: The number A'̂  of WM bits required for the WM 
owner to provide Pm = Pja = 10"* versus the distortion 
constraint rj^ • 

as follovvs 

Tla 

varC(n) _ CT^ 
varw(n) a^ 

var C(n) 
var(u;(n) + e(n)) o? + a"^ 

4 
(38) 

(39) 

Substituting (35)-(37) into (6), (7) and taking into ac-
count (38), (39) we get eventually 

1 - Q (A' - 1) 
Nr,, 

'riwVa + 2{r]u, - rja) 

Pfa = Q{X\ 
NVa 

'nwVa + 2{rjw-r]a) 

m 

(41) 

where A'̂  = 2A''o and A' = -Ay. Since it is inherent in WM 
application that r̂ ^̂ , > r̂ a > > 1, we get from (40), (41) 

Pfa = Q{X'i — 

(42) 

(43) 

This čase is illustrated in Fig. 2, where the number of WM 
bits required to provide Pm = P/a = 10~^ is presented 
versus 77 .̂ 

We can see from (40), (41) that in contrast to the first 
method based on the use of a double sequence, the strong 
restriction T]a ^ 1]^,, is no longer necessary here and any 
high reliability of vvatermarking can be provided for any 
ria, rj^ at the cost of increasing A''. And, in contrast to 
WM detection by ordinary users (see (32), (33)) we get 
from (40), (41) a linear compensation for WM ovvners who 
posses the secret key sequence 7r(n). Moreover, those own-
ers can significantly improve WM detection if the CM is 
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known by the WM decoder and it is considered as part of 
the secret key. 

In fact, in this čase the owner's detector is able to calcu-
late 

A = ^ ( 5 ' ( n ) - C ( n ) ) 7 r ( n ) (44) 
n=l 

and compare it with some threshold A. The variable A = 
Ao in the čase of WM absence and the variable A = Ai in 
the čase of WM presence are, as before, Gaussian variables. 
It is easy to show that 

£;(Ao)=0 , E{k^) = 2aNo 
varAo = AN^a"^ = var Ai (45) 

Substituting (45) into (6), (7) and taking into ac-
count (38), (39) we get 

Pra = 1 - Q ( A ' - l ) Â o 
( ^ - 1 ) , 

Pfa = Q A'. 
iVo 

in-i) 

(46) 

(47) 

whereA' = ^ , 7 7 = 2 ^ . 
A comparison of (46), (47) with (40), (41) shows that 

the čase in which CM is used by the owner as decoder is 
more favorable for WM detection. Let us confirm this fact 
by means of the following: 

£xample. If T]^ = 120, T]a = 100, then the probabilities 
Pm and Pfa are the same for both cases (in which CM is 
known and is unknown by the detector) if and only if the 
number N of CM elements used for WM in the second 
čase is 300 times greater than this number as required for 
the first čase. • 

3 Conclusion and Open Problems 
In this paper we have proposed two constructions of 
semipublic vvatermarking. Such schemes enable WM de
tection for any ordinary user vvhenever the SM has not been 
subject of a previous attack attempting to remove the WM 
or to disable it. However these schemes enable WM detec
tion even after an attack if some distortion constraints are 
satisfied but it is possible just by the WM owner only. 

We have derived the formulas for the probabilities of 
WM-missing and WM-false alarm as functions of distor
tion constraints and the length of WM. These probabilities 
approach to zero, as the length of WM approaches to in-
finity, but only under some strong distortion constraints for 
the first method and vvithout any restrictions for the sec
ond method. We have shown also which significant gain 
in the length of WM can be achieved if CM is used at the 
detection performed by the WM owner. We emphasized 
also a "quadratic compensation behavior" of the second 
semipublic scheme: in order to compensate an m times 

increase of the distortion constraint given by the signal-
to-noise-ratio, it is necessary an m? times increase of the 
WM length. Thus, an interesting open problem is to pro-
pose a WM semipublic scheme having linear compensation 
for any distortion constraints. Perhaps a possible solution 
to the last problem can be provided by using the knowl-
edge of the CM at the encoder side to form WM as it has 
been considered in [5]. There is also a more interesting 
open problem: hovi' to design an effective WM pure public 
scheme and present its performance evaluations. 

It is worth to note that there exists a trivial construction 
of a semipublic WM-scheme in which tvvo independent ad
ditive WM sequences are used to watermark CM. Namely, 
let 

S{n) = C{n) + ivsin) + Wp{n) (48) 

where vjg (n) is a secret sequence, known only by the WM-
owner, and Wp{n) is a public sequence known by aH users. 
But in this čase tvvo main defects arise from scheme (48): 
The first one is that, using the knowledge of the public 
vvatermak Wp{n), it can be removed completely from SM 
vvithout any distortion of CM. The second is that Wp{n) 
produces an additional corruption of CM. 

The WM's presented in this paper should transmit only 
one bit of Information: "there is or there is not a WM in 
the presented message". This problem statement can be 
extended to the čase of multiple bit transmission. It is just 
the čase offingerprinting vvhen WM can contain either the 
name of the WM ovvner, data and/or the name of person 
who bought this CM legally from the ovvner. We foresee 
that there vvill not be any problem in such extension and 
we are going to present its solution in the immediate future. 
The consideration of additive noise attack differs from our 
model essentially just by the practical situation condions. 
But as vve have already mentioned in the Introduction of 
this paper, it provides an useful result for practical WM ap-
pHcation because it determines lovver bounds for WM reli-
ability. Hence, any practical WM system vvill require more 
elements for the WM than our bound. In the near future 
vve are going to consider more general types of attacks on 
WM systems such as combinations of linear filtering and 
additive noise attack. 
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An anonymous fingerprinting scheme was presented by Domingo, which can identify the 
redistributors without the help of registration aiithority. However, this scheme on average reguires 
N/2 exponential operations when the merchant identifies the redistributors, where N is the number of 
puhlic keys in the directory. Chanjoo Chiingproposed a more efficient scheme than Domingo's, but 
there is afatal weakness in the proposed registration protocol ofhis scheme. This weakness causes 
that any impersonator can personate an honest buyer with the probability of 1/2. In this paper*, we 
give an efficient scheme that reguires only one exponenlial operation, which improves the whole 
scheme's efficiency. Security analysis is also given at last. 

1 Introduction 

Protection of intellectual property in digital form has 
been a subject of research for many years and led to the 
development of various techniques. Fingerprinting 
schemes are an important class of these techniques. They 
are cryptographic methods applied to deter people from 
redistributing a data item by enabling an original 
merchant to trace a copy back to its original buyer. 
Dishonest buyers who redistribute the data item illegally 
are called traitors. The identiiying Information, called 
fingerprint, is embedded into copies of the original data 
item. The underlying vvatermarking techniques should 
guarantee that the embedded fingerprints are 
imperceptible and resistant to data manipulation as long 
as a traitor only ušes one copy. 

The first enhancement is the addition of collusion 
tolerance [1,2], i.e., resistance even iftraitors compare up 
to a certain number of different copies. But both the 
merchant and the buyer know the fingerprinted copy in a 
symmetrical scheme, which means that the merchanfs 
previous knowledge of the fingerprinted copies would 
not be used as proof of redistribution to a third party. A 
second addition [3,4,5] is asymmetry, whereby only the 
buyer knows the fingerprinted copy. The drawback of 
this scheme is that any merchant knows the buyer's 
identity even if the buyer is honest. The third addition [6] 
is anonymity where the buyer can stay anonymous in 
purchasing a fingerprinted data item. Only when some 
buyers redistribute the data item, the identity is revealed. 
We adapt the meaning of anonymity as the original 
definition in [6], i.e., any coalition of merchants, central 
parties and other buyers should not be able to distinguish 
purchases of the remaining buyers. A weak form can 

easily be achieved by using any asymmetric 
fingerprinting scheme under a certified pseudonym 
instead of a real identity. But on finding a fingerprinted 
copy, the merchant needs the help from a registration 
authority to identify the redistributors. In [7], Domingo 
introduced a new anonymous fingerprinfing scheme, 
vvhich identifies the redistributors vvithout the help of 
registration authority. Hovvever, this scheme on average 
requires N/2 exponential operations vvhen the merchant 
identifies the redistributors, vvhere A' is the number of 
public keys in a directory. In [8], Chanjoo Chung 
proposed more efficient scheme than Domingo's scheme, 
but there is a fatal vveakness in the proposed registration 
protocol of his scheme, vvhich leads that any 
impersonator can personate an honest buyer with the 
probability of 1/2. We will give detailed explanation 
about this point in Section 3.1. In this paper, vve 
introduce an efficient scheme that requires only one 
exponential operation vvhen one identifies the 
redistributors, vvhich improves the vvhole scheme's 
efficiency. In addition, it is shown that nobody can 
personate an honest buyer. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follovvs: 
Section 2 shows our anonymous fingerprinting scheme. 
Section 3 describes the performance and security of our 
scheme. Conclusion is given in Section 4. 

2 Our Scheme 

System setup 
Letpbe a large prime such that q = {p-\)ll is also a 

prime. Let Z^ be the multiplicative group modulo p, 

and let g be a generator of Z^ such that computing 

The vvork is supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China (No. 69972034) and Foundation of National Laboratory For Secure 
Communicationof China, grand no. 99JS06.3.1.DZ0112 
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discrete logarithms to the base g is difficult. Assume 
that both the buyer B and the registration authority R 
have ElGamal-type public-key/private-key pairs. The 
buyer's private key is x„ and his pubhc key is 

yg = g''' mod p . The registration authority R is 

Trusted third party (TTP) and ušes its private key to 
issue certificates which can be verified by using it's 
pubhc key. Ali the public keys are assumed to be known 
and certified. 
The whole scheme is constructed as follovvs: 
Protocol 1 (Registration) 

Protocol 2 (Fingerprinting) 

RC 

^,6Z^ 
y, - g ' ' m o d ; ) 

< ^ 

Decrypt E^,^{s, 

Check: 

S t'' = y j " ' m o d p 

y,'' = ys mod p 

Creatc: 
Cerl{y,) 

W 

,^.,-£pfefe) 

) 

B 

Coniputc; 
Sl 

y\ ' 

En( 

C e / f , l k ) Cert(y,),Ce^,\\s,) 

= y/* mod p 

= g'^ mod p 

-rypt Si 

Figure 1.Registration Protocol 
(i) R chooses a random secret nonce x^ e Z^ and sends 

>•, = g'' mod p to B . 

(ii) B chooses secret random numbers 5, and s^. in Z^ 

such that ,̂52 =Xge Z^, and computes S, = y/' mod p and 

3̂ , =g''modp , encrypts s^ 

authority's public key pk,f into ^̂ ^̂  

sends 

using the registration 

E„,_(s,) , and then 

S, , î and Ep^^is^) to R . The buyer B 

convinces R with zero-knowledge the possession of s,. 

In fingerprinting, y^ will act as a pseudonym and an 

anonymouspublickey of the buyer B. 
(iii) The registration authority R decrypts the value 
^pk,i^2^ using his private key sk„ and checks 

that Sf'=yg"'modp and y^'''=yijmodp hold. If 
verification is successful, R returns to B the certificates 
Cert{y^) and Cert{y^\\s^). 

By going through the above registration procedure for 
several times, a buyer can obtain several different 
pseudonyms 7, . 

B 

S i g n : t e x t 

M 

Lvi, Ccrl(y,)l lexl ^ 

C h c c k : Cert(y,) 

Slg=Sign,i(tcxi). R c c o r d : [y , , Cer t (y i ) ] 

Input: 

•v'A'. .vn 

C«-'0'.l|.Vi) 

< -

ilem' 

^ ^ 
^ STPC ^ 

liri= Verijyi{lexl.slg.y,) 

Verf VenJyfy<.Cenly,\\s-^. i j 

— U e m ' = Fmg(jtem ,emh) 

W 

^ ver, 

veri 

Figure2. Fingerprinting Protocol 
(i) The buyer B sends [yi,Cert{y^)\ and text to the 
merchant M , where text is a string identiiying the 
purchase. B computes an ElGamal signature sig on 
texi using the private key s,, sig is not sent to M. 
Signature process is as follovvs: 

(a) Selects a secure random number ksZ^ „ 

(b) Computes H(text){H{) is a Hash function) 

r = g ' mod p 

s = {H{text)-s/)k~^ mod(/7-l) o 

(c) Signature is sig = (text, r, s) o 

(ii) M verifies the certificate on y, and records 

ly,\\Cert(y,)]. 

(iii) B and M enter a secure two-party computation 
[9]. M's inputs are texi, v, and ilem, where /to«is 

the original Information to be fingerprinted. The inputs 
of B are sig, s^ and Cer(y^ \\sj.). 
The computations performed are: 
(a) ve/-, = Ken}5'|(/ex/,«g,3/,). The signature sig on text 

is verified using the public key y,. The output ver, is a 

Boolean variable that can only be seen by the merchant 
M which is true if and only if the signature verification 
succeeds. 
(b)ver2 = VeriJy•^(y^,Cert(y^ || S2),S2) • Firstly, the certificate 
Ceri(y, || s^) is verified. Secondly, it is verified that the 

value of y^ in the certificate Cer/(>'| || s^) is the same 

as the value y, input by M . Thirdly, it is checked that 

the value of s^ in the certificate Ceri(y, || s^) is the 

same as the value s^ input by B. The output ver, is a 
Boolean variable only seen by the merchant M which is 
true if and only if the aforementioned checks succeed. 
(c) item = Fing{item,emb) . A classical fingerprinting 
algorithm is used to embed emb into the original 
Information item, where 

emb = lext \\ sig || y, || s^ || Cert(y, || s^) (2) 

The fingerprinted information item' is obtained as out 
and is only seen by the buyer B . 

In the above two-party computation, M obtains 
outputs first and, unless ver, and ver, are both true, B 

cannot obtain the output item'. 
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Protocol 3 (Identification) 
On finding a redistributed copy, M extracts emb. The 
extracted Information contains the values specified by 
equ.2 and is combined by M with the purchase record 
[y,,Ceri(y,)] tO construct a redistribution proof 
(i) The signature sig on the texi is verified using y,. 
(ii) It is checked that the value y, is the same as the 
value y, in the certificates Cert{y,) and Cert{y^ \\s^) . 
Since it is part of the certificates, y, cannot be altered. 
(iii) Finally, to identify a buyer, the merchant M 
computes y^' =ygmodp. The dishonest buyer B has 
been identified. Note that, since s^ is certified, it cannot 
be forged by the merchant M to unjustly accuse a 
buyer. 
Protocol 4 (Disputation protocol) 
This protocol is perfonned only when the merchant 
M shows the redistribution proof to an arbiter. The 
merchant M sends the proof (purchase record 
[>',,Cert(>',)] and the extracted information emb) to the 
arbiter. The arbiter verifies the proof He first verifies the 
certificate Cert(y,) using the registration authority's 

public key, then checks if y,'' = _v„ mod p hold. If above 
three verifications in the identification protocols are valid, 
then the owner of the public key yg is accused. If the 
registration record is necessary to prove guilty of buyer, 
the arbiter asks registration record to the registration 
authority. 

3 Security analysis 
3.1 The Security weakness of Chanjoo 
Chung's scheme 
Chanjoo Chung [8] gave a more efficient scheme than 
Domingo's, but there is a fatal vveakness in his 
registration protocol. We review this registration protocol. 
The buyer B chooses two secret random numbers 5, 
and .Sj in Z^ such that s,s^ = x„ e Ẑ  , computes 

y^ =g' 'mod/? , encrypts 5j using the registration 

authority's public key pk^, sends >>,and E^^^^^s^) to 

the registration authority R . R decrypts E^^^^{s^) 

with his private key sk,^ and checks if 
yg = j ^ , •'"'mod p . If this is hold, R retums to B the 
certificate. In the above procedure, R verifies if a 
buyer is the owner of j ^ by only checking whether 

yu—y^'''xnočip . However, a malicious buyer can 
personate the owner of y^ by selecting t and x 
from Zp such that 7^ -t'mod p . We can construct 
such values t and x. Based on the Fermat theorem 
and the Quadratic Residue theorem, we have 
J ' f i = 3 ^ / ' " " " 7 / ' " ' * ' ' m o d ; ? , where 

yg'' = lmod / J if yg is a quadratic residue 

modulo p. The probability of yg being a quadratic 
residue is 1/2. If yg is a quadratic residue, we can 
factor (p + \)/2 into the multiplication of ;c, and 
X2 with high probability, i.e., (p + V)/2-x^X2. Let 
t = y/'modp and x — X2, we gain t and 

X satisfying 3;^ =t'modp , which means we can 
personate the buyer B . 

3.2 The performance and security of our 
scheme 
Performance We now discuss the performance and 
security of our scheme. Firstly, in the registration 
protocol, we replace s,+s^= x^e Z^ in Domingo's 
scheme with S^-S^=X,JE Z^. In view of security, the 
length of key should be two times longer than the one in 
Domingo's scheme. But computation complexity isn't 
increased since ^̂  does not participate in the 
computation when the scheme is performed. Secondly, in 
order to transmit s^, we require the encryption and 
decryption on s^, which adds 2 exponential operations 
in our registration protocol than Domingo's, but pass 
numbers and transmitted parameters are both decreased 
by one. Finally, when the merchant identifies the 
redistributor, exponential operations in our scheme are 
required 1 time, but averagely required N/2 in Domingo's 
scheme, where N is the number of public key in directory. 
Generally, the number of public key Â  is very large, 
which means that much computation quantity is needed. 
In order to accurately illuminate our scheme's efficiency, 
we contrast our scheme with Domingo's scheme 
according to the computation quantity of view. This 
result is as follovvs (Table 1): 
^ ^ ^ ^ Scheme 

Objec t^^^ 

Exponential 
Operations 
Multiply 
Operations 
Transmitted 
Parameters 

Domingo's 
Scheme 

14+N/2 
(Average) 

8 

22 

Our Scheme 

13 
(Any čase) 

6 

18 

Table 1. Comparison of performances 
Security Since our scheme is the same problem based on 
computing discrete logarithm as Domingo's scheme, 
security is not decreased than previous scheme. The 
foUovving two results show the security of our scheme. 
Proposition 1 (Buyer's registration security) 
Registration protocol provides any impersonator cannot 
personate an honest buyer. 
Proof: In registration, if some impersonator wants to 
personate an honest buyer B, he must find the values 
y,', 5,'andsj' which are related in the same way as 

y, , 5, and s^ , i.e. >'„ =y"''' modp and y^'' =5,"' mod p . 
Hence the impersonator can compute the discrete 
logarithm x^ —^^%g yr i^iod/?. If the impersonator is 
feasible, so is computing discrete logarithm problem. In 
general, discrete logarithm problem is hard, so any 
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impersonator doesn't make x^ such that 

yr = g''mod p. 
Proposition 2 (Buyer's anonymity) An honest buyer 
who follovvs the fingerprinting protocol will not be 
identified if computing discrete logarithm is hard and 
secure two-party computation is feasible. 
Proof: In the fingerprinting protocol, the merchant M 
knows \yt,Cert{y^)] and his outputs of the secure 
two-party computation that ve/-, and ver^. Finding the 
public key yg would require knovvledge of .jj . 
However, if the secure two-party computation is feasible, 
the merchant will not attain any knovvledge of s^. 

4 Conclusion 

We presented an efficient anonymous fingerprinting 
scheme. It not onIy protects the electronic data copyright 
and hides the buyer's identity, but also possesses higher 
efficiency than Domingo's scheme. Since our scheme is 
based on discrete logarithm, its security is the same as 
Domingo's scheme. With the development of electronic 
commerce, more efficient scheme is necessary. The 
efficient of scheme will play an important role in 
defending against the piracy of many softvvare and 
multimedia contents. 
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A major problem of mobile agents is their apparent inability to authenticate transactions in hostile 
environments. In this paper, we propose a new secure anonymous mobile agent scheme for the 
prevention of agent tempering without compromising the mobility or autonomy of the agent. In our 
scheme, a mobile agent can produce valid signature on JVebsite 's bid (means that transact a contact 
with the Web site) on behalf of its customer, without leaking the customer's really private key. In 
addition, the anonymity ofthe customer is also achieved when its agent transacting with the Websites. 
Furthermore, the customer who issued a malicious agent or deny the transaction can be identified and 
revealed by Agent Management Center (AMC). Therefore, our scheme is practical in the future 
electronic commerce over Internet. 

1 Introduction 
Mobile agents are autonomous softvvare entities that are 
able to migrate across different execution. In contrast to 
traditional communication mechanisms like client-server 
system, the main feature of mobile agent system are 
mobility and autonomy, which make permanent 
connections unnecessary; thus mobile agents are suitable 
for providing low-bandwidth connections and 
asynchronous communication [1,2,3]. Furthermore, they 
provide better support for heterogeneous environments 
such as World Wide Web. 
The characteristics of mobile agents make them ideal for 
electronic commerce applications in open netvvorks. 
Besides providing a very flexible approach for 
Information gathering on special products^ service and 
assets available from the several company servers they 
visit, they can effectively take over the different aspects 
of the electronic commercial transaction, from priče 
settlement to paying and delivery of goods purchased. 
However, mobile agents are vulnerable to several attacks 
[4] and in particular to attacks by malicious hosts. 
Without any protection scheme, a visited site may read 
an agenfs data and thus coUect Information about the 

agenfs owner, e.g. its services, customers, service 
strategies, collected data, etc. Furthermore, In order to 
contact transaction with Websites, and sign on a contract 
on behalf of its' owner, the agent software may take the 
private key of its owner when roaming among Websites. 
In such čase, the malicious host may steal and abuse the 
private key ofthe customer easily. 
In this paper, we propose a secure mobile agent scheme 
for Web transaction over Internet, vvhere both the 
securities of the Websites and the mobile agent software 
are considered. In addition, the anonymity of the 
customer is achieved during the transactions, which is a 
new security property of our scheme contrast with 
existing mobile agent systems. 

Following is the organization of the paper. We firstly 
present the previous work in Section 2. A secure mobile 
agent scheme and the implementing protocols for Web 
transaction are proposed in Section 3, in which allow a 
mobile agent to conduct a transaction with the Website 
without being abused. In Section 4, we analyze the 
security of our scheme and finally the conclusion. 

mailto:cjwang@ee.cityu.edu.hk
mailto:ymwang@xidian.edu.cn
mailto:zhfg@icu.ac.kr
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2 Previous Work 

By far, many mobile agent systems have been proposed 

[5,6,7], most of which have considered the secunty 

problem. The most security concern of current mobile 

agent systems is how to protect Web server from 

attacking by the malicious agent software. The familiar 

security measure is based on the rules that the Web 

server should verily the identity of the agent (i.e. verily 

the customer's signature on the agent softvvare or verify 

the signature signed by agent on behalf of the customer) 

before authorizing the access of the agent software. 

Hovvever, the security of the agent is seldom considered. 

Usually, the protection of mobile agent software from 

malicious host is considered more difficult than that for 

Websites. Until quite recently there was a general belief 

that mobile agent vulnerabi!ity couid be prevented only 

with hardware solutions. Such solutions, as described in 

[2], are always based on an extra trusted and tamper-

resistant hardware in system. However, the above belief 

has been shown misleading in [8], in which Sander and 

Tschudin propose the use of encrypted functions to solve 

the security problem under the conditions vvithout extra 

hardvvare. As described in [8], the user encrypts a 

function s attached to the agent, which is then executed 

by the Website, vvithout the host having access to the s. 

We give an example to show the above solution: Suppose 

that a customer wishes to send a mobile agent to 

purchase some goods from an electronic shop over 

Internet. The agent can authenticate the transaction only 

if it is able to use a signature fiinction s (i.e. knovving the 

secret key of the customer) of the customer. Hovvever, 

the agent is executed by a potentially malicious Web 

server. To protect the signature fiinction s, the customer 

encrypts it vvith a function/to obtain:/;j„^rf = s (f(.) ) 

and embeds the pair of fiinctions (fOfsiffKdO) into the 

agent executable code. On migration, the Web server 

executes the pair (fC),fsigmdC)) on inputx (which is linked 

to the server's bid) to obtain the so-called undetachable 

signature pair: f(x) = m and^/^^ej = s (f(x) )= s(m). In 

this way, the pair of fiinctions {[(•),fsigncdO) enables the 

agent to create signature of the customer on message of 

the Web server, without revealing the signature function 

.s (i.e. the secret key of customer). Usually, the function/ 

is linked to the constraints (include details of the required 

product) of the customer so that the Web server cannot 

use the pair {f(-),fsignadC)) to sign arbitrary messages. 

Although above solution is effective to protect the 

custoiTier's secret key, the realization of the secure 

undetachable signature scheme remains open problem. 

The main difficu!ty is how to construct the pair of 

functions {/(.),fsigmdO) so that it is hard to get s by 

decomposing the encrypted function/z^n^ f̂̂ .̂ 

In [9],Panayiotis Kotzanikolaou, Mike Burmester and 

Vassilios Chrissikopoulos firstly propose and implement 

a undetachable signature scheme based on RSA and 

exponential functions. In their scheme, f(.) = h ^^mod n 

and fsignedC) - kf'^mod n, where k - H' mod n is the 

customer's RSA signature of h. Observe i\\2A. fsig„cd() is 

the encryption of the RSA signature function s(.) = (.f 

modn of customer, that is: 

U„ed (•)= S ([(.))= S (U-^)= (h<') ' = (h')" = k (.). ThuS, 

on migration the server executes the agent on the input x 

(which is linked to the server's bid) to obtain the 

undetachable RSA signature (m, z), where m =f(x) - H' 

mod n and 

z '=fsigned(x)= ^ mod n = (H'/ mod n =(}ff= m'' mod n 

- s (m). 

Above scheme is an effective implementing of 

undetachable signature. Hovvever, the scheme is not very 

practical when applied to electronic commerce due to the 

less consideration of users' anonymity. It is well known 

that the anonymity of users is an important consideration 

in electronic commerce. For example, anonymous 

electronic payment scheme is suggested for E-commerce, 

vvhich is designed for the protection of users' privacy. 

That is, the bank should not know the form details of the 

e-cash vvithdrevv by the customers, and the electronic 

shop should not know the identity of the customer in an 

electronic transaction. More discussion about the 

anonymity of electronic payment can be referred to 

elsewhere [10][11]. Such anonymity property of the 

users vvill has to be broken if an agent system is applied 

for electronic transaction, vvithout considering the 

anonymity of the agent. That is, the shop server may 

reveal the identity of users in an electronic transaction 

easily just by verifying the identity of the agent, though 

an anonymous electronic payment system may be 

adopted. 
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3 A Secure and Anonymous Mobile 

Agent Scheme 

In this Section, we propose a secure and anonymous 
mobile agent scheme for electronic transaction, using a 
digital signature algorithm with pair of one-off keys. In 
our scheme, not only the customer's pri vate key but also 
the anonymity of the user can be protected. We first 

introduce the model of our scheme, and then propose the 
implementing protocols. An elliptic cure based digital 
signature Nvith pair of one-off keys is also proppsed in 
order to protect the anonymity and private key of user. 
Model 

There are three parts in the model of our scheme, named 
"User Agent Home (UAH)", "Agent Management Center 
(AMC)" and "Websites" respectively, as shown in Fig.l. 

)Agent home registraion 
(Ž)Preparing agent 
(:i)Migration and transaction 

with vvebsites 
(4)malicious agent tracing 

User Agent Home 

Fig.l Model of our scheme 

The vvorking flow is illustrated at the down right corner 
of the Fig.l, and the explanations of the participators in 
the rnodel is belovv; 
User Agent Home (UAH): In our system, an agent 
cpntrol platform (called "User Agent Home '̂) should be 
installed on each User's computer, who is in charge of 
the preparing, issuing and receiving of the User's mobile 
agent. 
Agent Management Center (AMC): We introduce a 
new role (i.e. AMC) in our model, whose duty is dealing 
with the registration of customer and the tracing of 
malicious agent. 
VVebsites: We use "Websites" to denote aH kinds of 
Web severs (may be electronic shop) over the Internet. 
Implementing protocols 
In the follovving, we present the detailed implementing 
protocols of our scheme: 
Settings. We use ECC-based signature scheme settings. 
Let p he a large prime , a, b G GF(p) satisiy 
Ac^+21b^^0. The elliptic curve E^^^k)(GF(p)) is defined 

to be the set of points iX,r)G GF(p)XGF(p) satisfying 
equation Y^ = )Č+aX+b and a special point O (called 
infmity). These points form;an. AbeIian;group. G is an 
element of E(^i,\,)(GF{p)) with order q, which is a prime at 
least 16G bits long. /?;t(^) denotes XhQ x-eoordinate of 
point A. For more details of elliptic curves, one can be 
refer to [12,13]. Let H he a one-way hash function, 
/ / :{0 , lJ^{0, l}^(yt = 160). Denoted (»I«) by the 
concatenation of two strings. 
In our scheme, AMC first selects X^MC 6 GF{q)* 
randomly as his secret key, then calculate his public key 
PAMC^XAMCG=(XI,, Yp). Finally, AMC publishes the 
following public parameters to aH Users and Websites: 
( E(,,^iGF{p)), G, q, P AMC, H)-
User registration. In our scheme, each User should first 
register with AMC before accessing the service of 
mobile agents system. The protocol for registration 
(between UAH and AMC) is shown in Fig.2 (in the 
follovving, IDx denotes the identifier of X). 
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UAH 

i . . i - » « « i ^ , „ « . , •• !»(^:^ 

(1) UAH first selects secret key: 
Xc G RGF(q)*, and 
calculates: Yc=XcG 

(6) Verifies vvhether {Ac, J'c) 's 

really from AMC on Yc by 
checking the congruence: 
Y^G = H{X,\Y,){Ac+Yc) 

L„„ , 

(2)submits(yp,/Dc) 

• 

Internet 

(5)return(^o ?c ) 

^ 

(3) 

cal 

a) 

b) 

(4) 

AMC 

1- - ,SE«Ž& iSfe,, ^ » - ^ \ 
/IMC then selects 

£ nGF(q)* randomly, and 
culates: 

rc=H(X,\\Y,)Wc 

+ RA^c)^AMC mod(7 
records (Ac, Ve, "^v, IDc, 

) 

1 ' ^ „ 

Fig.2 Protocols for User registration 

At the end of above protocol, AMC records the 
Information of the user's identity (7o ^^c) while 
knowing nothing about the private key of user. In 
addition, a registered UAH obtains a certificate {Ac„ Ve) 
from AMC. Here, Yc and Xc are the long-term pair of 
keys of the User, and {Ac, Yc) 's the long-term certificate 
of the user. 
Preparing agent. Before issuing mobile agent according 
to the User's request, UAH should generate a pair of one-
off keys and a virtual certificate attached to the agent as 
the part of its executable code. This procedure is 
described below: 
Firstly, UAH select secret key Xc6 RGF(q)* randomly, 
and the corresponding public k&yyc=xcG. Then calculate: 

T= ¥G, ( VG i{GF(q)* and ¥ should be selected such 
that R,(T)=t^O modq), 
a=Ac+T, P=ta, z=tR/Ac)modq 
X= Yct+( Vt - Xct + XcH(M))H(Xp\ Yp) mod q, here, M is 
a message includes aH static part of agent code (such as 
the customer's request, routing table and the time-stamp). 
Thus, the UAH has produced a pair of one-off keys 
{xc,yc)> with a virtual certificate VCert:{yc ,(X, P, k, z}, 
for the mobile agent. Then UAH attaches the above data 
to the mobile agent code as shown in Fig.3, and issues 
the agent out. 

User's 
request 

< 

Informat 
ion base 

Routing 
table 

M 

Time 
stamp 

Other 
static data 

• 

Dynamic 
data 

Vcert: 
\yc.ot, 13, K 

z) 

{yc, xc} 

Fig.3 The structure of an issued mobile agent 

Executing agent. On migration, the Websites first verity bid according to the User's request), to obtain an one-oif 
the validity of the agent and then execute the agent on signature Sig:{K,r}of m. The detailed protocol is 
input m = H (ID^, W_bid) (here, W_bid is the Website's described belovv: 

Parameters 

{yc, ̂ c}: pair of one-off keys of User 

Verct {yc,a, p, A, z}: one-off certificate of User 

M: ali part of static code of agent (constraints) 

Input 

Website's bid: 

m=H(lDw,W 
bid) 

Output 

One-off 
Signature on m: 

Sig:{K,r} 

file:///yc.ot
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(2) Migration 

Fig.4 Protocols for executing agent 

We give some explanations of above protocols. 
In step (4), Websites should verify the validity of the 
agent by checking the congruency: 

AG = H(Xp\\Yp)( l3+ycH(M)) + ZPAMC ' before 
authorizing the mobile"agent corresponding access to the 
Website's resource. Here, successful verification means 
that the mobile agent is really issued by a registered 
UAH and does not been modified while roaming over 
Internet. In this way, the Websites can resist the attack 
from a malicious agent. 
In step (6), the agent generates a one-off signature on the 
W_bid (the bid from the Website) if the bid satisfies the 
Users' request. Otherwise, the agent just migrates to the 
next Website for another negotiation. In this way, the 
agent can sign on a contrast (i.e. the W_bid from Website) 
on behalf of its' owner vvithout leaking the real private 
key of the customer. Note that, M (includes the request 
of User) is a constraint to prevent any malicious 
Websites from abusing the one-off keys to sign on a 
bogus bid. More security considerations will be 
discussed in next section. 
In step (9), message Sigfy(IDiv, W_bid) means that the 
Website is required to sign on (IDiv, W_bid) to bind itself 

' That is: H(Xp\\Y,)(p+ycH(M)) + zP^^c 
= H(Xp\\y,,Xta+xcGH(M)) + tR/Ac)X,Mc G 
= (H(Xp\\Yp)(tw,-tXc+t ¥+xcM(M)) + tR,(Ac)XAMc)G 
= (t(H(Xp\\Yp)wc +R/A(jX^McJ + ff(Xp\\Yp)(t V-
tXc+xcH(M)))G 
= (tYc+ (t V-tXc+XcH(M)) H(Xp\\Yp))G = kG. 

to the bid to avoid the impersonation attacks on the 
Website. 
After the transaction, the agent obtains a message of 
Website's bid, and the Website records the data {Vcert, 
Sig, M), which is helpful in tracing the User when 
necessary. Note that even if a Website abuses the one-off 
private key to produce a signature of the User for a bogus 
bid, the signature will be invalid due to that the content 
of the signature may disagree with the constraint M, 
which includes the User's request. In fact, if the Website 
is not willing to bid for a transaction, then it forwards the 
agent to another Website. 
Agent identification. When necessary, the Websites can 
submit the VCert and Sig of an agent to AMC to reveal 
the identity of the mobile agent (i.e. its Owner). Here, we 
use "necessary" to denote the situation when the mobile 
agent is considered to be malicious or the User want to 
deny the transaction signed by its' agent. 
When receiving VCert, Sig and M, AMC first verifies 
whether the User of the agent has been registered by 
checking the congruence: 
AG = H(Xp\ I Yp)(l3+ycH(M)) + ZP^MC • 
Then for each record ( ^ , , yj ,Y JDj ,W/ ) in AMCs 
database, AMC checks vvhether the following congruence 

7 

holds: y5 - (z/R/Ai))a^. It can be proved that the above 
congruence has a unique solution (Ac, yc,Yc JDc,wc). 
In such way, the identity of the mobile agent (i.e. its 
Owner) can be identified by AMC. It seems that this 

• That is: (z/R,(Ac))=( tR,(Ac)/ R.(Ac)) a =ta=P 
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approach is not efficient enough if there are many Users 
in one AMC database, and we will make more 
improvements in the fbture work. 

4 Security analysis of our scheme 
Our scheme is mostly based on a digital signature with 
pair of one-off keys and its security is depended on 
elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP). As it 
is well knovvn that to solve the ECDLP over fmite field is 
open problem, we presume that the attacker do not have 
the ability to solve the ECDLP. In the following, we 
make a security ana]ysis of our scheme: 
(1) One important security property of our scheme is that 
the mobile agent can produce valid signature on 
Website's bid on behalf of its customer, vvithout leaking 
the customer's long-term private key. Instead of the long-
term private key, in our scheme, a pair of one-off keys 
and a Vcert is attached to each agent to make signature. 
Clearly, it is easy for a malicious Website to construct a 
signature on a bogus W_bid for a given {yc, xc}- The 
problem for a malicious Website is to construct a new 
Verct': {yc .oc, P, A, z) of the user vvhich will include 
modified constraint M' of the user. As proposed in our 
protocols, if above attack is possible, then one can aiso 
solve the ECDLP. 
(2) Ensuring users' anonymity while using the mobile 
agent system is another new security property of our 
scheme, which is not achieved in other existing mobile 
agent system. 
In some čase, the Websites may deal with many agents 
from the same user for different goals (such as for 
enquiry of different goods). If these agents are signed 
with the unaltered private key of Users, the Websites will 
identify the customer of these mobile agents easily just 
by comparing that vvhether both of the signed agents can 
be verified by the same public key (i.e. the same public 
key certificate). In our scheme, the UAH produces a pair 
of one-off keys and a virtual certificate attached to each 
issuing mobile agent. Even the Web server has transacted 
with many agents issued by the same user, the Website 
cannot identiiy the user because that the agents are 
attached with different pair of keys and Vcert. 

In order to identify the user by recuperating his really 
certificate {Ac, Ve) from the virtual certificate VCert: {yc, 
a, P A, z}, what a Websites have to do is shown below: 
First, solve the t from the equation: P=ta *, therefore get 
the T; according]y, solve thsAc as: Ac =0!.- T; 
Second, solve the XAMC from the equation: PAMC^^-^AMCG 
*; solve the X C from the equation: yc=xcG * and solve 
the iy from the equation: T= w G. Then solve the 
variables: Yc,Xc, Wcfrom the simultaneous equations: 

Ac ^WcG-XcG 
rc=H(X,,\\Y,,)w,-R^iA,)X,^, 

A = Yct + {yrt-Xct + XcH{M))H{Xp \Yp) 
To make a successfully attack as shovvn above, a Website 
has to solve the ECDLP at three places, marked out with 
*. As our presumption above, the ECDLP is difficulty to 

be solved. Therefore, the anonymity of the agent is 
achieved. 
In addition, AMC can repeal the anonymity of agenfs 
User when necessary. Hovvever, such revocation is under 
constraints and can be carried out by AMC only when an 
agent is regard as malicious. In this way, any User aIso 
cannot deny what its agent has transacted with the 
Website. 

5 Conclusion 
Current research on software-based active prevention 
contradicts the general belief that mobile code 
vulnerability could be active!y prevented only with 
hardware-based solutions. In this paper, we propose a 
practical scheme for mobile agents to conduct private 
and binding transactions in a hostile environment, by 
using cryptographic technique. 

As a conclusion, we summarize the main features of our 
scheme below: 

• Efficiency: The implementation of our scheme is most 
based on a signature scheme of ECC, which is more 
effective due to that the key length and computation 
amount of ECC-based signature scheme are less than that 
of other similar scheme, such as RSA. 

• Secrecy: The mobile agent can contact a transaction 
with the Websites by making a signature Sig, while 
nothing of the User's secret key is leaked. In addition, 
the Websites is able to bind the User to the transaction 
via Sig and Vcert, which link the constraints of the agent 
A/and the bid of the Website W_bid. 

• Anonymity: The mobile agent issued by a registered 
User can make an anonymous transaction with Websites. 
The Websites can on]y verify the validity of the agent to 
resist the malicious agent, while knovving nothing about 
the User's identity. 

• Fairness: A dishonest User who issued a malicious 
agent or denied the transaction contacted by its agent can 
be traced and revealed by AMC. Note that the work 
mode ofAMC is off-Iine. This means thaty4AfC vvill not 
involved the transaction only when a disputation is 
happened. 

• Unforgeability: A malicious Website can use a pair of 
one-off keys {xc, yc} and the Vcert {yc, cc. P, A, z } io 
generate a forgeable signature Sig{K', r') of a message 
m' that includes a bogus bid W_bid'. But such a signature 
will be invalid due to that the pair of keys {xc, yc} and 
the Vcert {yc,cc,fiA,z} are constrained by a unique M, 
and the W_bid' is non-compatible with the customer's 
request in constraint M. 
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With increasing amounts oftext being available in electronic form, it is becoming relatively easy to obtain 
digital texts together with their translations. The paper presents the processing steps necessary to compile 
such texts into parallel corpora, an extremely useful language resource. Parallel corpora can be used as 
a translation aid for second-Ianguage leamers, for translators and lexicographers, or as a data-source for 
various language technology tools. We present our work in this direction, which is characterised by the use 
ofopen standards for text annotation, the use ofpublicly available third-party tools and wide availability 
of the produced resources. Explainedis the corpus annotation chain involving normalisation, tokenisation, 
segmentation, alignment, word-class syntactic tagging, and lemmatisation. Two exploitation results over 
our annotated corpora are also presented, namely a Web concordancer and the extraction of bi-lingual 
lexica. 

1 Introduction 

With more and more text being available in electronic form, 
it is becoming easy to obtain large quantities of digital texts 
and to process them computationally. If a collection of such 
texts is chosen according to specific criteria and is con-
sistently and correctly marked-up [19], it is said to be a 
text corpus. Such corpora can be used for a variety of dif-
ferent purposes [17], from empirically grounded linguistic 
studies, Iexicography and language teaching, to providing 
datasets for language technology programs for terminology 
extraction, word-sense disambiguation, etc. 

CoUected and uniformly encoded collections of texts are 
ah'eady quite useful, but it is the addition of (linguistic) 
markup that makes corpora a prime resource for language 
exploration. As will be seen, we view the process of com
piling a corpus as one of annotation accrual: starting from 
a plain text, we successively add mark-up, thereby enrich-
ing the information contained in the corpus. This markup 
is typically automaticalIy produced, but can be hand vali-
dated and, in a cyclic process, can serve for inductive pro
grams to learn better models of the language with which 
to annotate subsequent generations of corpora. The added 
annotation enables the people and software using the cor
pus to employ extra levels of abstraction, leading to better 
exploitation results. 

If monolingual corpora are already useful for a variety 
of purposes, it is multilingual corpora that open the way 
for empirical study of the translation process. Especially 
valuable are so called parallel corpora, i.e., corpora consist-

ing of texts together with their translation into one or many 
languages. They can be used directly as translation aids 
for humans or can provide data for the automatic induction 
translation resources (lexica) and software (machine trans
lation). 

In this paper we explore the process of compilation and 
exploitation of such parallel corpora, grounding the discus-
sion in our experience with two annotated parallel corpora: 
the 7-language MULTEXT-East corpus [6, 9], which con-
tains the novel "1984" by G. Orwell (100,000 words per 
language) and has had its annotation manually vaUdated; 
and the larger (500,000 words per language) automatically 
annotated Slovene-English IJS-ELAN corpus [8, 10]. 

Our work is characterised by the use of open standards 
for text annotation and the use of publicly available third-
party tools. We claim that it is better to invest labour into 
producing high-quality annotated corpora than in trying to 
build from scratch tools for such annotation. Unlike local 
and idiosyncratic software, linguistic resources encoded in 
a standard manner will be sooner useful to other research 
groups. Such largesse aside, there also exist more and 
more (statistical or symbolic) machine leaming programs 
that are able to induce language models from pre-annotated 
corpora. They are typically more robust and, with large 
enough training sets, might even perform better than hand 
crafted systems. 

The rest of this paper is structured as follovvs: Section 2 
introduces standards for corpus annotation, which are then 
used in the examples in the remainder of the paper; Section 
3 enumerates the basic (pre-linguistic) processing steps in-
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volved in the compilation of a corpus; Section 4 details 
the more complex word-Ievel syntactic annotation, which 
is performed by a trainable algorithm; Section 5 tums to 
the expIoitation of corpora and gives two examples: an on-
line concordancer, and an experiment in bi-Iingual lexicon 
extraction; Section 6 gives conclusions and directions for 
further research. 

2 Encoding Standards 
While the question of the encoding format for corpora and 
other language resources might seem incidenta! to the main 
task of producing and exploiting the corpora, it has long 
been known that the proliferation of data formats and anno
tation schemes, many of which are proprietary and poorly 
documented, is a significant bottleneck for resource shar-
ing, re-use and longevity. There have been therefore a num-
ber of attempts to standardise the encoding of various lan
guage resources, among them corpora. 

Ali such standardisation efforts have as their basis the 
ISO Standard Generalized Markup Language, SGML, or, 
more recently, the W3C Extensible Markup Language, 
XML [26], a simplified form of SGML meant primarily 
for interchange of data on the Web. SGML and XML are 
metalanguages, that is, a means of formally describing a 
language, in this čase, a markup language. They do thus 
not directly define a particular set of tags but rather enable 
the mechanisms for defining such sets for particular pur-
poses, e.g., for the encoding of corpora. 

The best known and widely used set of conventions for 
encoding a wide variety of texts, among them corpora, 
are the SGML-based Text Encoding Initiative Guidelines 
(TEI), the most recent version of which is also XML com-
pliant [20]. The TEI consist of the formal part, which is a 
set of SGML/XML Document Type Definition fragments, 
and the documentation, which explains the rationale behind 
the elements available in these fragments, as well as giv-
ing overall Information about the structure of the TEI. The 
DTD fragments are combined to suit an individual project, 
and, if necessary, also extended or modified. We have used 
parametrisations of TEI for both the MULTEXT-East cor
pus as well as for the IJS-ELAN corpus. TEI encoded ex-
amples from these corpora will be used in the rest of this 
paper. 

3 Pre-processing the Corpus 
In this section we deal with the basic processing steps in-
volved in normalising and marking-up the corpus, in order 
to make it minimally usefu! for exploitation and to prepare 
it for further annotation. The steps we outline below usu-
ally proceed in sequence, and can be, for the most part, per
formed automatically allhough — given the unconstrained 
nature of texts — are Iikely to be less than 100% accu-
rate. While further development of tools and associated re
sources lowers the error rate, manual validation might stili 

be necessary for high-quality corpora. 
The texts constituting a corpus can be collected from a 

variety of sources and so usually come in a range of for
mats. The first step in corpus preparation is therefore in-
variably the normalisation of the texts into a common for
mat. Usually custom filters — written in pattem matching 
languages such as Perl — are employed to, on the one hand, 
normalise the character sets of the documents and, on the 
other, to remove and convert the formatting of the originals. 

3.1 Character sets 

As far as character sets go the corpus compliers have a few 
options at their disposal. One possibiHty is to use — at 
least for European languages — an 8-bit encoding in the 
corpus, preferably a standard one, e.g., ISO 8859 Latin 2 
for encoding Slovene texts. While the advantage is that 
the corpus texts are immediately readable — given that we 
have installed the appropriate fonts — the disadvantage is 
that a number of processing applications do not handle well 
8 bit characters and, more importantly, that it is impossible 
to mix languages that use different character sets; this is, of 
course, a special concem in multilingual corpora. 

Until a few years ago the standard solution involved 
translating the non-ASCII characters of the original texts 
into ISO-mandated SGML entities. SGML (and XML) en
tities are descriptive names, somevvhat like macros, which 
the application then substitutes for their values. In our 
čase, the names are of the characters in question; so, 
for example, the Slovene letter č is vvritten as the entity 
&ccaron; (small c with acaron), whereampersandstarts 
an entity and semicolon ends it. Such entities for char
acters are defined in public entity sets, for the čase of 
S c c a r o n ; in ISO 8879:1986/ /ENTITIES Added 
L a t i n 2//EN, i.e., the added entity set for encoding the 
Latin alphabets of Eastern European languages. Similar 
entity sets exist for "VVestem European languages (Latin 1), 
for Greek, Russian and non-Russian Cyrillic, as well as for 
mathematical relations, publishing symbols, etc. The ad
vantage of using entities is their robustness: because they 
are encoded in (7 bit) ASCII characters they are portable, 
and can be read on any platform. For the application, the 
SGML processor then translates them into the desired en
coding via their definitions. 

With the advent of XML, this solution has somevvhat lost 
its currency. While entities are supported in XML, the de-
fault character set of XML is Unicode, which, because a 
character can be encoded in two bytes, is sufficient to ac-
commodate most of the characters of the world's scripts; 
so, this is in fact the only solution for Easter language 
scripts, such as Kanji. But while using Unicode makes for a 
theoretically good solution, practice stili lags behind, with 
many applications not yet being Unicode-aware. In our cor
pora we have therefore chosen to use SGML entities for the 
representation of non-ASCII characters. 
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3.2 Markup of gross document structure 
Various encodings of input texts also encode the structure 
of the documents in vastly different and often inconsistent 
manners. This structure includes such things as divisions 
of the text, headers and titles, paragraphs, tables, footnotes, 
emphasised text, etc. In general it is a very hard task to 
correctIy and completely transform this structure into de-
scriptive TEI markup. For many natural language process-
ing applications this might not even be necessary, as the 
task here isn't to preserve the Iayout of the text, but only 
the information that is relevant to correctly classify the text 
and to enable linguistic processing. To illustrate a čase of 
relatively detailed structure markup, we give, in Figure 1, a 
TEI encoded example from the MULTEXT-East corpus. 

<text lang="en" id="Oen."> 
<body> 
<div id="Oen.l" type="part"> 
<head>First part</head> 
<div id="Oen.l.l" type="chapter"> 
<head>I</head> 
<p id="Oen.l.l.l"> 

It was a bright cold day in April, and the 
clocks were striking thirteen. Winston Smith, 
his chin nuzzled into his breast in an effort 
to escape the vile wind, slipped quickly 
through the glass doors of Victory Mansions, 
though not quickly enough to prevent a swirl 
of gritty dust from entering along with him. 

</p> 

Figure 1: Structure markup in TEI 

3.3 Header Information 
A corpus is typically composed of a large number of in-
dividual texts. For.analysing the corpus or for choosing a 
particular subset out of it, it is vital to include iiiformation 
about-the texts into thexorpus. Of course, the corpus as a 
unit must also be documented. The TEI provides a header 
element, < t e i H e a d e r > expressly meant to capture such 
meta-data. The TEI header contains detailed information 
about the file itself, the source of its text, its encoding, and 
revision history. 

The information in a text or corpus header can be — de-
pending on the number of texts and the regularity of prove-
nance - either inserted manually or automatically. Given 
that the corpora discussed in this paper have relatively few 
components, their headers have been entered manually via 
an SGML/XML aware text editor. 

3.4 Tokenisation and segmentation 
The next step in corpus preparation already involves basic 
linguistic analysis, namely isolating the linguistic units of 
the text, i.e., words and sentences. The Identification of 
words — and punctuation marks — is usually referred to as 

tokenisation, while determining sentence boundaries goes 
by the name of segmentation. 

On the face of it, determining vv-hat is a wprd and what,. 
a sentences might seem trivial. But correctly performing 
these tasks is fraught with complexities [12] and the rules 
to perform them are, furthermore, language dependent. So, 
while sentences end with full stops, not every full stop ends 
a sentence, as with, e.g., Mn; and if some abbreviations will 
never end sentences, e.g., e.g., other almost invariably will, 
e.g., etc. Correct tokenisation is complex as well; punc
tuation marks can sometimes be part of a vi'ord, as is the 
čase with abbreviations and, say, Web addresses. Some do-
mains, e.g., biomedicine have "words" with an especially 
complex internal structure, e.g., Ca(2+)-ATPase. 

In the process of tokenisation various types of words and 
punctuation symbols must be recognised and this informa
tion can be retained in the markup, as it can be potentially 
useful for further processing. In Figure 2 we give an exam-
ple of a segmented and tokenised text from the IJS-ELAN 
corpus, where the t y p e attribute expresses such informa
tion on words. 

<seg id="ecmr.en.17"> 
<w>Euromoney</w><w type="rsplit">'s</w> 
<w>assessment</w> <w>of</w> <w>economic</w> 
<w>changes</w> <w>in</w> <w>Slovenia</w> 
<w>has</w> <w>been</w> <w>downgraded</w> 
<c type="open">(</c><w>page</w> 
<w type="dig">6</w><c type="close">)</c> 
<c>.</c> 

</seg> 
Figure 2: Segmentation and tokenisation in TEI 

While it is possible to write a tokeniser and segmenter 
using a general purpose computer language there also exist 
freely available tools for this purpose. We have extensively. 
used the MULTEXT tools [3], which, however,,no longer. 
seem to be maintained. 

Fortunately, other good choices exist, e.g., the text to
keniser tool, LT TTT [13], which is freely distributed for 
academic purposes as binaries for Sun/Solaris. LT TTT 
is based on XML and incorporates a general purpose cas-
caded transducer which processes an input stream deter-
ministically and rewrites it according to a set of rules pro-
vided in a grammar file, typically to add mark-up infor
mation. With LT TTT come grammars to segment En-
glish texts into paragraphs, segment paragraphs into words, 
recognise numerical expressions, mark-up money, date and 
tirne expressions in newspaper texts, and mark-up biblio-
graphical information in academic texts. These grammars 
are accompanied by detailed documentation which allows 
altering the grammars to suit particular needs or develop 
new rule sets. While we have already successfully used 
LT TTT for processing English texts, the localisation of its 
grammars to Slovene remains stili to be done. 
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3.5 Sentence Alignment 
An extremely useful processing step involving parallel cor-
pora is the alignment of their sentences. Such alignment 
would be trivial if one sentence were always translated into 
exactly one sentence. But while this may hold for certain 
legal texts, translators — either due to personal preference, 
or because different languages tend towards different sen
tence lengths — often merge or spUt sentences, or even 
omit portions of the text. This makes sentence alignment a 
more challenging task. 

High-quality sentence alignment is stili an open research 
question and many methods have been proposed [23] in
volving the utilisation of e.g., bilingual lexicons and doc-
ument structure. Stili, surprisingly good results can be 
achieved with a language-independentand knowledge poor 
method, first discussed in [11]. The alignment algorithm 
here makes use of the simple assumption that longer sen
tences tend to be translated into longer sentences, and 
shorter into shorter. So, if we come across, e.g., two short 
sentences in the original, but one long one in the transla-
tion, chances are, the two have been merged. Hence the 
input to this aligner is only the lengths of the respective 
sentences in characters and the program, with an algorithm 
known as dynamic tirne warping, finds the best fit for the 
alignments, assuming the valid possibilities are 1-2, 0-1, 
1-1, 1-0, 2-1, and 2-2. 

Several public implementations of this algorithm exist; 
we have used the so called Vanilla aligner [4], implemented 
in C and freely available in source code. 

The quality of the automatic alignment is heavily depen-
dent on the manner of translation but, in any čase, is sel-
dom perfect. For our corpora we have manually validated 
the alignments via a cyclic process, with initial errors of 
alignment corrected and the text then being automatically 
re-aligned. 

The end result is the sentence aligned text; the align
ment Information might then be encoded in one of sev
eral ways. One possibility is to encode the alignments in 
separate documents, where only pairs of references to sen
tence IDs are stored. Figure 3 gives a hypothetical Slovene-
English alignment span illustrating the syntax and types 
(one, many, zero) of the alignment links. The first link en
codes an 1-1 alignment, the second a 2-1 and the third an 
1-0 alignment. 

<link x t a rge t s="Os l . 1 .1 ; O e n . l . l " / > 
<link x t a r g e t s = " 0 s l . l . 2 Os i . 1 .3 ; Oen l . l . 2 " /> 
<link x ta rge t s="Os l .1 .4 ; "/> 

Figure 3: Example of stand-off bilingual alignment 

4 Word-class syntactic tagging 
It is well known that the addition of word-level syntactic 
tags adds significantly to the value of a corpus [22]. Know-
ing the part-of-speech and other morphosyntactic features. 

such as number, gender and čase, helps to lexically deter-
mine the word and serves as a basis for further syntactic 
or semantic processing. In a parallel corpus such annota-
tions can also act as guides for automatic bilingual lexicon 
extraction or example based machine translation. 

The flip side of morphosyntactic tagging is lemmatisa-
tion, i.e., annotating the words in the corpus with their lem-
mas or base forms. Such a normalisation of the word-forms 
is useful in concordancing the corpus and in identifying 
translation equivalents. While lemmatisation for Enghsh 
is relatively simple (although wolves and oxen complicate 
matters) it is a more difficult task in Slovene, which is a 
heavily inflecting language. 

Manual annotation is extremely expensive, so corpora 
are typically tagged and lemmatised automatically. Below 
we explain our work on the IJS-ELAN corpus, where we 
used the statistical tagger TnT v/hich had been trained on 
the MULTEXT-East parallel corpus, and initial results im-
proved in various ways. 

4.1 The TnT tagger 
Trainable word-class syntactic taggers have reached the 
level of maturity where many models and implementations 
exist, with several being robust and available free of charge. 
Prior to committing ourselves to a particular implementa-
tion, we conducted an evaluation (on Slovene data) of a 
number of available taggers [7]. The results show that the 
trigram-based TnT tagger [1] is the best choice considering 
accuracy (also on unknovvn words) as well as efficiency. 
TnT is freely available under a research license, as an exe-
cutable for various platforms. 

The tagger first needs to be trained on an annotated cor
pus; the training stage produces a table with tag tri- bi- and 
uni-grams and a lexicon with the word forms follovved by 
their tag ambiguity classes, i.e., the list of possible tags, to-
gether with their frequencies. Using these two resources, 
and possibly a backup lexicon, tagging is then performed 
on unannotated data. 

4.2 The training corpus 
The greatest bottleneck in the induction of a quality tagging 
model for Slovene is lack of training data. The only avail
able hand-validated tagged corpus is the Slovene part of 
the MULTEXT-East corpus, which is annotated with vali
dated context disambiguated morphosyntactic descriptions 
and lemmas. 

These morphosyntactic descriptions (MSDs) for Slovene 
— and six other languages, English among them — were 
developed in the MULTEXT-East project [6, 9]. The 
MSDs are structured and more detailed than is commonly 
the čase for English part-of-speech tags; they are compact 
string representations of a simplified kind of feature 
structures. The first letter of an MSD encodes the part 
of speech, e.g., Noun or Adjective. The letters follow-
ing the PoS give the values of the position determined 
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attributes. So, for example, the MSD Ncfpg expands to 
PoS:Noun, Type:common, G e n d e r : f e m i n i n e , 
Number : p l u r a l . Čase : g e n i t i v e . In čase a 
certain attribute is not appropriate for the particular 
combination of features, or for the word in question, this is 
marked by a hyphen in the attribute's position. 

To illustrate the properties of the training corpus, as well 
as the difference between Slovene and Enghsh we give in 
Table 1 the number of word tokens in the corpus, the num
ber of different word types in the corpus (i.e., of word-
forms regardless of capitalisation or their annotation), the 
number of different context disambiguated lemmas, and 
the number of different MSDs. The inflectional nature of 
Slovene is evident from the larger number of distinct word-
forms and especially MSDs used in the corpus. 

Words 
Forms 
Lemmas 
MSDs 

English 
104,286 

9,181 
7,059 

134 

Slovene 
90,792 
16,401 
7,903 
1,023 

Table 1: Inflection in the MULTEXT-East corpus 

4.3 Tagging Slovene 
Unsurprisingly, the tagging produced by TnT trained only 
on the MULTEXT-East corpus had quite a low accuracy; 
this can be traced both to the inadequate induced lexicon, 
as more than a quarter of ali word tokens in IJS-ELAN 
were unknovvn, as well as to n-grams applied to very dif
ferent text types than what was used for training. To offset 
these shortcomings we employed two methods, one primar-
ily meant to augment the n-grams, and the other the lexi-
con. 

It is well knovvn that "seeding" the training set with a 
validated sample from the texts to be annotated can signif-
icantly improve results. We selected a sample comprising 
1% of the corpus segments (approx. 5,000 words) evenly 
distributed across the whole of the corpus. The sample was 
then manually validated and corrected, also with the help 
of Perl scripts, which pointed out certain typical mistakes, 
e.g., the failure of čase, number and gender agreement be-
tween adjectives and nouns. The tagger n-grams were then 
re-leamed using the concatenation of the validated ELAN 
sample with the Slovene MULTEXT-East corpus. 

It has also been shown [14] that a good lexicon is much 
more important for quality tagging of inflective languages 
than the higher-level models, e.g., bi- and tri-grams. A 
word that is included in a TnT lexicon gains the Infor
mation on its ambiguity class, i.e., the set of context-
independent possible tags, as well as the lexical probabili-
ties of these tags. 

The Slovene part of the ELAN corpus was therefore 
first lexically annotated, courtesy of the company Ame
bis, d.o.o., which also produces the spelling checker for 
Slovene Word. The large lexicon used covers most of the 

words in the corpus; only 3% of the tokens remain un-
known. This lexical annotation includes not only the MSDs 
but also, paired with the MSDs, the possible lemmas of the 
vvord-form. 

We first tried using a lexicon derived from these anno-
tations directly as a backup lexicon with TnT. While the 
results were significantly better than with the first attempt, 
a number of obvious errors remained and additional new 
errors were at times introduced. The reason turned out to 
be that the tagger is often forced to fall back on uni-gram 
probabilities, but the backup lexicon contains only the am-
biguity class, with the probabilities of the competing tags 
being evenly distributed. So, TnT in effect often assigned a 
random tag from the ones available, leading to poor results. 
To remedy the situation, a heuristic was used to estimate 
the lexical frequencies of unseen words, taking as the ba-
sis the known frequencies from similar ambiguity classes 
taken from the training corpus. 

Using this lexicon and the seeded model we then re-
tagged the Slovene part of the IJS-ELAN corpus. Manually 
validating a small sample of the tagged corpus, consisting 
of around 5,000 words, showed that the current tagging ac-
curacy is about 93%. 

As had been mentioned, the lexical annotations included 
lemmas along with the MSDs. Once the MSD disambigua-
tion had been performed it was therefore trivial to anno-
tate the words with their lemmas. But while ali the words, 
knovvn as well as unknown, have been annotated with an 
MSD, we have so far not attempted to lemmatise the ap-
proximately 3% of the corpus vvords which are unknovvn. 

The results of the tagging were encoded in the corpus 
as attribute values of the TEI <w> element. To illustrate, 
we give in Figure 4 an example sentence from the corpus: 
Razlike med metropolitanskimi centri in njihovim zaledjem 
so ogromne. / The dijferences between the metropolitan 
centres and their hinterlands are enormous. 

<seg id="ecmr.si.92"> 
<w ana="Ncfpn" lemma="razlika">Razlike</w> 
<w ana="Spsi" lemma="med">med</w> 
<w ana="Aopmpi">inetropolitanskimi</w> 
<w ana="Ncmpi" lemma="center">centri</w> 
<w ana="Ccs" lemma="in">in</w> 
<w ana="Ps3fpdp" lemma="njihov">njihovim</w> 
<w ana="Ncnsi" lemma="zaledje">zaledjem</w> 
<w ana="Vcip3p--n" lemma="biti">so</w> 
<w ana="Afpfpn" lemina="ogromen">ogromne</w> 
<c ctag=".">.</c> 

</seg> 
Figure 4: Linguistic annotation in the corpus 

4.4 Tagging English 
Tagging the English part of the corpus with the MULTEXT-
East MSDs was also performed with TnT, using the En
glish part of the MULTEXT-East corpus as the training set. 
Hovvever, automatic tagging vvith this model is bound to 
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contain many errors, although less than for Slovene, given 
the much smaller tagset. 

Rather than try to improve the accuracy of our own tag-
ging, v/e opted for additional annotations with other, better, 
models and also with a better known tagset, namely (vari-
ants of) the one used in the Brown corpus [15]. For the 
additional annotation of the English part we combined the 
output of two taggers. 

First, the TnT tagger distribution already includes some 
English models. We chose the one produced by training on 
the concatenation of the Brown corpus with the Wall Street 
Journal corpus; this training set contained approximately 
2.5 million tokens and distinguishes 38 different word-tags. 

Second, we used QTag [16], which is also freely avail-
able probabilistic tri-gram tagger, although the underlying 
algorithm differs from that employed by TnT. The English 
model of QTag ušes a similar, although not identical, tagset 
to the TnT English one. QTag is also offered via an email 
service, which in addition to tagging the texts, also lem-
matises them; we used this lemmatisation to annotate the 
corpus. 

To illustrate the tagging of the English part, we give an 
example in Figure 5. 

<seg id="ecmr.en.92" corresp="ecmr.si.92"> 
<w ana="Pt3" ctag="EX EX" 

lemma="there">There</w> 
<w ana="Vmip-p" ctag="VBP BER" 

leinma="be">are</w> 
<w ana="Afp" c t a g = " J J J J " 

lemina="huge">huge</w> 
<w ana="Ncnp" ctag="NNS NNS" 

lemma="difference">differences</w> 
<w ana="Sp" ctag="IN IN" 

lemina="between">between</w> 
<w ana="Dd" ctag="DT DT" 

lemina="the">the</w> 
<w ana="Ncnp" ctag="?NNS NNS" 

lemma="centre">centres</w> 
<w ana="Cc-n" ctag="CC CC" 

lemma="and">and</w> 
<w ana="Ds3 p " ctag="PRP$ PP$" 

l emnia=" they"> the i r< /w> 
<w ana="Afp" c t a g = " J J J J " 

le inma="suburban">suburban</w> 
<w ana="Ncnp" ctag="NNS NNS" 

<c 

lemma="area">areas</w> 
ctag=".">.</c> 

</seg> 

Figure 5: Linguistic annotation in the English part 

5 Utilising the Corpus 

The IJS-ELAN corpus was thus encoded in XML/TEI, seg-
mented, tokenised, aligned and tagged with morphosyntac-
tic descriptions and lemmas. It was now tirne to turn to 
exploiting the corpus. Given that the texts that are included 
in the corpus do not have copyright restrictions (they are 

mostly publications of the Slovene govemment), it was 
trivial to ensure one type of "exploitation", namely to sim-
ply make the complete corpus freely available for down-
loading: it can be accessed at http://nl.ijs.si/elan/. 

In this section we discuss two methods of utilising the 
corpus. The first is geared directly tovvards human usage, 
and has to do with making the corpus available for sophis-
ticated on-line searching. The second employs a statistics-
based tool that extracts a bi-lingual lexicon from the cor
pus. 

5.1 Web concordancing 

For our corpora we have developed an on-line concordanc
ing system. This Web concordancer comprises a set of 
HTML pages, a simple Perl CGI script and a corpus pro-
cessing back-end. The back-end is the CQP system [2], 
a fast and robust program, which freely available for re-
search purposes as binaries for a number of platforms. 
CQP supports parallel corpora and incorporates a povver-
ful query language that offers extended regular expressions 
over positional (e.g., word, lenima, MSD) and structural 
(e.g., < t e x t > , <p>, < s e g > ) attributes. 

The Web page of the concordancer contains various in-
put fields and settings available to the user. The settings 
and options have associated hyperlinks, and clicking on 
them gives help on the particular topic. So, for example, 
the Display setting affects how the search results are pre-
sented: the Bilingual Display shows the hits in the target 
corpus, follovved by their aligned segment in the transla-
tion; the KWIC Display shows the results in the familiar 
key-word in context format; and Word List Display gives a 
list of word types found in the corpus, together with their 
frequencies. The last option makes the most sense with 
fuzzy queries. 

The result of the query can also be refined by specifying 
an additional query on the aligned corpus. This constraint 
can be either required or forbidden. The latter option is 
useful when exploring 'unexpected' translations. 

The on-line concordancer has been in used at the De
partment of Translation and Interpreting at the University 
of Ljubljana for different purposes such as contrastive anal-
ysis, translation evaluation, translation-oriented lexical and 
terminology studies, discourse analysis, etc. The method-
ological aims of Ihis work were, on the one hand, to help 
students gain a deeper understanding of living language 
and remember things they discover themselves, and, on the 
other, to enable them to become skilled and critical users 
of corpora for translation purposes. 

The concordancer is also being used by translators, 
esp. by the volunteers of LUGOS, the Linux Users' Group 
of Slovenia, that are localising Linux documentation, 
e.g., the HOWTOs and the KDE desktop environment. As 
the IJS-ELAN corpus contains a whole book on Linux and 
the PO localisation files, it can be a welcome source of ter-
minology translations. 

http://nl.ijs.si/elan/
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5.2 Lexicon extraction 

We have also performed an initial experiment in automatic 
bi-Ungual lexicon extraction from the corpus. Extracting 
such lexica is one the prime ušes of parallel corpora, as 
manual construction is an extremely time consuming pro-
cess yet the resource is invaluable for lexicographers, ter-
minologists, translators as well as machine translation sys-
tems. 

A number of similar experiments had already been per
formed on the IJS-ELAN corpus [24, 5, 25], using a num
ber of different tools. The software we have used here is 
the PWA system [21], which is a coUection of tools for 
automatically finding translation equivalents in sentence 
aligned parallel corpora. The output of the system is, in-
ter alia, a list of word token correspondences (i.e., transla-
tions in the text), a list of word type correspondences (i.e., a 
lexicon) and lists of monolingual collocations (i.e., a termi-
nological glossary). The system is freely available under a 
research license as a binary for various platforms. 

For the data, we have used one of the elements of the IJS-
ELAN corpus, namely the book "Linux Installation and 
Getting Started" by Matt Welsh et al., and translated into 
Slovene by Roman Maurer. The book contains 2 x 5,773 
aligned sentence segments, with the English original hav-
ing 91,526 and the Slovene translation 81,955 word tokens. 

For lexicon extraction we have not used the word-forms 
directly but rather the lemmas (where defined) of the words 
in question. This normalises the input and abstracts away 
from the rich inflections of Slovene, which wouId cause 
PWA to treat different forms of the same word as differ
ent words. Secondly, we reduced the input to the system 
to only adjectives, nouns and punctuation symbols. The 
reasoning behind this is that most useful (terminological) 
lexical correspondences will be noun phrases, and elimi-
nating the other word classes reduces the chance of spuri-
ous translation correspondences. We have included punc
tuation signs in order to break up long stretches of nouns, 
which otherwise tend to get analysed as collocations. 

For this input data the PWA sy stem took 15 minutes (on a 
Pentium laptop) to produce the results, i.e., the list of token 
correspondences totalling 22,880 items, the lexicon con-
taining 2,850 entries, and a list of collocations with 1,329 
entries. 

To illustrate, we show in Figure 6 data for one sentence 
from the text; first we give the sentence and its translation, 
then the equivalent input to the system, and finally the com-
puted translation equivalents. 

Most posited translations are correct, but some are less 
than perfect. While the system correctly identifies transla
tion equivalents for l i n u x and system, it misses out on 
the larger collocation l i n u x system, and similarly for 
u s e r program and deve lopment t o o l . The main 
shortcomming of the output for the example sentence is the 
suggested translation equivalent for s o u r c e code, as it 
lacks the noun koda. But despite these omissions, the re-
sult is already quite useful. 

English sentence: In addition, ali of the source code for the 
Linux systein, inctuding the kernel, device drivers, li-
braries, user programs, and development tools, isfreelydis-
tributable. 

Slovene sentence: Dodatno je dostopna in prosto razširljiva še 
vsa izvorna koda sistema Linux, vključno z jedrom, gonilniki 
naprav, knjižnicami, uporabniškimi programi in razvojnimi 
orodji. 

English input: addition , source code linux 
system , kernel , device driver , 
librarv , user program , development 
tool , distributable . 

Slovene input: dostopen razširljiva izvoren 
koda sistem Linux , jedro , gonilnik 
naprava , knjižnica , uporabniški 
program razvojen orodje . 

Output English —> Slovene translations: 
source code —> izvoren 
linux -^ linux 
system —> sistem 
kernel —> jedro 
device driver —> gonilnik 
library —>• knjižnica 
user —> uporabniški 
program —> program 
development —> razvojen 
tool —> orodje 

Figure 6: Automatically extracted translation equivalents 

6 Conclusions and Further Research 

The paper presented the processing steps involved in build-
ing and exploiting parallel corpora and introduced the tools 
necessary to accomplish this task. We have tried to show 
how third-party publicly available software is sufficient to 
operationalise the complete tool chain, and how language 
resources can be built in a cyclic manner, with initial anno-
tations enabling the production of language models vvhich, 
in tum, enable refinement and further annotation. 

The text processing model outlined in this article is es-
pecially useful in an academic environment: the softvvare 
to implement it is free, and can thus be easily acquired by 
cash-strapped university departments. The building as well 
as the exploitation of the resources can be profitably used 
for teaching purposes, be it for computer science courses 
on natural language processing, or for linguistic courses on 
the use of language technology. As has been shovvn, the 
resources can also be used directly, by helping translators 
or language students make use of bi-lingual data. 

As far as corpus compilation goes, our further work can 
be divided into two areas. The first is, of course, the ac-
quisition of more texts, and hence the production of larger 
corpora. The second, and scientifically more challenging, 
is the addition of further markup. In the paper we have 
discussed only basic linguistic markup. Useful further an-
notations include terms (either single or multiword), named 
entities (proper names, acronyms, dates, etc), chunks (esp. 
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noun phrases), and phrase structure (i.e., full syntactic anal-
ysis). Each of these areas has been the subject of much 
research but, so far, not yet attempted for Slovene. 

On the exploitation side, in addition to carrying further 
our research on lexicon extraction, we plan to experiment 
with statistical machine translation, in particular to use the 
freely available system EGYPT [18] with the IJS-ELAN 
corpus as the training set. 
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Partitions have been identified as a key concept forperception and understanding ofspace, and have been 
regarded as a prjinary tool for spatial analysis tasks in geographic applications. We discuss here some 
results regarding the exploration of geographic maps structured as nested partitions. In particular, vve 
present a zooming model based on a Level-Of-Detail (LOD) approach, aimed at visualizing sequences of 
graduaUy simplified representations ofa given area hierarchicaUy structured in a poset. We first describe a 
set ofbasic zooming primitives defined as transitions betweens maps at different LOD, and study properties 
of the corresponding map space. We then introduce the notion of multiple zooming, define two new 
multiple zooming primitives on top of the basic ones, extend the map space, and prove some theoretical 
results on the new primitives. 

1 Introduction 
In this paper we report some theoretical results achieved 
in the framework of a project concerning the design of 
a visual interaction environment for Geographic Informa
tion Systems (GISs). GISs deal with storing, querying, 
manipulating and displaying geographic information (see, 
e.g., [2]). The core of a GIS is a spatial database man-
agement system. A spatial database consists of a spatial 
component encoding the geometric aspects of the physi-
cal objects under consideration (e.g., location, shape, size), 
and of a thematic component containing information about 
the non-geometric properties of the realm of interesi (see, 
e.g., [15] for foundations;of spatial databases). A GIS nor-
mally includes also modules devoted to application specific 
tasks, such as map production, spatial analysis, and data 
visualization. We restrict here our attention to primitives 
aimed at exploring the spatial component of the database. 

Detail filtering in geographic maps. Technological de-
velopments in automated data capturing tools allow the 
collection of huge volumes of geographic data represent-
ing areas of interest with extreme accuracy. As a con-
sequence, manipulation and rendering of complex geo
graphic datasets may require processing resources beyond 
the power of state-of-the-art computers, hence introducing 
the necessity of detail filtering during visualization and in
teraction tasks. The basic idea is to dynamically adapt the 
resolution to the needs of specific interaction tasks, pos-
sibly taking into account user's interest in displayed data 
(which might imply to vary the resolution over different ar
eas of the map). 

To achieve this effect, the concept of Level-of-Detail 

(LOD) has been introduced, sometimes summarized as "al-
ways use the best resolution you need - oryou can afford -
and never use more tkan tkat" [6]. Of course the principle 
has to be characterized to the needs of the specific appli
cation, interaction task or visualization strategy. Anyhow, 
despite application specific differences, there is common 
ground among LOD models: ali aims at defining sequences 
of gradually simplified representations of the same area that 
get structured either into a mulfi-layer model or into a hier-
archical model described by a tree [16]. In the framevvork 
of a LOD approach, the interaction process can be formal-
ized through a map space and rulesfor traversing it corre
sponding to transitions betvveen maps at different levels of 
detail. 

Several conceptual approaches can be used for the for-. 
malization ofspace and of spatial properties. Not only does 
the adoption ofa particular model influence the type of data 
that can be used, but it also determines the kind of spatial 
analysis that can later be undertaken. The two extremes 
in the range of conceptual approaches are the continuous 
field approach (that views attributes of interest as vary-
ing over the space as some continuous mathematical func-
tion or field) and the entity-based approach (that perceives 
space as being occupied by entities described by their prop
erties and mapped using a coordinate system) [2]. 

In Ihe čase of continuous fields, data analysis concerns 
the spatial properties of the fields; the geographical space is 
discretized into sets of single spatial units (such as square, 
triangular, or hexagonal cells), or into irregular triangles or 
polygons, tessellated to form geographic representations. 
A LOD representation hence consists of a collection of 
meshes of different sizes, each representing the object at 
a different resolution [16]. 
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In the čase of entities, data retrieval and analysis may 
concem: attributes (i.e., the nature of the entities), geo-
graphic location (i.e., spatial information about the enti
ties), and topology (i.e., information about the reiative po-
sitions of the entities). The LOD approaches must then pro-
vide different solutions to deal with attributes, geographic 
locations, and topoIogy. Treatment of topological informa
tion encoded in partitions is the main concern of our work. 

Objectives of our work. We restrict ourselves to 
databases in which the spatial component is a set of points 
in the 2-dimensionaI real space. Roughly speaking, we 
deal with spatially related collections of regions hierarchi-
cally organized as a nested partition. Partitions have been 
identified as a key concept for perception and understand-
ing of space [9], and have been regarded as the primary 
tool for spatial analysis tasks in geographic applications 
and systems (see, e.g., [5, 10]). A number of papers pro-
posed partition-based spatial analysis functions, with op-
erations like overlay, generalization, and reclassification, 
ali producing new partitions as a result (extended discus-
sion on such topic can be found in [5], which also proposes 
a set of three powerful operations on partitions, sufficient 
to express ali known application-specific operations). Dif-
ferently from these works, we focus on primitives aimed 
at navigating sequences of gradually simplified representa-
tions of a given area. 

In our conceptual model, the abstraction mechanism for 
modelling single geometric objects is the region. A region 
is a closed subset of K̂  homeomorphicto: (i) a single point 
(region of dimension 0); (ii) E (region of dimension 1); 
(iii) E^ (region of dimension 2). We deal with a finite set 
7?. = {RQ, i ? i , . . . , Rn}, where each Ri is a region. 

As basic abstraction mechanisms for modelling spatially 
related collections of objects, in [4] we have considered 
the nested partition and the aggregation. The former is a 
recursive subdivision of the plane into pairwise disjoint re
gions of dimension 2 (denoted blocks), quite common in 
geographic maps (consider, e.g., countries partitioned into 
States, partitioned into counties, etc). The latter defines as-
sociations among regions, to model real applications where 
features, i.e., isolated points, lines, and areas, appear within 
regions (to represent cities, roads, rivers, lakes, etc, de-
pending on the specific portion of the real world at hand). 

According to LOD principles, we consider an explo-
ration of the database where, starting from a map at a low 
LOD, more detailed information is successively disclosed 
on demand. In [4] we proposed a single-focus naviga-
tion: at each stage of the interaction session, one region 
of the map provides the current/ocMi' of interest, while the 
other (surrounding) regions provide the peripheral context. 
Roughly speaking, the overall interaction process is a se-
quence of user's activities composed by viewing the cur
rent map, selecting a region visible on the current map, 
and moving the focus to the selected region. As a result of 
the focus selection, a new map gets visualized, containing 
more detailed information on the focus region. According 

to the selected visualization techniques, the focus region 
is assigned a greater display area, while peripheral regions 
shrink yet preserving topology'. It is also possible to get 
maps at a lower LOD than the current one. 

The single-focus navigation was supported by a set 
I^Vbase of basic primitives, defined as transitions between 
maps at different LOD, allowing to require/hide details re-
garding either the sub-blocks or the features of a focus re
gion. Correspondingly, the map space is a graph where the 
set of nodes includes ali possible views, and the set of arcs 
includes transitions between pairs of views defined by the 
primitives in IVbase • We realized that, at a great extent, the 
"shape" of the graph depends on the nested partition and 
on the basic primitives concerning blocks (called zooming 
primitives). The complete map space, including transitions 
deriving from primitives concerning features, can actually 
be viewed as a generalization of a restricted space includ
ing only transitions deriving from zooming primitives. 

Results of the paper. Since the new stage in our project 
concems the definition of an extended sets of primitives 
on top of XVbase, it appears appropriate to proceed in two 
steps: we now focus on new primitives related to the nested 
partition (and study properties of the map space in this re
stricted scenario), while we will extend the set of primitives 
to include treatment of features in a future step. This pa
per presents results achieved in the first step concerning the 
nested partition. 

The idea is to consider a set of focus regions in plače 
of a single focus region at a time. We hence define 
two new multiple zooming primitives called mzoom-in and 
mzoom-out as generalizations of the elementary zooming 
primitives zoom-in and zoom-out, defined in [4] to allow to 
require/hide details regarding the sub-blocks of a focus re
gion. Though the definitions of the new primitives mightbe 
given independently oizoom-in and zoom-out, it is more in-
teresting to discuss how multiple zooming can be expressed 
in terms of elementary zooming. These results allows us to 
conceive a system in which, once a kemel including algo-
rithms corresponding to elementary primitives is designed, 
extensions can be easily defined by specifying appropri
ate sequences of zoom-in and zoom-out. In particular, we 
show that multiple zoom-in (resp., multiple zoom-out) cor-
responds to a sequence of zoom-in (resp., zoom-out) tran
sitions, considering in any order the regions in the focus 
set. 

Clearly, the main advantage of the multiple zooming is 
that there is no need for rendering the map after each basic 
zoom-in or zoom-out transition belonging to the sequence. 

Structure of the paper. In Section 2 we describe our 
conceptual model refining the results of [4]; in Section 3 
we recall the basic zooming primitives of [4] and study the 
properties of the corresponding map space; in Section 4 we 

' Visualization aspecLs are beyond the scope of this paper. We refer 
to [3] for a general overvievv on visualization techniques, and to [4] for 
further discussion on the visual interaction with geographic maps. 
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introduce and formalize the notion of multiple zooming, 
and extend the map space. Finally, in Section 5 we pro-
vide some concluding remarks and outline future research 
directions. 

2 The conceptual model of data 
In our restricted model vvithout features, the abstraction 
mechanism for single geometric objects is the block. A 
block is a closed subset of R^ homeomorphic to M .̂ 
In the remainder of the paper a set of blocks B — 
{Bi jB^,..., Bp) is called spatial dataset. Given a block 
B, upartition of i? is a subdivision of this block into a finite 
set of pairvvise disjoint blocks. 

Definition 2.1 Let B be a spatial dataset, and B be a block 
in B. A partition P = {Bi,B2,... ,Bj}, j > 1, ofB is a 
flat partition of'B in B ifBi eB,l<i <j. 

The constraint on the cardinality of a partition in the 
above definition implies that the partition of minimum size 
of any block is the block itself. 

Definition 2.2 Let B be a spatial dataset, B be a block in 
B, P = {Bi,B2,... ,Bk} be a flat partition of B in B. 
A flat partition P' of B in B is a refinement of P if there 
exists a subset S ofP, S ^ %, such that P' can be obtained 
from P by replacing each block B of P that is in S with a 
flat partition ofB in B. 

Notice that if P' is a refinement of P, then \P\ < \P'\. 
In what follovvs we say that P' is a refinement of P with 
respect to S, where S C P, when we want to put emphasis 
on the blocks of P for which the condition of Definition 2.2 
is satisfied. If | 5 | = 1 we say that P' is a simple refinement 
ofP. 

£xaniple 2.1 Let us suppose that P — 
{Bi,... ,Bi,... ,Bj,... ,Bk} is a flat partition of B 
in B, {Bi^i,... ,Bij} is a flat partition of Bi in B, and 
{Bjj,..., Bj^m} is a flat partition ofB j in B. Then, P' = 
{Bi, B2,. • • ,Bi-.i,Bi^i,... ,Bi^i,Bi+i,... ,Bj-i, 
Bj^i,..., Bj^m, Bj+i,... ,Bk} is a refinement of P with 
respect to {Bi,Bj}. 

Definition 2.3 Let B be a spatial dataset, and BQ be a dis-
tinguished block in B. A nested partition ofB with respect 
to Bo is a finite setMVsiBo) = {Pi, P2, • • •, Pk}, k > 1, 
such that: 1) {Bo} G MVB{BO); 2) P, is refinement of 
{Bo}>J. <i<k; 3)foreach_P G MVB{BO) \ {Bo} there 
exists P G }JVB{BO), P ^ P, such that P is a refinement 
ofP; 4) there exists a unique C G NVB{BO) such that C 
is a refinement of each P G MVB{BO); 5) Uf^^Pi = B. 

Notice that {Bo} is the partition of minimum size in 
NVB{BO), while C is the partition of maximum size, and 
contains aH blocks B ofB whose unique flat partition in B 
is its partition of minimum size, i.e., {B}. 

A relation •< over Af'PB{Bo) can be defined starting 
from the concept of refinement as follows. Let P, and Pj 
be two elements of J^VB{BO)- Pi ':< Pj if and only if Pj 
is a refinement of Pj. The relation induces a partial order 
OV&VMVB{BO), which is hence apartially ordered set (i.e., 
aposet). In fact, the relation is: 

- reflexive: any partition P of MVB{BO) is refinement 
of itself, since we can replace any block in P with 
the corresponding partition of minimum size, i.e., the 
block itself (by Definition 2.1); 

- antisymmetric: given P; and P,- in A/''Pe(Po). if-Pi '^ 
Pj and Pj :< Pi, then \Pj\ < \Pi\ and \Pi\ < \Pj\ 
(by Definition 2.2), and hence \Pi\ = \Pj\. This can 
happen only if Pi = PJ; 

- transitive: if Pj •< Pj and Pj :< Pk for some par-
titions Pi,Pj, and Pk in AfVsiBo), then Pi < Pk. 
We show the čase of simple refinements (i.e., |5 | = 
1), while the extension to the general čase in which 
\S\ > 1 is easily obtained by iteration. Given Pk = 
{Bi,... ,Bj;,... Bn}, two cases must be considered: 

Čase 1. Pj is a refinement of Pk with respect to 
{Brc}, and Pj is a refinement of Pj with respect 
to {By}, where By is a block of Pj that does not 
belong to the partition of Bx used to obtain Pj 
from Pk. It trivially follows that Pj is a refine
ment of Pfc with respect to {Bx,By}. 

Čase 2. P, is a refinement of Pk with respect to 
{Bx}, and Pj is a refinement of Pj with respect 
to {Bz}, where Bz is a block of Pj that belongs 
to the partition P of B^ used to obtain Pj from 
Pk. It is easy to see that Pi is a refinement of Pk 

, with respect to {Bx}, since Pi is obtained from 
Pk by replacing B^ with a partition whose size 
is greater than the size of P . 

>From Definition 2.3 it follovvs that the partial order 
{MVB{BO), :<) contains a greatest element (namely the 
partition {Po}) and a least element (namely the partition 
C). Furthermore, as in the čase of set partitions [18], it can 
beshownthatthepair (A/' 'PB(PO); d) foTms a lattice, since 
any pair of elements in JsfVsiBo) has a least upper bound 
and a greatest lower bound (for foundations of posets and 
lattices vvereferto [1, 11]). 

As in any partial order, we can introduce a notion of im-
mediate inferior. in particular, we say that Pj is an imme-
diate refinement of P j if Pj < Pj, Pi 7̂  Pj, and there 
not exists P G MVB{BO), P i^ Pi, P i^ PJ, such that 
Pi < P < Pj. It is easy to see that if Pj is immediate 
refinement of P j, then Pj is a simple refinement of P j (the 
converse is not true). 

The notion of nested partition introduced in Defini
tion 2.3 induces a binary relationship sub-block among the 
blocks of B: a block B is sub-block of a block B' if B be
longs to some flat partition of P ' . B is immediate sub-block 
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of B' if there exists a flat partition P such that B' e P and 
B belongs to the immediate refinement of P with respect 
to B'. If B is immediate sub-block of B', then B' is the 
parent-block of B; if B is sub-block of B' then B' is an 
ancestoroiB. 

The relation sub-block over a spatial dataset S can be 
represented by a hierarchical structure, i.e., a free rooted 
at Bo, that we denote as TeiBo). If B e B, then the 
subtree of 7B(-BO) rooted at B is denoted as TB{B). The 
parent-block of a block B in TB{BQ) will be denoted as 
parent{B). We say that two blocks Bi and .82 of 7B(-BO) 

are siblings when they are immediate sub-blocks of the 
same block B in TB{BO). 

Definition 2.4 A well-formed spatial dataset is a pair V = 
{B,MVB{BQ)), where: i) B is a spatial dataset; ii) 
MVB{BO) is a nested partition ofB with respect to BQ € 
B. 

Concluding, we restrict ourselves to spatial databases in 
which the spatial component is a set of points in E^ that 
can be described by a well-formed spatial dataset. 

Example2.2 In Figure 1 we show: (a) the tree TB{BQ) 

representing the relation sub-block associated to an exam-
ple wellformed spatial dataset V; (b) the partition ofmax-
imum size ofV composed by ali the leaves ofTB{Bo); (c) 
a graphical representation ofthe immediate refinement re-
lationship over V provided by the Hasse diagram (i.e., the 
transitive reduction ofthe relation •<) .̂ 

Notice that in Figure l-(c) (and in the remaining figures 
as well) partitions are identified by the subscripts of the par-
ticipating blocks. The example weIl-formed spatial dataset 
of Figure 1 will be referred to throughout the paper to illus-
trate new concepts as they are introduced. 

3 Elementary zooming 

In this section we study and formalize a zooming model 
for a well formed spatial dataset V = {B,J\fVB{Bo)). 
The model includes a "minimal" (yet povverful) set of ba-
sic zooming primitives, denoted ZVtase > which can act as 
a kemel for extended sets of primitives, defined on top of 
it. The set ZVtase includes basic primitives that, given a 
focus region, show/hide details related to it: 

- zoom-in adds details regarding sub-blocks of the focus 
region; 

- zoom-out subtracts details related to the focus region. 

Formally, given a well formed spatial dataset 
{B,NVB{BO)), a flat partition P £ AfVBiBo), and 
ab lockBofP: 

^In a Ha.sse diagram, each po.set element is repre.sented by a dot; fur-
thermore, given two elemetiLs A and B ofthe poset such that A •< B, and 
for no element C of the poset A ^ C ^ B, then the dot representing B 
is drawn in a position higher than the position of the dot representing A, 
and the two dots are connected by a Une. 

\ Bs 

Bio \ 

BT 0 
Bil 

B4 Bs 

(b) 

2,3,4, 

2,4 ,5 ,8 ,9 , 

1,3,6,7 

4 ,5 ,6 ,7 ,8 ,9 ,1 

1,3,7,11,12 

1,7,8,9,10,11,12 

4,5,7,8,9,10,11,12 

(c) 

Figure 1: (a) The hierarchical structure representing the re
lation sub-block of an example well formed spatial dataset; 
(b) the associated partition of maximum size; (c) the Hasse 
diagram of (J^PsiBo),:^) in the example well formed 
spatial dataset. 
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- zoom-in{P, B) = P', where P' is the immediate re
finement of P with respect to {B}. 

- zoom-out{P, B) = P' such that P is a simple refine
ment of P' with respect to the parent block of B. 

Notice that given P' and B' G P', there exist more 
than one simple refinement of P ' with respect to {B'}, 
whereas given P and B £ P there is only one P' ver-
ify'mg zoom-out{P, B) — P'. Intuitively, the zoom-
out primitive generates the partition of maximum size 
among those superior of P, not containing B, and 
containing its parent-block. 

It is worth noting that zoom-in (resp. zoom-out) cannot 
be applied to C (resp. {Bo}). 

Intuitively, the zoom-in primitive generates the partition 
obtained from the current partition P by replacing the focus 
region B with its immediate sub-blocks, while the zoom-
out primitive generates a partition P' as stated in the fol-
lovving observation. 

Observation 3.1 If zoom-out{P, B) — P', then P' is ob
tained from P by subtracting those blocks of P that are in 
TBiparent{B)) andaddingparent{B). 

Exainple 3.1 With reference to the example of 
Figure l-(c), if the current partition is P = 
{Bi, BJ,B8,BQ, Bio,Bii, B12} and the selected block is 
-87, then the partition resulting from zoom-out{P,Bj) is 
P' = {Bi,B2,Bs,Bg,BiQ}. 

Primitives in ZVbase allow us to conceive a LOD-based 
exploration of the well-formed spatial dataset in which, 
starting from the map at the lowest LOD (i.e., the partition 
[Bo]), maps at higher LOD are visualized by zoom-in op-
erations, while maps at lower LOD are obtained by zoom-
out operations. Correspondingly, the map space is a graph 
where the set of nodes coincides with ATPBCPO). and the 
set of arcs includes transitions betvveen pairs of partitions 
definedby the primitives in .ZPfcase. More formally, the 
map space is defined as follovvs: 

Definition 3.1 The map space associated to a well-formed 
spatial dataset V — {B,MVB{BO)), and to the set of 
primitives ZVbase is a directedgraph MS{V, ZVbase) — 
{Nbase, Mase) defined US follows: 

- for eachflatpartition P in AfVis^Bo) there is a node 
P inNbase; 

- for each zoom-in/zoom-out transition there is a 
zoom-in/zoom-out are in Abase, <^s follows: if 
zoom-in{P, B) = P', then there exists a zoom-in are 
from P to P' labelledby B; ifzoom-out{P,B) = P', 
then there exists a zoom-out are from P to P' labelled 
byB. 

We observe that the map space is induced by the lat-
tice: nodes are inducedby elements oiAfVs{Bo), zoom-in 

1,3,7,11,12 

Figure 2: A portion of the map space associated to the ex-
ample well-formed spatial dataset. 

arcs are induced by the immediate refinement relationship, 
zoom-out arcs are induced by the simple refinement rela
tionship (but have opposite direction). 

Example 3.2 With reference to the well-formed spatial 
dataset of Example 2.2, Figure 2 shows a portion of its 
map space. In particular, thick arcs represent zoom-in 
arcs, while thin arcs represent zoom-out arcs. An are la-
bel indicates the focus region of the transition (to avoid 
picture cluttering transitions differing only in the focus 
region have been represented by a unique are having a 
list of labels). For example, if the current partition is 
P={Bi,B3,B7,Bn,Bi2}.then: 

- zoom-out{P,Bj) = {Bi,B2,B3} 

- zoom-out{P,Bil) = {Bi^Bz^B^jB-j} 

- zoom-out{P,B12) = {Bi,B3,Be,Br} 

Other transitions are easily derived from the Hasse dia
gram in Figure J-(c). 

An interaction process corresponds to a path in the map 
space. We denote as zoom-in path (resp., zoom-out path) 
a path in MS^D, ZVbase) including only zoom-in arcs 
(resp., zoom-out arcs). 

We notice that the set ZVbase is complete, in the sense 
that it allows us to reach ali the partition in MVB{BQ) (in 
other words, there exists a path in MS{V, ZVbase) from 
{Bo) to any partition in MVB{BO))- In fact, from the defi
nition of zoom-in and the properties of the lattice, it imme-
diately follows that, if P is a partition in MVB{BO), then 
there exists a zoom-in path in AiS{'D, ZVbase) from P to 
any other partition P ' in J^VB{BO), with P ' < P. Ali the 
partitions in JWB{BO) are hence reachable from {Po}-

Similarly, from the definition of zoom-out it follovvs that 
if P is a partition in MVB{BO), then there exists a zoom-
out path in MS{V, ZVbase) from P to any other partition 
P ' in MVB{BO), with P < P'. This allows us to prove the 
following lemma, about traversability of the map space. 
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Lemma 3.1 Let Pi and P2 be any two partitions in 
MVi3{Bo). There exists a path in MS{V, ZVbase) con-
necting Pi to P2. 

Proof. Let P be the least upper bound of Pi and P2. There 
must exist a zoom-out path from Pi to P and a zoom-in 
pathfromPtoP2. • 

According to the above result, we say that the map space 
MS{'D, ZVbase) i&fully traversable. 

4 Multiple zooming 
The set ZVbase leads to interaction processes in which 
users are required to specify a great number of steps, since 
admitted transitions are induced by the immediate refine-
ment and the simple refinement relationships only. In 
this section we define new zooming primitives that intro-
duce additional transitions in the map space, thus providing 
"shortcuts" for selected paths in MS {V, ZVbase)-

Generally speaking, these new primitives are defined as 
generalizations of zoom-in and zoom-out, by considering a 
set offocus regions in plače of a single focus region at a 
time. 

4.1 Multiple zoom-in 
The idea is to give the user the possibility of specifying a 
set of blocks of a given partition he/she wants to zoom-in. 
Formally, if P = {P i ,P2 , . -. ,Pfc} is a flat partition, and 
Xin is a subset of P , then mzoom-in is defined as follows: 

- mzoom-in{P, Xi„) = P ' , where P ' is the flat partition 
in MVB{BO) obtained by a sequence Zi^ of zoom-in 
operations such that: 

Zin — {Pi <- zoom-in{Pi^i,Xi) wheve. 
i = 1. ..n, n= \Xin\ 
Xi € Xin 
Po=P,Pr, = P') 

Roughly speaking, mzoom-in{P, Xin) gives rise to a se-
quence Zm of zoom-in operations having as focuses blocks 
of Xin. Each of these operations takes as parameter a par
tition ofJ\fVs{Bo) which, at the generic step, we will call 
current partition (notice that throughout Section 4 the sub-
script of a flat partition denotes the step of the sequence 
in which the partition is generated). The sequence Zin in-
duces a sorting Sin of Xin corresponding to the order in 
which blocks of Xin are selected as focuses for the zoom-
in operations in Zin • 

Lemma 4.1 Ifa block B is focus of a zoom-in operation 
^i S Zin, then B does not belong to any partition obtained 
by any zoom-in operation z j 6 Zin, with j > i. 

Proof. A zoom-in operation Zj with focus B generates a 
partition in which B has been replaced by its immediate 

sub-blocks. A subsequent zoom-in operation Zj, j > i, 
with focus B, can make B appear again only if B is imme
diate sub-block of B. This is not possible because, since B 
and B belong to Xin, and then to the same partition P , B 
cannot be immediate sub-block of B. • 

Notice that neither the sequence Zin "or the correspond
ing sorting <Sj„ are to be considered parameters ofmzoom, 
since the user specifies the blocks he/she wants to zoom-
in without providing any indication on the order in which 
blocks of Xin are to be taken into consideration (the se-
quence Zin and the sorting 5,„ are rather related to the sys-
tem's response to the users' request). We will use the no-
tation @mzoom-in{P, Xin, Sin) when we want to put em-
phasis on sorting details (i.e., on the execution procedure). 

Example4.1 With reference to Figure J-(c), if 
P = {Bi,B2,Bs,B9,Bio}, Xin = {BuB^}. and 
Sin = {Bi,B2), then @mzoom{P,Xin,Sin) = 
{B4,B5,B6,Bj,Bs,Bg,Bio}. 

In what follows we show that the result of 
mzoom-in{P, Xi„) is independent of the selected sorting of 
Xin (this independence alIow us to relieve the user of the 
burden of specifying execution details). More formally: 

Theorem 4.1 Let P be a flat partition ofAfVsiBo), Xin 
a subset of P, Si andS2 two distinct sortings of Xin. Then, 
@mzoom-in{P,Xin,Si) = @mzoom-in{P, Xin,S2). 

Proof. The proof proceeds by contradiction, by assuming 
that @mzoom-in{P,Xj„,Si) ^ @mzoom-in{P,Xin,iS2)• 
Let us denote as Z^ and Z2 the sequences inducing Si and 
S2, respectively, and as P„ and Qn the flat partitions re-
sulting from Zi and Z2, respectively. If P„ 7̂  Qn, then 
there is at least one block B of P„ which is not in Qn or 
viceversa. Without loss of generality, let us assume that 
B £ Pn and B ^ Qn- Two cases are possible, depending 
on Nvhether B e P or not. 

B e P: If P ^ Qn, then B disappeared during Z2 due 
to a zoom-in operation with focus B. Since Si and 
»S2 are distinct sortings of the same set Xj„, then there 
must exist a zoom-in operation in Zi with focus B, 
which hence removes B from the current partition. By 
Lemma 4.1, B cannot appear again during Zi, thus 
contradicting the hypothesis that B G Pn-

B ^ P: This implies that B ^ Xin, and hence that B 
cannot be focus of any zoom-in operation in Zi or 
Z2- Since B G Pn, then B appeared during Zi due 
to a zoom-in operation with focus B, because B is an 
immediate sub-block of B. Since Si and S2 are dis
tinct sortings of the same set Xin, there must exist a 
zoom-in operation in Z2 having B as focus. This op
eration adds B to the current partition since B is an 
immediate sub-block of B. Since B ^ Xi„, it cannot 
disappear during the remainder of S2, thus contradict
ing the hypothesis that B ^ Qn-
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Figure 3: mzoom-in transitions from partition {1,2,3} of 
the example well-formed spatial dataset. 

Since in any čase we have derived a contradiction, the the-
orem follows. D 

As to the map space, intuitively it is obtained from 
M.S{'D,ZVbase) by enriching the set of arcs to include 
mzoom-in transitions. Formally: 

Definition 4.1 The map space associated to a well-formed 
spatial dataset V = {B,MVB{BQ)), and to the set of 
primitives ZVmzin = {ZVbase U {mzoom-in}] is a di-
rected graph MS{V,ZVmzin) = {N, A) obtained from 
MS [V, ZV base) = {Nbase,Ahase) aS folloWS: 

- N = Nbase; 

- A = Abase U Amzin where Amzin is defined as fol-
lows: if mzoom-in{P,Xin) = P', then there exists a 
multiple zoom-in are in Amzin from P to P' labelled 
by Xin. 

Example 4.2 With reference to the example of Figure 1-
(c). Figure 3 shows the portion of M.S{T>, ZVmzin) con-
taining ali arcs outgoingfrom the node P = {Bj, ^2, -83} 
(one arcfor each subset of P). Notice that, a single step is 
now sufficient to gofrom pariition {Bi,B2, B3] to parti
tion {B4, JBS, BQ, B-J, Bs,Bg, Bio}, while three steps were 
reguired with elementary zooming only. 

4.2 Multiple zoom-out 
FoUovving the same approach as in the previous section, 
we want to give the user the possibility of specifying a set 
of blocks of a given partition he/she wants to zoom-out. 
Formally, if P = {Bi,B2,... ,Bk} is a fiat partition, and 
Xout is a subset of P , then mzoom-out is defined as fol-
lows: 

- mzoom-out{P,Xout) = P', where P' is the flat par
tition in MVB{BO) obtained by a sequence Zgut of 

zoom-out operations such that: 

2out — {Pi <— zoom-out{Pi-i,Xi) where 
i = 1.. .k, k < n 
n = \Xout\ 
Xi G Xout 
Po=P,Pk=P') 

Roughly speaking mzoom-out{P, Xout) gives rise to a 
sequence Zout of zoom-out operations having as focuses 
blocks of Xout- Each of these operations takes as param
eter a partition of MVB{BO) that, at the generic step, we 
will call current partition (again, subscripts of flat parti-
tions denote the step in which partitions are generated). 
The sequence Z^ut induces a sorting Sout of Xout corre-
sponding to the order in which blocks of Xout are selected 
as focuses for zoom-out operations in Zgut-

Lemma 4.2 Let B be a block ofXout and zi a zoom-out 
operation in Zgut- IfB £ Pi-i and B 0 Pj, then B 0 Pj, 
with j > i. 

Proof. By hypothesis B disappears at step i. A subsequent 
zoom-out operation Zj, j > i, with focus B, can make 
B appear again only if B is the parent of B. This is not 
possible because, since B and B belong to Xout, and then 
to the same partition P, B cannot be the parent of B. • 

The follovving observation is a straightforward conse-
quence of Lemma 4.2. 

Observation 4.1 Let B be a block of Xout- If B £ Ph, 
then B ePi,0<i<h. 

In fact, if i? ^ Pi for some i < h, then, by Lemma 4.2 
B ^ Ph, thus contradicting the hypothesis. 

As a consequence of Lemma 4.2 we have that the num-
ber of steps k (i.e., the number of zoom-out operations in 
Zout) may result less than |Xout|- In fact, if a zoom-out 
operation 2j in Z^^t removes blocks of Xout, then these 
blocks will not appear again in partitions obtained by sub-
sequent steps and cannot hence be considered as focuses. 

We denote by Sout a sorting of Xout obtained by tak-
ing first the blocks used as focuses {active blocks) in the 
order in which they are considered in Zout, and then the 
remaining inactive blocks in any arbitrary order. A number 
of different sortings may be induced by a sequence Zg^t, 
since more than one permutation can be considered for the 
set of inactive blocks. 

Notice that, as in the čase of multiple zoom-in, nei-
ther the sequence Zout nor a corresponding sorting Sout 
are to be considered parameters of mzoom-out, since the 
user specifies the blocks he/she wants to zoom-out with-
out providing any indication on the order in which blocks 
of Xout are to be taken into considerations (the sequence 
Zout and the sorting Sout are rather related to the system's 
response to the users' request). We will use the notation 
@mzoom-out{P,Xout,Sout) when we want to put empha-
sis on sorting details. 
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Example 4.3 With reference to the example in Fig
ure l-(c). If P = {B3,Bi,B5,Br,Bn,Bi2}, 
Xout = {-65,57}, and Sout = (-87,55), then 
@mzoom{P, Xout,Sout) = {Bi,B2,Bz]. 

In what follows we show that inzoom-out{P, Xout) is in-
dependent of the sorting of Xgut- A preliminary lemma 
is given, directly deriving from the behavior of zoom-out, 
which generalizes Lemma 4.2. 

Lemma 4.3 Ifa block B ofthe partition Pi-i disappears 
as a consequence ofmzoom-out{Pi-i,Xi), then B ^ Ph, 
h> i. 

Proof. By hypothesis B disappears at step i. 
By Observation 3.1 a subsequent zoom-out operation 
mzoom-out{Ph-i,Xfi), h > i, can make B appear again 
onIy if B is the parent-block of Xh. On the other hand, 
^h € Xout and Xh € Ph-i, and then by Observation 4.1, 
Xh € Pj , with j < h. Hence B and Xii belong to the same 
partition Pj- i , and B cannot be the parent-block of Xh. D 

Theorem4.2 Let P be a flat partition of MVB{BO), 
Xout a subset of P, Si and S2 two distinct sort-
ings of Xout- Then, @mzoom-out{P,Xout,S{) = 
@mzoom-out{P, Xout, ^2)-

Proof. The theorem trivially follovvs if <Si and ^2 are in-
duced by the same Zout, and hence differ only in the order 
of the inactive blocks (the last blocks in the sequences). In 
what follows we hence assume that ^ i and S2 are induced 
by two distinct sequences Zi and Z2, and therefore differ 
in the order of both active and inactive blocks. 

The remainder of the proof proceeds by contradic-
tion. Let us assume that @mzooTn{P,Xout,'Si) ^ 
@mzoom{P,Xout,<S2), and denote as Pk and Qi. the flat 
partitions resulting from the execution of Zi and Z2, re-
spectively (by convention, we use the letter P for partitions 
generated hy.Zi, and the letter Q for partitions generated 
by Z2). If Pk 7̂  Qk, then there exisls at least one block 
B of Pk which is not in Qk or viceversa. Without loss of 
generality, let us assume that B e Pk and B ^ Qk- Two 
cases are possible, depending on whether B E P or not. 

B £ P: Since B ^ Qk, then B disappeared during the 
sequence Z2 as a consequence of a zoom-out opera
tion, say zoom-out{Q, X), where X may or may not 
coincide with B. Block X can be active or inactive in 
Zi. 

X is active: 
Let us consider the step in which X has been taken 
as focus during Zi for a zoom-out operation, say 
zoom-out{P,X). If X = B, then zoom-out{P, B) 
deletes B from P, and, by Lemma 4.2, B cannot ap
pear again during Zi, thus contradicting the hypothe-
sis that B E. Pk-If X ^ B, then two cases may arise, 
B ^PorB eP: 

- If B ^ P, then B disappeared during Zi as 
a consequence of a previous zoom-out opera
tion. By Lemma 4.3 B cannot appear again dur
ing Zi, thus contradicting the hypothesis that 
BePk-

- If B € P, then it will surely disappear after 
zoom-out{P, X). In fact, let us consider the 
flat partition Q resulting from zoom-out{Q, X) 
during Z2. By Observation 3.1, Q contains 
parent{X), and does not contain the blocks of 

.Q that belong to TB{po.rent{X)). Since B G Q 
and B ^ Q, then B € TB{parent(X)). Thjs 
implies that during Zi B will disappear from P 
after zoom-out{P, X). By Lemma 4.3 B cannot 
appear again during Zi, hence contradicting the 
hypothesis that B E Pk-

X is inactive: 
X disappeared during Zi as a consequence of a 
zoom-out operation, say zoom-out{P , X ) . Then, 
by Observation 3.1, X 6 TB{parent{X )). Since 
B disappeared during Z2 as a consequence of 
zoom-out{Q, X) then P G Ti3{parent{X)). Itclearly 
follows that B € TB{parent{X )), and then B disap
pears as a consequence of zoom-out{P ,X)inZi. 
Since by Lemma 4.3 B cannot appear again during 
Zi, we contradict that B E Pk-

B ^ P: Since B S Pk, then B appeared dur
ing Zi as a consequence of a zoom-out opera
tion zoom-out{P,X), with X € Xout and B = 
parent{X), and no subsequent operation of Zi re-
moved B. 
Since B ^ Qk, two cases may arise: (1) B never 
appeared during Z2, or (2) B appeared during Z2 and 
then disappeared again. 

1. If J5 never appeared during Z2, then X, vvhich 
makes B appear during Zi, must be inactive in 
Z2- By Observation 3.1, there must hence ex-
ist in Z2 a zoom-out operation zoom-out{Q, X) 
such that X € TB{parent{X))- In other 
words, either (a) X is sibling of X, or (b) 
X is sub-block of a sibling of X. In čase 
(a), since parent{X) = parent{X) = B, 
zoom-out{Q, X) adds B to the current parti
tion, thus contradicting the hypothesis that B 
never appeared during Z2- In čase (b), since 
B = parent(X), then B £ TB{parent{X)), 
and two subcases must be considered, depend
ing on whether X is active or inactive in Zi: 
If X is active in Zi, there must exist in Zi 
a zoom-out operation with focus X removing 
nodes in TB{parent{X)) from the current par
tition; 
If X is inactive in Zi, there must exist in 
Zi a zoom-out operation removing nodes in 
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TB{Y), for some ancestor Y of X, from the 
current partition, and hence removing nodes in 
TB{parent{X)). 
In both cases S is removed from the current par
tition, and by Lemma 4.3 it cannot appear again 
during Zi, thus contradicting that B £ Pi. 
Regardless of the zoom-out 
that makes B appear, if 
pears, there must exist in 
operation zoom-out{Q',X') 
TB{parent(X')). X' can be 
in Zi. The two cases can be 
the same reasoning line as for 
X in point (1), hence obtaininj 

operation of Z2 
then B disap-
Z2 a zoom-out 
such that B e 
active or inactive 
studied following 
čase (b) of block 
' a contradiction. 

Since in any čase we have derived a contradiction, the the-
orem foUovvs. • 

As to the map space, intuitively it is obtained from 
MS{V, ZVbase) by enriching the set of arcs to include 
mzoom-out transitions. Formally: 

Definition 4.2 The map space associated to a well-formed 
spatial dataset V = {B,MVB{BQ]), and to the set of 
primitives ZVmzout = {ZVbase U {mzoom-outj} is a di-
rected graph MSCD, ZVmzout) = {N, A) obtained from 

MS{V, ZVbase) = {Nbase,Abase) aS folloWS: 

- N = Nbase; 

defined as 
follows: ifmzoom-out{P,Xout) = -P', then there ex-
ists a multiple zoom-out are in A^zont from P to P' 
labelledby Xout-

Concluding, we define the complete map space associ
ated to ZVmz = {ZVbase U {mzoom-in,mzooni-out} as 
follows. 

Definition 4.3 The map space associated to a well-fdnned 
spatial dataset V = {B, M VB {Bo)), and to the set of 
primitives ZVmz is a directed graph MS{V, ZVmz) — 
{N,A) obtained from MS {V, ZVbase) - [Nbase, Abase) 
asfollows: 

- N = Nba 

- A = Ab U Amzin U Amzout, where Ar. and 
Amzout are as in Definitions 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. 

5 Conclusions and future work 
In this paper we reported some theoretical results achieved 
in the framework of a project aimed at designing a visual 
interaction environment for geographical Information sys-
tems. We restrict our attention to databases in vvhich the 
spatial component is a set of points in the 2-dimensional 
real space. Our final goal is to provide the users a complete 

set of interaction primitives for exploring spatially related 
collections of regions, hierarchically organized as a nested 
partition, withfeatures (i.e., isolated points, lines and areas, 
used to represent, e.g., towns, rivers, lakes). According to 
a LOD interaction approach, we focus on primitives aimed 
at navigating sequences of gradually simplified representa-
tions of a given area. 

In a previous paper we proposed a set of basic interac
tion primitives allowing to require/hide details regarding 
sub-blocks and features of a given region [4]. Correspond-
ingly, we defined the map space as a graph where the set of 
nodes includes ali views (maps at different LOD) and the 
set of arcs includes transitions betvveen pairs of views as 
defined by the interaction primitives. It has to be noticed 
that, conforming to a true multi-resolution approach [19], 
we maintain and store an implicit representation of the map 
space whose size is polynomial in the number of blocks in 
the dataset at hand (it would be unreasonable to maintain 
a structure containing ali possible partitions generated by 
aH possible interaction processes, since most of these par
titions could be never used). 

We found that the complete map space is a sort of gen-
eralization of a reduced space not including transitions re
lated to the analysis of features. We hence restrict here our 
conceptual model to regions participating in the nested par
tition, to study new primitives and the corresponding map 
space in this scenario. This paper extends the results of [4] 
along three directions: (1) the conceptual model has been 
refined, (2) the properties of the map space associated to 
the set of basic zooming primitives (ZVbase) have been 
analyzed, and (3) an extended set of primitives (ZVmz) 
has been introduced, based on the new concept of multiple 
zooming: 

1. As to the conceptual model, we provide the defini
tion of well-formed spatial datasets, and define the 
notions of immediate refinement and simple refine-

:ment,whichconstitute.thebasisof'elementary zoom
ing primitives. We have shown that the well formed 
spatial-dataset coristitutes a-lattice..Discussiqns oh 
the use of posets and lattices to represent spatial rela-
tions appeared in the literature since many years (see, 
e.g., [12, 13, 17]). More recently [14] proposed the 
lattice completion of a poset for spatial data in the 
topological data model, while [7, 8] discussed the ex-
pressive power of the lattice completion as a formal 
model for a set of spatial objects. In ali these papers 
posets and lattices are used to model the topological 
relations among regions, differently from our work in 
vvhich posets and lattices are used to model the nested 
partition, and consequently the map space. 

2. As to ZVbase, we have shown that the set is complete 
(i.e., we can reach any node from the top of the lat
tice), and that it guarantees full traversability of the 
map space (there is a path between any two nodes in 
the space). These properties allow us to use ZVbase as 
a kernel for extended set of primitives defined in terms 
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of elementary ones. Actually, extensions are appro-
priate because the fuU traversability of its associated 
map space associated to ZVbase is only a minlmal re-
quirement that does not guarantee efficient traversabil-
ity of the graph (many steps are required to connect 
two nodes in the map space), and additional transi-
tions should provide shortcuts for selected paths. 

3. Multiple zooming primitives have hence been pro-
posed here to offer shortcuts for some zoom-in paths 
and zoom-out paths. In particular, we shovved that 
multiple zoom-in (resp., multiple zoom-out) corre-
sponds to a sequence of zoom-in (resp., zoom-out) 
transitions, considering in any order the regions in the 
focus set. 

Future work will proceed along four research Unes: (1) 
the concept of multiple zooming will be further investi-
gated to consider the general čase in which the focus set is 
partitioned into two subsets, including regions to zoom-in 
and regions to zoom-out; (2) the map space will be further 
analyzed to characterize types of paths as additional primi
tives, thus extending ZVmz \ (3) the theoretical results will 
be put into practice by the definition of an interaction model 
based on the notion of topological invariant; (4) the set of 
primitives will be extended to include treatment of features. 
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Queries containing aggregate functions often combine multiple tables throughjoin operations. We call 
these gueries "Aggregate-Join" gueries. In parallelprocessing ofsuch gueries, it must be decided which 
attribute to be used as a partitioning attribute, particularly join attribute or group-by attribute. Based 
on the partitioning attribute, we discuss threeparallel aggregate-Join query processing methods, namely 
Join Partition Method (JPM), Aggregate Partition Method (APM), and Hybrid Partition Method 
(HPM). The JPM and APM models use the join attribute, and the group-by attribute, respectively, as the 
partitioning attribute. The HPM model combines the other two methods using a logically hybrid 
architecture. Our performance results show that the HPM model outperforms the others. In the 
performance evaluation, we also incorporate the problem ofskew, which may occur at the data level, as 
well as at the processing level. 

1 Introduction 
Queries involving aggregates are very common in 
database processing, especially in On-Line Analytical 
Processing (OLAP), and Data Warehouse (Bedeli, 1998, 
Datta and Moon, 1998). These queries are often used as a 
tool for strategic decision making. Queries containing 
aggregate functions summarize a large set of records 
based on the designated grouping. The input set of 
records may be derived from multiple tables using a join 
operation. In this paper, we concentrate on this kind of 
queries in which the queries contain aggregate functions 
and join operations. We call this query "Aggregate-Join" 
query. 

As the data repository containing data for integrated 
decision making is grovving, aggregate queries are 
required to be executed efficiently. Large historical 
tables need to be joined and aggregated each other; 
consequent]y, effective optimization of aggregate 
functions has the potential to result in huge performance 
gains. In this paper, we would like to focus on the use of 
parallel query processing techniques in aggregate-join 
queries. 

The motivation for efficient parallel query 
processing ' is not only influenced by the need to 
performance improvement, but also the fact that parallel 
architecture is now available in many forms, such as 

systems consisting of a small number but powerful 
processors (i.e. SMP machines), clusters of workstations 
(i.e. loosely coupled shared-nothing architectures), 
massively parallel processors (i.e. MPP), and clusters of 
SMP machines (i.e. hybrid architectures) (Almasi G., and 
Gottlieb, 1994). We are particularly interested in 
formulating efficient parallel processing of aggregate-
join queries, by exploiting a logically hybrid parallel 
database architecture, in which a set of processors is 
logically grouped into clusters. 

We present three parallel processing methods for 
aggregate-join queries, Join Partition Method (JPM), 
Aggregate Partition Method (APM), and Hybrid Partition 
Method (HPM). the JPM and APM methods mainly 
differ in the selection of partitioning attribute for 
distributing workioads over the processors. The HPM 
method is an adaptive method based on the JPM and 
APM methods. In the evaluation of these three methods, 
we also take into account the problem of data skew since 
skevved load distribution may affect the query execution 
time significantly. The performance of the three methods 
has been compared under various queries and different 
environments with a simulation study, and the results are 
also presented. According to the results we have 
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obtained, performance of the HPM method is promising 
and more superior to the other two methods. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 exp!ains briefly aggregate queries. Section 3 
describes the three methods for parallel processing of 
aggregate-join queries. Section 4 presents quantitative 
analysis and cost models. Section 5 explains our 
simulation model and some simulation results. Fina]ly, 
section 6 gives the conclusions and explains future vvork. 

2 Aggregate Queries: A Brief 
Overview 

In this section, we explain basic aggregate queries and 
aggregate-join queries. The details of both queries are 
explained as follovvs. 

2.1 Basic Aggregate Queries 
Basic aggregate queries are normally categorized 

into scalar aggregates and aggregate functions (Graefe, 
1993). Scalar aggregate queries produce single values for 
a given set of records (i.e. table), whereas aggregate 
function queries generate a set of values for a given table. 
The former is like grouping the whole table and produces 
a single value, vvhereas the latter is like grouping the 
table into several groups, and for each group a single 
value is produced. To illustrate these two types of 
aggregate queries, we use the following tables from a 
Suppliers-Parts-Projects database: 

SUPPLIER(S#,Sname,Status,City) 
PARTS(P#,Pname,Colour,Weight,Priče,City) 
PROJECT (J#,Jname,City,Budget) 
SHIPMENT (S#,P#,J#,Qty) 
An example of a scalar aggregate query is to 

"retrieve the most expensive project". The input table in 
this čase is table Project, and the single value to be 
produced is the largest value in attribute Budget. The 
SQL and a sample result of the above query are given 
below. 

QUERY 1: Select MAX(Budget) 
From PROJECT; 

SAMPLE RESULT: MAX(Budget) 

44500 
Notice that the query produces a single value, and 

this value is generated by the MAX function. Other basic 
ftinctions, such as COUNT, SUM, AVG, and MIN, may 
also be used. Apart from these basic functions, most 
commercial Relational Database Management Systems 
(RDBMS) also include other advanced functions, such as 
advanced statistical functions, etc. From query 
processing point of view, the matter is that these 
functions take a set of records (i.e. a table) as their input 
and produce a single value as the result. 

An example of an aggregate function query is to 
"retrieve number of suppliers for each city". The table to 
be used in this query is table Supplier, and the supplier 
records are grouped according to its city. For each group, 

it is then counted the number of records. These numbers 
will then represent number of suppliers in each city. The 
SQL and a sample result of this query are given below. 

QUERY 2: Select City, COUNT(*) 
From SUPPLIER 
Group By City 

SAMPLE RESULT: City COUNT(*) 

Beijing 
London 
Melbourne 
Sydney 

As the above query ušes a Group-By clauses, 
aggregate function queries are often known as "Groitp-
By gueries", as this differentiates betvveen aggregate 
function queries from scalar aggregate queries. 

It is worth to mention that the input table may have 
been filtered using a Where clause (in both scalar 
aggregate and aggregate fiinction queries), and 
additionally for aggregate function queries, the results of 
the grouping may be fiirther filtered using a Having 
clause. 

2.1 Aggregate-Join Queries 
It is common that an aggregate function query (Group-
By query) involves multiple tables. These tables are 
joined to produce a single table, and this table becomes 
an input to the group-by operation. We call this kind of 
aggregate query as Aggregate-Join queries, that is 
queries involving join and aggregate functions. 

For simplicity of description and without loss of 
generality, we consider queries that involve only one 
aggregation function and a single join. The following two 
queries give an illustration of aggregate-join queries. 
Query 3 is to "retrieve project numbers, names, and total 
quantity of shlpments for each project having the total 
shlpments quantity of more than 1000". 

QUERY3: 
Select PROJECT.J#, PROJECT.Jname, 
SUM(Qty) From PROJECT, SHIPMENT 
Where PROJECT.J# = SHIPMENT.J# 
Group By PROJECT.J#, PROJECT.Jname 
Having SUM(Qty)>1000 

Another example is to "cluster the part shipment by 
their city locations and select the cities with average 
quantity of shipment between 500 and 1000". The query 
vvritten in SQL is as foUovvs. 

QUERY 4: 
Select PARTS.City, AVG(Qty) 
From PARTS, SHIPMENT 
Where PARTS.P# = SHIPMENT.P# 
Group By PARTS.City 
Having AVG(Qty)>500 AND AVG(Qty)<1000 

The main difference betvveen Query 3 and Query 4 
above lies in the join attributes and group-by attributes. 
In Query 3, the join attribute is also one of the group-by 
attributes. This is not the čase with Query 4, vvhere the 
join attribute is totally different from the group-by 
attribute. This difference is particularly a critical factor in 
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processing aggregate-join queries, especially in parallel 
query processing, as there are decisions to be made 
regarding which attribute to be used for data partitioning. 
When the join attribute and group-by attribute are the 
same as shown in Query 3 (e.g. attribute J# of both 
Project and Shipment), the selection of partitioning 
attribute becomes obvious. Therefore, instead of 
performing join first, the aggregate is carried out first 
followed by the join. Comparatively, join is a more 
expensive operation than aggregate functions, and it 
would be beneficial to reduce the join relation sizes by 
applying the aggregate function first. Generally, 
aggregate functions should always precede join 
vvhenever possible with an exception that the size 
reduction gained from the aggregate functions is 
marginal or the join selectivity factor is extremely small. 
In real life, early processing of the aggregate functions 
before join reduces the overall execution tirne as stated in 
the general query optimization rule where unary 
operations are always executed before binary operations 
if possible. 

Hovvever, aggregate functions before join may not 
always be possible, such as Query 4 above. The semantic 
issues about aggregate functions and join and the 
conditions under which the aggregate functions would be 
performed before join can be found in literatures (Kim, 
1982; Dayal, 1987; Bultzingsloewen, 1987; Yan and 
Larson, 1994). In this paper, we concentrate on more 
general cases where aggregate functions cannot be 
executed before join. Therefore, we will use Query 4 as a 
running example throughout this paper. 

3 Parallel Aggregate-Join Query 
Processing Methods 

Our parallel database architecture consists of a host and a 
set of vvorking processors. The host accepts queries from 
users and distributes each query with the required base 
relations to ali processors for execution. The processors 
perform the query in parallel with possibly intermediate 
data transmission among each other via the network, and 
finally send the resuU of the query to the host. Our 
previous work has proved the suitability of this 
architecture in for parallel database processing (Leung 
and Ghogomu, 1993; Leung and Taniar, 1995; Liu et al, 
1996). Using this parallel architecture, parallel query 
processing is commonly carried out in three phases: 

• Data partitioning, the operand relations of the query 
are partitioned and the fragments are distributed to 
each processor; 

• Parallel processing, the query is executed in parallel 
by ali processors and the intermediate results are 
produced; 

• Data consolidation, the final result of the query is 
obtained by consolidating the intermediate results 
from the processors. 

There is an important decision need to be made in 
processing aggregate-join queries, namely the selection 
of partitioning attribute. Selecting a proper partitioning 

attribute plays a crucial role in performance. Although in 
general any attributes of the operand relations may be 
chosen, two particular attributes (i.e. join attribute and 
group-by attribute) are usually considered. 

If the join attribute is chosen, both relations are 
partitioned into N fragments by employing a partitioning 
function (e.g. a hash/range function), where N is the 
number of processors. The cost for parallel join operation 
can therefore be reduced as compared with a single 
processor system. However, after join and local 
aggregation at each processor, a global aggregation is 
required at the data consolidation phase, since local 
aggregation is performed on a subset of the group-by 
attribute. 

If the group-by attribute is used for data partitioning, 
the relation with the group-by can be partitioned into N 
fragments, while the other relation needs to be broadcast 
to ali processors for the join operation. 

Comparing the two methods above, in the second 
method (partitioning based on the group-by attribute), the 
join cost is not reduced as much as in the first method 
(partitioning based on the join attribute). However, no 
global aggregation is required after local join and local 
aggregation, because records with identical values of the 
group-by attribute have been allocated to the same 
processor. 

Based on these two partitioning attribute strategies, 
we introduce three parallel processing methods for 
aggregate-join queries, namely Join Partitioning Method 
(JPM), Aggregate Partitioning Method (APM), and 
Hybrid Partitioning Method (HPM). They are discussed 
in more details in the following sections. 

3.1 Join Partition Method (JPM) 
Given the two relations R and S to be joined, and the 
result is grouped-by according to the group-by attribute 
and possibly filtered through a having predicate, parallel 
processing of such query using the JPM method can be 
stated as follovvs. 

Step 1: Data Partitioning 

The relations R and S are partitioned into N 
fragments in terms of join attribute, i.e. the records 
with the same join attribute values in the two 
relations fall into a pair of fragments. Each pair of 
the fragments vvill be sent to one processor for 
execution. 

Using QUERY 4 as an example, the partitioning 
attribute is attribute P# of both tables Parts and 
Shipment, vvhich is the join attribute. Suppose we 
use 4 processors, and the partitioning method is a 
range partitioning, such as part numbers (P#) pl-
p99, pl00-pl99, p200-p299, and p3 00-3 99 are 
distributed to processors 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. 
This partitioning function is applied to both tables 
Parts and Shipment. Consequently, processor such 
as processor 1 will have Parts and Shipment records 
where the values of its P# attribute are between pl-
p99, and so on. 

Step 2: Join operation 
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Upon receipt of the fragments, the processors 
perform in parallel, the join operation on the 
allocated fragments. Join in each processor is done 
independently to each other (DeWitt and Gray, 
1992). This is possible because the two tables have 
been disjointly partitioned based on the join 
attribute. 

Using the same example as above, join 
operation in a processor like processor 1 will 
produce a join result consisting of Parts-Shipment 
records having P# between pl-p99. 

It is worth to mention that any sequential join 
algorithm (i.e. nested-loop join, sort-merge join, 
nested index join, hash join) may be used in 
performing a local join operation in each processor 
(Mishra and Eich, 1992). 

Step 3: Local Aggregation 

Afler the join is completed, each processor then 
performs a local aggregation operation. Join results 
in each processor is grouped-by according to the 
group-by attribute. 

Continuing the same example as the above, each 
city found in the join result will be grouped. If, for 
example, there are three cities: Beijing, Melbourne, 
and Sydney, found in processor 1, the records will 
be grouped according to these three cities. The 
same aggregate operation is applied to other 
processors. As a result, although each processor has 
distinct part numbers, some of the cities, if not ali, 
among processors may be identical (duplicated). 
For example, processor 2 may have three cities, 
such as London, Melbourne, and Sydney, where 
Melbourne and Sydney are also found in processor 
1 as mentioned earlier, but not London. 

Step 4: Re-distribution 

A global aggregation operation is to be carried out 
by re-distributing the local aggregation results 
across ali processors such that the result records 
with identical values of the group-by attribute are 
allocated to the same processors. 

To illustrate this step, a range partitioning 
method is again used to partition the group-by 
attribute, such as processors 1, 2, 3, and 4 are 
allocated cities beginning with letter A-G, H-M, N-
T, and U-Z, respectively. Using this range 
partitioning, processor 1 will distribute its 
Melbourne record to processor 2, Sydney record to 
processor 3, and leave Beijing record in processor 
1. Processor 2 will do the same to its Melbourne 
and Sydney records, whereas London record will 
remain in processor 2. 

Step 5: Global Aggregation 

Each processor performs an N-way merging of the 
local aggregation results, follovved by performing a 
restriction operation for the Having clause if 
required by the query. 

The result of this global aggregate in each 
processor is a subset of the final results, meaning 
that each record in each processor has a different 
city, and furthermore, the cities in each processor 
will not appear in any other processors. For 
example, processor 1 will produce one Beijing 
record in the query result, and this Beijing record 
does not appear in any other processors. 
Additionally, some of the cities may then be 
eliminated through the Having clause. 

Step 6: Consolidation 

The host simply consolidates the partial results 
from the processors by a union operation, and 
produces the query result. 

(\) (T) Ci) (A) G'oM?if"egate?nd 
the Having operation 

Redistribution on Ihe 
group-by attribute 

Local join and 
local aggregate fiinction 

Partitioning on the 
join attribute 

Records from wiiere they are 
originally stored 

Figure 1: Join Partition Method (JPM). 

Figure 1 gives a graphical illustration of the Join 
Partition Method (JPM). The circles represent processing 
elements, vvhereas the arrows denoted data flow through 
data partitioning or data re-distribution. 

3.2 Aggregate Partition Method (APM) 
The APM method relies on partitioning based on the 
group-by attribute. As the group-by attribute belongs to 
just one of the two tables, only the table having the 
group-by attribute will be partitioned. The other table has 
to be broadcast to ali processors. This technique is often 
knovvn as "Divide and Broadcast" technique, commonly 
used in naive parallel join operations (Leung and 
Ghogomu, 1993). The processing steps of the APM 
method are explained as follows. 

Step 1: Data Partitioning 

The table with the group-by attribute, say R, is 
partitioned into N fragments in terms of the group-
by attribute, i.e. the records with identical attribute 
values will be allocated to the same processor. The 
other table S needs to be broadcast to ali processors 
in order to perform the join operation. 

Using QUERY 4 as an example, table Parts is 
partitioned according to the group-by attribute, 
namely City. Assume a range partitioning method is 
used, processors 1, 2, 3, and 3 will have Parts 
records having cities beginning with letter A-G, H-
M, N-T, and U-Z, respectively. On the other hand, 
table Shipment is replicated to ali four processors. 
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Step 2: Join operations 

After data distribution, each processor carries out 
the joining of one fragment of R with the entire 
table S. 

Using the same example, each processor joins 
its Parts fragment with the entire table Shipment. 
The results of this join operation in each processor 
are pairs of Parts-Shipment records having the same 
P# (join attribute) and the value of its City attribute 
must falj into the category identified by the group-
by partitioning method (e.g. processor 1=A-G, 
processor 2=H-M, etc). 

Step 3: Aggregate operations 

The aggregate operation is performed by grouping 
the join results based on the group-by attribute, 
followed by a Having restriction if it exists on the 
query. 

Continuing the above example, processor 1 will 
group the records based on the city and the cities 
are in the range ofA to G. The other processors vvill 
of course have a different range. Therefore, each 
group in each processor is distinct to each other 
both within and among processors. 

Step 4: Consolidation 

Since the table R is partitioned on group-by 
attribute, the final aggregation result can be simply 
obtained by a union of the local aggregation results 
from the processors. 

( ^ (4\ Join, Groip-By 
i-r-1 i i ^ (Aggregation) and 

Having operations. 

Partitioning ene table on the 
gron>by attribute, and 
broadcast the other table. 

Reotffds iromwhere they ate 
originallystOPed 

Figure 2: Aggregation Partition Method (APM). 

Figure 2 shows a graphical illustration pf the APM 
method. Notice the difference betvveen the JPM and the 
APM method. The former imposes a "two-phase" 
partitioning scheme, vvhereas the latter is a "one-phase" 
partitioning scheme. 

3.3 Hybrid Partition Method {HPM) 
The HPM method is a combination of the JPM and APM 
methods. In the HPM, the total number of processors N is 
divided into m clusters, each of vvhich has N/m 
processors as shovvn in Figure 3. Based on the proposed 
logical architecture, the data partitioning phase is carried 
out in two steps. First, the table with group-by attributes 
is partitioned into processor clusters in the same way of 
the APM (i.e. partitioning on the group-by attribute and 
the other table is broadcast to the cluster). Second, within 
each cluster, the fragments of the first table and the entire 
broadcast table are fiirther partitioned by the join 
attributes as in the JPM. Depending on parameters such 
as the cardinality of the tables and the skew factors, a 

proper value of m can be chosen to minimize the query 
execution time. 

Hybrid Logical Architecture 

Cluster 

Figure 3: Logical Architecture for HPM. 

The detailed /// 'M method is explained as follovvs: 

Step l:a) Partitioning into Clusters 

Partition the table R on group-by attribute to m 
clusters, denoted by r, where \ < i < m. Table S is 
broadcast to ali clusters. 

Using QUERY 4 as an example, first partition 
table Parts into m clusters based on attribute City. If 
there are three clusters, table Parts is divided into 
three fragments. Table Shipment is, on the other 
hand, replicated to ali the three clusters. As a result, 
each cluster will have a fragment of table Parts and 
a fijll table Shipment. 

b) Partitioning within Clusters 

Within each cluster /, further partition fragment r; 
and the full table S on the join attribute to n 
processors where n=N/m. Each fragment is now 
denoted by r,-, and Sj. 

Suppose that there are twelve processors in 
total. Since we use three clusters, each cluster will 
contain four processors. In each cluster, a Parts 
fragment and the whole Shipment table are 
partitioned based on the join attribute P# into the 
four processors. 

In practice, steps l(a) and (b) described above 
are carried out at once, in order .,tp -reduce 
communication/distribution tirne. When doing the 
tvvo partitioning stepsias-a single ffartitioning.step, 
each record of the tables is applied a partitioning 
function that determines into vvhich processor and 
cluster the record should be sent. The partitioning 
function takes into account vvhether or not the table 
is the group-by table. Figure 4 gives the algorithm 
of the partitioning step in the HPM. The algorithm 
clearly shows that the table containing the group-by 
attribute is purely partitioned into ali processors, 
vvhereas the other table is to some degrees 
replicated. 
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Let processors be P 
Let group-by partitioning fiinction be G 
Let join partitioning function be J 
For each record r of the group-by table 

Detennine cluster / for record r based on partitioning function G 
Determine processor^ for record r based on partitioning function J 
Distribute record r to processor P.. 

End " 
For each record s of the other table 

Determine processor '̂ for record r based on partitioning function J 
For each processor k in each cluster 

End 
Distribute record r to processor P.. 

End 

Figure 4: Partitioning Algorithm in HPM. 

Step 2: Join operation 
Carry out the join operation in each processor. Join 
operation is executed like in the other two methods, 
that is, it is carried out locally and independently in 
each processor without involving other processors. 

Step 3: Local Aggregation 

Perform local aggregation at each processor. This 
local aggregation operation is carried out as like in 
the JPM method. As a result, each processor will 
produce a number of groups and some groups 
among other processors may be the same, and these 
groups will be later grouped in the gjobal 
aggregation stage. 

Step 4: Re-distribution 

Redistribute the local aggregation results to the 
processors within each cluster by partitioning the 
results on the group-by attribute. This step is similar 
to that of in the JPM method. The main difference 
is that in HPM the re-distribution is done within 
each cluster, not globally involving ali processors 
like in JPM. 

Step 5: Global Aggregation 

Merge the local aggregation results vvithin each 
cluster. Then perform the Having predicate, if 
exists, in each cluster. Unlike the JPM, again, this 
process is done locally in each cluster. As a result 
of this process, each cluster contains a subset of the 
final query result. 

Step 6: Consolidation 

Transfer the results from the clusters to the host. 

Figure 5 shows a graphical illustration of the HPM 
method. By the look at it, the flow of process is similar to 
that of JPM, in which both are a "two-phase" processing 
scheme. We, however, need to highlight tvvo main 
differences. One is that the initial partitioning in HPM is 
different, and in fact, it is a combination between 
partitioning in JPM and in APM, where both group-by 
and join attributes are being utilized in the partitioning 
phase. This unified two-step partitioning scheme is not 
ciearly shown in the diagram, but as shown in the 
algorithm the partitioning ušes both group-by and join 
attributes. The second difference is related to the re-

distribution phase where re-distribution in HPM is a 
cluster-based, not global in the sense like in JPM. 

Global aggregaic and 
(hc Having operation 

Redistribulion on ihe 
group-by atlrilHiie 

Local join and 
local aggregate function 

Partitioning and 
I braadcasiing 

Records froni where ihev are originally siored 

Figure 5: Hybrid Partition Method (HPM). 

4 Cost Models 
In this section, we present in this section three parallel 
processing methods for aggregate-join queries. The 
notations used in the description of the methods and in 
the subsequent sensitivity analysis are given in Table 1. 

Parameter 

N 
m 
n 
r, s 

H' ^i 

Sel(i) 
Agg(i) 
0 
a 
P 
'comm 
Tjoin 
Tagg 
z 

IVfeaning 

Total luimber of pocessors 

Numbo" of processor clitsters 

Numbo-ofprocessor in each cluster ( N=m'>'-n) 
Number ofiieoor dsinbasetables R wA S 
Number ofiiecordsoffraginenlsoftables R wčt S 
at processor / 

Join selectivity faclor for fragment i 
Aggregation factor for fragment i 
Reduction factor after performing Having clause 
Datapartitio ningskevv factor 

Data processing skevv factor 

Average data transmission tine for each message 
Average join time for each record 
Average aggregation time for each record 

Ivfessage size in terms of the numbo- of records 

Table 1: Notations 

4.1 The /PM Cost Model 
Given the notation introduced earlier, the components of 
the JPM execution time expressed as follows: 

Data partitioning cost for JPM is determined by the 
sum of fragments r, and 5, •vvhich are the fragments of the 
tvvo tables R and S in processor /. 

7;„„,„,x(max(^+5,)) 
(1) 

Local join cost is influenced by the sequential join 
algorithm used in each processor. Using a nested-loop 
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join, the join cost can be determined by r, X s, which 
follows the 0(N2) complexity, whereas a hash join 
follows a linear complexity and hence the cost is 
calculated by r, + 5, (Knuth, 1973). If one of the join 
attributes is indexed, one can use a nested index block 
join algorithm, which is resolved by rj X log s^. Hence, 
the cost options for the local join operation are as 
follovvs. 

nested loop=r,^,,, x (max(^ x 5,)) 

hash = r^„.„x(max(^.+5,)) 

nested block index= J^.^;^x(max(^xlog5,)) 
(2) 

Local aggregation cost takes the result of the join as 
its input, which is influenced by the join selectivity factor 
Sel(i). This selectivity factor is a proportion of the 
cardinality of the Cartesian product betvveen the two 
tables, and hence the local aggregation cost is: 

r,^^x(max(/-,x^.x5e/(0)) 
(3) 

Re-distribution cost is determined by number of 
groups formed by local aggregation. This is influenced 
by the aggregation factor Agg(i). 

Tcon,. X (max(/;. x 5, x Sel{i)x Agg{i))) 
(4) 

Global aggregation cost is composed of the merging 
of the local aggregation results and the Having operation. 
The cardinality of these operations is assumed obtained 
from the re-distribution cardinality. Assuming that the 
aggregation unit cost and the Having operation unit cost 
are the same which are determined by Tagg, the global 
aggregation cost is calculated as follovvs. 

r,̂ ^ X (max(/;. x 5, x Sel(i)x Agg{i)))x (l +1) 

(5) 
Finally, consolidation cost is a data transfer cost to 

the host. The cardinality of the consolidation cost is 
reduced by further from that in the global aggregation 
cost by a factor of q which is the reduction factor after 
performing the Having clause. 

Tcon,n, X (max(r, x s, x 5e/(/)x Agg{i)x 6 )) 
(6) 

The total cost for JPM is the sum of equations (1) to 
(6). Assuming that a nested block index join is used, the 
total JPM cost is as follows. 

+ Tc„„„ X (max(A; x s, x Sel(i)x Agg{i))) 

+ T^gg X (max(r. x 5, x Sel{i)x Agg{i)))x (l +1) 

+ T,on,n, X (max(r, x 5, x Sel{i)x Agg{i)x 6 )) 
(V) 

The maximum execution time for each of the 
components in the above equation varies with the degree 

of skevvness, and could be far from average execution 
time. Therefore, we need to apply the skew factors to the 
above cost equation. Data skew, in this context, can be 
categorized into data partitioning skew and data 
processing skew. 

Data partitioning skew refers to the uneven 
distribution of records of the operand tables over the 
processors and thus results in different processing loads. 
This is mainly caused by skewed value distribution in the 
partitioning attribute as well as improper use of the 
partitioning method. 

Data processing skew, on the other hand, refers to 
uneven sizes of the intermediate results generated by the 
processors. This is caused by the different selectivity 
factors of the join/aggregate of the local fragments. Since 
the intermediate results of the join operation are 
processed for aggregation, data processing skew may 
lead to different loads of the processors even when there 
is no data partitioning skew. 

We introduce two skew" factors a and fi. Data 
partitioning skew is denoted as a, whereas data 
processing skew is represented as y5. Assume that a 
follovvs the Z(/5/distribution where the /' common word 
in natural language text occurs with a frequency 
proportional to / (Knuth, 1973; Wolf et al, 1993a,b), i.e., 

1 

where Hf^, is the Harmonic number and could be 

approximated by (Y + ll^^)(Leung and Liu, 1994). 

Notice that aH elements in pi are in order, and the first 
element p^ always gives the highest probability and the 

last element p^ gives the lowest. Considering both 
operand tables R and S use the same number of 
processors and follovv the Zipf distribution, the data 
partitioning skew factor a thus can be represented as 

1 
a = 

y + \nN 
where Y = 0.57721 known as the Euler Constant and 

N is the number of processors. 
The other skew factor j0 for data processing skew is 

affected by the data partitioning skew factors in both 
operand tables since the join/aggregation results rely on 
the operand fragments. Therefore, the range of j5 falls in 
[ar X a,, 1]. However, the actual value of/5is difficult to 
estimate because the largest fragments from the tvvo 
tables are usually not allocated to the same processor, 
resulting that /3 is much less than the product of or, and 
a,. We assume in this paper that a, = a,. = a, and ^ = 
( Gfr X cfv + 1) / 2 = (a^ + 1) / 2, and a detail discussion on 
skevvness can be found in Liu et al (1995) and Leung and 
Liu (1994). 

We also need to make the following assumptions and 
simplifications: 

• J , = T; X 5, X Sel(i) = J, (i.e. the join result 

cardinality without skew). 
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Aggii)=Agg, 
join ~ ^agg ~ proč ' ^ 

• Data transmission is carried out by message 
passing with a size of z. 

The cost equation (7) can then be re-written below 
JPM = 

a (r + s)+ JxAggx(\ + 0)' 
J3 

lz\ 

+ T. proč 

, / \ J (l + l)x Jx Agg ar X logios)+ — + -̂  ^^ 

T , 
conifli 

r+s 2x(/+ltWf , , /, _xY 
+—T ^xJxAg&<{\+d) I 

+ T. proč 

y + \nN 
log 

Y + \nN 

J 
\ \ 

+ 
J 

APM= 
Tcomn, X (max(r̂ . + 5))+ ?;.„,„ x (max(r̂ . log^)) 
+ 7;̂ ,̂ X (max [rj x s x Sel(j))x (l + Agg(j))) 

+ ?;„«„„ x(max(r^. X5x5e/0')x^ggO')x^)) 
(12) 

The skew factors a and j3 can be added to the above 
equation in the same way for the JPM method. For the 
purpose of comparison of the two methods, we assume 

that Jj=rjXsxSel{j) = J and Agij)= — Agg 

Notice that 7, takes s, whereas in the JPM, Ji takes Si. 
Therefore, it is acceptabie, that Agg(j) in the APM is 
equal to Agg (as in the JPM) divided by A'. The tirne of 
APM method can then be expressed as 

APM = 

T 
/ 

or + s + 
JxAggx0 

j3xN 
Iz + 

T. proč 
(cxr)x\ogs +— X 1 + Agg 

N 

4.2 The APM Cost Model 
The cost components for the APM cost models are 
explained as follows: 

Data partitioning cost for APM is the sum of the 
fragment of r and the full table of s. To differentiate 
between the JPM and the APM cost models, in the APM 
cost models, we use j as an index, not an /. Hence, the 
data partitioning cost is as follows. 

(8) 
Localjoin cost for the APM is similar to that in the 

JPM, with an exception that the cardinality of the second 
table is a fiill table, not a fragment. The different local 
join costs for the APM are then as follows. 

nested loop = r,„,„ x (max(r̂  xs}} 
hash = r^.„,.„x(max(r,.+^)) 

nested block index = Ẑ „,.„ x (max(r̂ . x log^j) 
(9) 

Aggregation costs consist of the local aggregation 
and the Having operation, which are calculated as 
follows. 

T^^^ X (max{rj x s x SelO))x (l + Agg(j))) 
(10) 

Finally, the consolidation cost is a result transfer cost 
which is influenced by the reduction factor imposed by 
the Having operation, as like in the JPM. 

Tco.n,x(max{rj xsxSel(j)xAgg{j)x6)) 
(11) 

The sum of equations (8) to (11) gives the total cost 
for the APM, which is as follows. 

• + S + 

Iz 

+ T. proč 

2(y + \nNy JxAggx9 
l + (y + \nNj N 

7 - 7 l o g 5 + 
Y + \nN 

l + {Y + \nNj I N 

4.3 The HPM Cost Model 
The cost components for HPM are as foilovvs. 

Data partitioning cost is determined by the fact that 
the group-by table is partitioned to ali processors and aH 
clusters, vvhereas the other table is partitioned to ali 
clusters but replicated among ali processors within each 
cluster. Assuming that R is the group-by table, total data 
transmission tirne is given by: 

7;„„™x(max(r^.+^j) 
(13) 

where / is in the range of [\,m] and J is in the range 
of [ 1,«], and there are m clusters and n processors in each 
cluster. 

Localjoin cost is determined by cardinalities of the 
two fragments, which are indicated by r^ and Sj. 
Depending on the join algorithm, the localjoin costs are 
as follows. 
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nested loop = 7̂ „,„ x{max[r.j XSj)) 
hash = 7;.„,„x(max(A .̂+5j) 

nested block index = r̂ .̂ ,;„x(max(r̂ . xlog5^)) 
(14) 

Local aggregation cost at each processor is 
determined by the cardinality of the join result, which is 
given as follows. 

(15) 
Re-distribution cost is determined by the cardinality 

of the local aggregation results. We use an aggregation 
reduction factor Aggij) in the cost equation. The 
transmission tirne of the local aggregation results to the 
processors within each cluster is given as follovvs. 

T^o^n, X (max(^ xs^ xSel(j)x Agg(j))) 
(16) 

Global aggregation cost is composed of the merging 
cost and the Having operation cost. Like in the JPM we 
assume that the merging unit cost has the same value as 
the Having operation cost, which is identified by Tagg. 

where J = r.jX S- X Sel(j), a„ = 
1 

y + \nn 
a = 1 , a n d « _\ + (y+lnny 

"• y + \nm ^" 2(y + ln«y 
It can be seen from the above execution time 

equation that the number of clusters m has strong 
influence on the performance of HPM. Figures 6 show 
the experimentation of query execution time when the 
number of clusters is increased in the HPM. It appears 

that a value of m~\^N approximately gives the 

optimal cost of the query although the precise value of m 
may be worked out by finding the minimum value via the 
differentiation of the equation (19). 

1 3 5 7 

No. of Clusters (m) 

(a) 8 processors 
No. of Clusters (m) 

(b) 16 processors 

T ../™ I v. . . o i( •\^, A /'•^^V./'l , l^ Figure 6: Costvs Number ofClusters in / / /"M 
T^^x\^ax\r,jXSjXSel[j)xAgg{j)))x{). + \) ^ 

(17) 
The last term of equation (17) indicates that one is 

for merging and the other for the Having cost. 
Finally, the consolidation cost is the cost to transfer 

the results from the clusters to the host. The time for data 
consolidation in the host is small and thus only data 
transmission cost is counted, i.e. 

Tcon,m X (max(A^ X Sj x Sel(j)x Agg(j)x 6 )) 
(18) 

The total execution time of the HPM is the sum of 
the time of the above equations (13) to (18) and is given 
as 

HPM= 
T^co„,n, X (max(ry + Sj))+ Tj,,„ x (max(r. log^,.)) 

+ Taggx{max{r,jXSjXSel(j))) 
+ T,o„,^ X (max(/̂ . x Sj x Sel{j)x Agg(j))) 
+ T^^ X (max(/^ x Sj x Sel{j)x Agg(j)))x 2 
+ T^o^n, X (max(^ x Sj xSel{j)x Agg(j)x6 )) 

(19) 
By applying the same simplification assumptions in 

the previous methods and Agg(j)- — Agg , equation 

5 Performance Evaluation 
Performance evaluation of the three methods described in 
the previous sections is carried out in terms of 
simulation. A simulation program called Transim, a 
transputer-based simulator (Hart, 1993), was used in the 
experiments. The programs were vvritten in an Occam-
like language supported by Transim. 

Using Transim, the number of processors and the 
architecture topology can be configured. Communication 
is done through channels, which are able to connect any 
pair of processors. Through this feature, the simulation 
model adopts a star netvvork Master-Slave topology, 
where processing is done by distributing the work from 
the master to ali slave processors. The hybrid topology 
can be built logically. 

We conducted a sensitivity analysis by varying a 
number of important factors such as the degree of 
skewness {a and /?), the aggregation factor, the table 
cardinality, the join selectivity factor, and the ratio of 
Tcomm I Tpmc- Thc dcfault parameter values are given in 
Table 2. 

m 
(19) is re-written as 

HPM = 
(1 + ̂ ) , Agg 

a„xaxr + axs+^ _ 'xJx 

proč a„xa„xrx\oia^xs)+—x\ 

m 
Iz 

l+2x Agg 
m J-i 
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Parameter 
N 
m 
r 
s 
Sel(i) 
Aggr(i) 
0 
a 
a„ 
oc„ 
P 
Pn 
T 

T ' proč 

Z 

Value 
16or32 
Vi6=4(=Vyv) 
lOOOrecords 
1000 records 
5iN/r)=0M 
0.5 
0.5 
0.2985 
0.5093 
0.5093 
0.5446 
0.6297 
0.1 standard tirne unit per 
message 
0.01 standard time unit per 
record 
100 records per message 

Table 2: Data Parameter Values. 

5.1 Varying the Aggregation Factor 
The aggregation factor Agg{i) is defmed by the ratio of 
result size after aggregation to the size ofthe base table. 
Figures 7 (a) and (b) show the impact ofthis aggregation 
factor on the three methods. 

In Figure 7(a), the three methods are compared using 
16 processors. The aggregation factor is varied from O to 
1. Notice that APAfs performance is quite constant. The 
majority of the cost goes to the replication of table S. 
Once table S is replicated, the operations become simple. 
Data transmission after joining, and processing the 
Having predicate do not contribute too much to the 
overall cost. As a result, the performance looks quite 
constant. The data to select after the group-by condition 
{Having) is small, since the aggregation factor is already 
reduced by a factor ofthe number of processors. 

On the other hand, JPAfs performance goes up as 
the aggregation factor increases. This is because JPM 
works in two levels, and the data to be transmitted during 
the processes is determined by the aggregation factor. 
Generally, the larger the aggregation factor the more the 
running time is needed. 

The HPAfs performance provides the best 
performance, as it balances between the other two 
methods, whereby the join and aggregation are 
performed locally in each cluster, before the final 
aggregation is carried out. Using this method, the impact 
ofthe aggregation factor (as in JPAf) and the replication 
(as in APM) is minimized. 

Figure 7(b) shows a comparative performance 
among the three methods using 32 processors. Increasing 
the number of processors will reduce the running time 
despite data partitioning and processing skew. The trend 
of the three methods is similar. The main difference to 
note is that when the aggregation factor is small using 
more processors, JPM performance is than that of APM. 

This is due to the replication cost imposed by APM- the 
more processors, the higher the data transmission cost for 
data replication. 

Overall, //PMprovides the best performance. 

^A 

• JPM 
A APM 

19 

0,2 0.4 0.6 O.B 1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
AgsO) 

(a) 16 processors 
Agg(i) 

(b) 32 processors 

Figure 7: Varying Aggregation Factor. 

5.2 Varying the Table Cardinality 
The cardinality ofthe operand tables is assumed the same 
elsewhere in the sensitivity analysis and their influences 
on performance are investigated here. Figure 8 shows the 
query execution time when we fix the cardinality of one 
table and other parameters and increase the cardinality of 
another table. 

When the table size is small, JPM provides better 
performance than APM, while HPM outperforms other 
methods despite varying the table sizes. Comparing 
Figure 8(a) to Figure 8(b), increasing processors also 
raises the performance cross-over point of JPM and 
APM. With a small table, the complexity of join 
operation is reduced enormously, and consequently JPM 
takes advantage of the lower local processing cost and 
produces a comparatively good performance. 

2000 5000 2000 5000 

No. ofTifiles(s) 

(a) 16 processors 
Nto.rfTi|3les(s) 

(b) 32 processors 

5.3 

Figure 8: Varying the Cardinality of Table S 

/T„ Varying the Ratio of Tcomm ' ^ proč 
The ratio of T'™«™ / Tproc reflects the characteristic of 
netvvork used in the parallel architecture. The data 
communication time in parallel databases is not as 
critical as that in distributed systems (Almasi and 
Gottlieb, 1994). 

As we increase the ratio, system performance 
decreases as shown in Figure 9 since we treat Tp^c as a 
standard time unit and increase the communication cost. 
In the figure, higher ratio means the communication is 
expensive, and being a parallel database system, this 
ratio tends to stay small. 

APM is the most sensitive to the communication cost 
because in our experiments both Sel{i) and Agg(i) are 
reasonably large resulting that the cost of the global 
aggregation in JPM is reasonably lovv. Nevertheless, 
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HPM always performs better than JPM and APM and the 
improvement comes from fragmenting tables vvithin each 
cluster. 

1 10 100 

Rcib of ToorrmTfinDC 

(a) 16processors 

1 ,10 100 

RaioofTocmVTproc 

(b) 32 processors 

Figure 9: Varying the Ratio of T„„„„, I Tpr„c-

5.4 Varying the Join Selectivity Factor 
The join selectivity factor has significant influence on 
parallel aggregation processing as it determines the 
number of records resulting from join intermediately. 
After that, those records are processed for aggregation 
and evaluated with the predicates. Eventually, the 
qualified records are union-ed to form the query result. 
Lower selectivity factor involves less aggregation 
processing time and transferring tirne, and thus it is in 
favour of JPM as shown in Figure 10. Fewer processors 
will also reduce the impact of the entire second table 
(both communication and processing) on the overall 
execution time so it favours APM. 

4 5 T 

O 2/r 4/r » 8/r 

Sel(i) 

(a) 16 processors 
Sel(i) 

(b) 32 processors 

Figure 10: Varyingthe Selectivity Factor. 

5.5 Varying the Degree of Skewness 
Figure 11 (a) indicates the tendency of the performance 
when the data processing skew changes accordingly with 
the data partitioning skew whereas Figure 11 (b) provides 
the comparison when we ignore the data partitioning 
skew, i.e. a = \IN and alter the data processing skew. 
The values on the horizontal axis of both figures 
represent the expanding skevvness factor which then is 
multiplied by the basic unit given by Z;/?/distribution. 
Unlike the factor a, the factor /? is inversely proportional 
to data processing skew, and the larger the factor P the 
less the data processing skew is. 

We conclude from Figure 11 that either partitioning 
skew or processing skew degrades the performance of 
parallel processing, HPM outperforms APM and JPM 
even in the presence of skewness, and APM is less 
affected by the skevvness compared with JPM. 

1 1.5 2 3 3.5 

DataPattitionSkew(i) 

(a) Data partition skew 

0.75 1 1.25 1.S 

Data Processing Skew (i) 

(b) Data processing skew 

Figure 1 l:Varying the Skewness with 16 Processors. 

5.6 Varying the Number of Processors 
One of the desired goals of parallel processing is to have 
linear scale up which can be achieved when twice as 
much processors perform twice as large a task in the 
same time. When the number of processors is increased, 
as we expected, the performance is upgraded in spite of 
the skewness shown in Figure 12. 

As shown in the figure, when the number of 
processors is small, APM performs extremely we]l (even 
better than HPM) because the number of clusters in HPM 
may not be optimised and less processors make the 
communication cost insignificant which is in favour of 
APM. Hovvever, when the database system scales up, 
both HPM and JPM provide better performance than 
APM. 

16 32 

ND. ofProcesscrs(N) 

16 32 

hto. cfPrccesscre(N} 

(a) 
(a)/(gg(;) = 0.5,Se/(0 = 5(Mr) 
(b) Agg{i) = 0.6, Sel{i) = 1 0(/V/A-) 

(b) 

Figure 12: Varying the Number of Processors. 

6 Conclusions and Future Work 
Traditionally, join operation is processed before 
aggregation operation and tables are partitioned on join 
attribute. In this paper, we demonstrate that group-by 
attribute may also be chosen as the partition attribute and 
present three parallel methods for aggregation queries, 
JPM, APM, and HPM. These methods differ in the way 
of distributing query tables, i.e. partitioning on the join 
attribute, on the group-by attribute, or on a combination 
of both; consequently, they give rise to different query 
execution costs. In addition, the problem of data skew 
has been taken into account in the proposed methods as it 
may adversely affect the performance advantage of 
parallel processing. The cost analysis shovvs that when 
the join seiectivity factor is small and the degree of 
skevvness is low, JPM leads to less cost; otherwise APM 
is desirable, Nevertheless, the hybrid method {HPM) is 
always superior to the other two methods since the data 
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partitioning is adaptively made on both join attribute and 
group-by attribute. In addition, it can be observed that the 
partitioning on group-by attribute method is insensitive 
to the aggregation factor and thus the method will 
simplify algorithm design and implementation. 

Our future work is planned to investigate the 
behaviour of the HPM method in a real hybrid 
architecture whereby the number of clusters and the 
number of processors within each cluster are 
predetermined. We vvill also take into consideration the 
fact that it is common that processors within each cluster 
normaliy share the memory (i.e. shared-memory SMP 
machines), but different clusters communicate through 
network (i.e. shared-nothing among clusters) (Valduriez, 
1993). It will be interesting to see the impact of two 
levels of partitioning methods like in the HPM model in 
real hybrid architectures. 
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Market forces and an increasingly reliable world-wide Communications network have made 
geographically distributed software engineering a reality. Global software development enables 
businesses to respond more easily and more quickly to global market opportunities and to improve 
product and service quality. One of the many potential benefits of global development is a reduction in 
development time through the adoption of an 'around the clock' working practice. 

This paper introduces a seguential coUaborative software engineering process involving shift working 
across time zones and describes an exploratory empirical study of this working pattern involving the 
implementation of a small-scale software system. 

The paper reports on the organisation of the study and on the results obtained through questionnaires, 
observations and measurements. 

1 Introduction 
The empirical study described in this paper was 
carried out as part of a research project investigating 
the potential for reducing the time needed to carry 
out software engineering tasks (and hence to del iver 
software products) through the use of around the 
clock working. The working style being addressed is 
one where-a task is passed in a sequential manner 
from one software engineer to another 'across time 
zones'. We call this sequential coUaborative software 
engineering (SCSE). 

A general three-site scenario is illustrated in Figure-
1, andshows: 

• the time differences between sites (which may 
involve some overlap); 

• the reporting time when, at the end of a 
working period or shift, a developer records 
progress made; 

• the catching up time, when a developer catches 
up with the work carried out during the 
previous shift. 

As well as undertaking an empirical study of SCSE, 
our research has involved the development of a set of 
equations which models the relationships between 
estimated development time using SCSE, estimated 

development time for single-site working, a number of 
contextual factors and the overheads associated with 
SCSE [Taweel02]. 

The contextual factors that are included in the model 
are: 

• the number of sites participating in a collaboration 
- this is likely to be either two or three sites; 

• the time differences between the collaborating 
sites; 

• the number of participating developers; 

• the level of concurrency (i.e. the task-specific 
potential for concurrent working). 

The overheads of distribution that are accommodated 
are: 

• extra management, since the added complexity of 
SCSE over single-site development is likely to 
require more planning and progress monitoring; 

• general task-level Communications, which may be 
needed from time to time for a range of purposes 
such as reviewing decisions or negotiating the 
overall approach to be taken; 

• reporting time - i.e. the time taken by a developer 
to report progress at the end of a shift; 

• catching up time - i.e. the time taken by a 
developer to catch up with work completed since 
completing his/her previous shift; 

mailto:o.p.brereton@cs.keele.ac.uk
http://www.keele.ac.uk/depts/cs
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• distribution effort loss, which is the tirne lost 
when a developer at one site fails to complete a 
task on which a subsequent developer is 
depending. 

The aims of our empirical study were to illustrate the 
feasibility of employing this type of work pattern and 
to identify the critical success factors for SCSE. We 
also expected to obtain some values for the 
associated overheads (such as reporting tirne and 
catching up tirne) for the particular experimental 
context. 

The remainder of the paper is organised as foUovvs. 
Section 2 and 3 describe the preparatory activities 
(such as the selection of subjects, the design of the 
study and document preparation) and the execution 
of the selected task. Section 4 and 5 summarise 
analysis and observations, critical success factors, 
and fina! remarks. 

2 Preparatory activities 
Any empirical study, whether it is a formal 
experiment, a čase study involving a real project, a 
survey or, as in our čase, an informal exploratory 
study, is a 
substantial 
undertaking 
needing a 
considerable 
amount of 
careful 
planning 
[Bausell86, 
Kitchenham97]. 
The task is even 
more 
challenging 
when the 
subjects need to 
work collaboratively and are to be located in 
different countries and different time zones. 
Preparatory activities include the selection of 
subjects, the overall design of the study and the 
production of a range of documents needed to 
support the study and transfer of knowledge between 
sites. 

2.1 Selection of subjects 
As for many empirical studies, obtaining subjects is a 
major problem and this was particularly difficult in 
our čase because of the need to recruit subjects at 
sites located in different time zones. The sites chosen 
were Keele (our 'home' site in the UK) and Hebron 
(in Israel), which have a time difference of 2 hours. 
We were able to use four subjects (2 in each 

Figure 1: Three Sites 

location) and therefore the SCSE task was executed 
twice (using 1 subject per site on each occasion). The 
two sites have similar computing facilities and the 
subjects have good computing and English language 
skills. 

2.2 Design of the study 
The design of the study covers a range of activities 
including the selection of tasks to be carried out, 
planning the execution in terms of the procedures to be 
followed, scheduling and monitoring, deciding what 
data should be collected and arranging the collection of 
the data. 

2.2.1 The software task 
In choosing a software task, a compromise had to be 
found betNveen the available resources (especially in 
terms of people and their time) on the one side and the 
complexity of the task on the other side. Although it 
may be feasible to distribute other software engineering 
tasks (such as design and requirements analysis) we felt 
that the iess creative nature of coding (compared 

especially to designing) 

i would provide greater 
opportunity for 
successful coUaboration 
over the necessarily 
limited time scale of 
the study. The softvvare 
engineering task chosen 
for implementation was 
a calculator program 
based on a design that 
was produced at Keele. 
The task was selected 
on the basis that it 
should be possible to 
complete the 
available but that the 

be non-trivial. The 
implementation in the time 
programming effort would 
requirements specification and the high level design of 
the chosen software task are shown in Appendix 3 

2.2.2 Methods and tools 
One essential step was to decide what development 
methods and tools to use during the study. The 
approach taken was to choose the method and tools 
that were familiar to the subjects, in order to avoid the 
need for training, especially because carrying out 
training for remote subjects would be very difficult. 
These constraints led us to select Java as the 
programming language and a hybrid of the Vourdon 
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method [Yourdon79, Coad91] and UML [OMG98, 
Rumbaugh99] as the modelling language. 

2.2.3 The work pattern 
Constraints on the availability of subjects led us to 
schedule the implementation over five shifts each of 
between two and three hours duration. The time 
difference between sites meant that the shifts 
spanned either t\yo or three days. This allowed the 
subjects in Hebron to fit in their shifts either 
immediately before or immediately after their norma! 
working hours. 

The plan was to give the design document to the 
subjects a few days in advance and to allow them to 
ask for clarification from the designer if required. 

An initial expected ordering and scheduUng of the 
implementation activities was determined although 
the subjects were not required to adhere rigidly to 
either. 

2.3 Data coUection, knowledge transfer 
and preparation of documents 

Because it was not possible to meet ali of the 
subjects face-to-face, ali of the necessar/ instructions 
and data collection templates needed to be in 
electronic form. Several documents were prepared 
for the different phases of the study: 

• Instructions to subjects which included an 
overvievv of the study and the procedures that 
should be follovved by subjects at each site for 
each phase; 

• Task description and design which provided the 
requirements specification, design and coding 
convention for the system to be developed; 

• Implementation schedule proposing an initial 
allocation of tasks (units of implementation) to 
subjects over the five shifts; 

• Development dependency chart describing the 
dependencies between components of the 
software system being developed. This 
document was essential to help subjects 
understand the various possible orders in which 
the components could be implemented. This 
would enable subjects to devise an alternative 
schedule if they were unable to adhere to the 
proposed initial schedule; 

• Set-up completion form to collect Information 
about the documents received by each site 
and/or problems encountered during the set-up 
phase; 

• Knowledge transfer template to be used by 
subjects during the execution phase to report the 
status of the task being carried out, enabling 
them to report problems encountered with 

received and sent tasks, actions taken by them and 
progress made. In addition to the code, this 
template represents the main means of knowledge 
transfer between sites (see Appendix 5); 

• Timing collection template to record the catching-
up time, reporting time, time spent coding and 
communication times for each shift; 

• Subject information form used during the 
termination phase to collect information about the 
subjects' experience andpersonal information; 

• Questionnaire to collect gualitative data about the 
subjects experiences and opinions of SCSE. 

3 Task execution 
The task execution involved three phases: the set-up 
phase, the execution phase and the termination phase. 
During the set-up phase, documents were distributed to 
the subjects and any problems addressed. The 
executioii phase included the implementation of the 
software application, collection of quantitative data and 
progress monitoring. During this phase only source 
code files and status report of shifts (or implementation 
units) were transferred betvveen subjects. In the 
termination phase, qualitative data was collected and 
the software application tested. During the three phases, 
email was used to transfer documents betvveen subjects 
and betvveen subjects and the evaluator. Details of a 
particular shift, which illustrates the activities 
performed and the information exchanged between 
sites, are included in Appendix 2. 

4 Analysis and Observations 
The quantitative data collected throughout the study 
enabled us to gain some insight into the overheads 
associated with SCSE in the particular context of the 
study. Data relating to time spent on the task for each 
shift, the catching up time, the reporting time and time 
spent communicating is shovvn in Table 1. The 
variations in values for catching up time and reporting 
time were small however the Communications times for 
Hebron shifts were considerably longer than for the 
Keele shifts. This was because the Hebron subjects had 
to use a dial-up connection vvhereas Keele subjects had 
a permanent Internet connection. 

It can be seen that on average the total knowledge 
transfer time (catching up time, reporting time and 
Communications) is 31 minutes. Since the total shift 
time (on average) was 129 minutes, knowledge transfer 
made up approximately 24% of the time. Although this 
proportion is high, it is mainly made up of 
communication time. When Communications facilities 
are good, as for the Keele site, then the proportion is 
less than 13%. This overhead works out at less than 9% 
for a working day of 8 hours under the assumptions that 
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the communication time remains constant and the 
catching up time and reporting time increase iinearly. 

Development 
time 
Catching up 
time 

Reporting time 

Communications 
time 

Overall 
average 
across 
lOshifts 
(min) 

98 

5 

8 

18 

Hebron 
average 
across 
6 shifts 
(min) 

101 

5 

11 

20 

Keele 
average 
across 
4 shifts 
(min) 

95 

3 

5 

6 

SD 

-

1 

3 

8 

Table 1: Data showing some overheads 
distribution 

of 

It can be seen that on average the total knowledge 
transfer time (catching up time, reporting time and 
Communications) is 31 minutes. Since the total shift 
time (on average) was 129 minutes, knowledge 
transfer made up approximately 24% of the time. 
Although this proportion is high, it is mainly made 
up of communication time. When Communications 
facilities are good, as for the Keele site, then the 
proportion is less than 13%. This overhead works out 
at less than 9% for a working day of 8 hours under 
the assumptions that the communication time 
remains constant and the catching up time and 
reporting time increase linearly. 

These quite low values for catching up time and 
reporting time are encouraging especially given the 
low level of automation provided during the study to 
support these activities. A greater level of automation 
is possible and likely if SCSE is used in a 
commercial setting. 

The qualitative data collected was concerned vvith 
the subjects' opinions on a number of issues (see 
Table 2). Although, from their general comments, the 
subjects felt SCSE to be very efficient it was not a 
particularly popular way of working. This seems to 
be because, to some extent, subjects felt that their 
working style was constrained. Nevertheless some 
were keen to try the approach for larger scale 
projects. 

Of the general comments from subjects, the most 
notable was an expression of the need for high 
quality documentation especially relating to 
requirements, design, design rationale and coding 
conventions. 

In terms of product quality, the overall approach and 
process followed seems to have had no ill effects. In 
fact the fmal systems were fully tested and appeared 
to have no implementation errors (although one 
design fault was found). 

An additional observation was that if subjects finished 
their allocated activities early they did not continue to 
work until the end of the shift (even though they had 
been told to do so). Hovvever, subjects also felt that they 
vvere 'under pressure' to complete the activities 
scheduled. Clearly a balance needs to be struck betvveen 
the view that 7 have done my bit so I can stop' and 7 
can 't keep up with the work rate expected ofme'. 

Was synchronous Communications 
needed? 
Were design documents adequate? 
Were problems encountered with 
the Communications? 

Do you think that SCSE would be 
more suitable for bigger projects? 

Did you feel that SCSE restricted 
your work? 

Would you prefer to use SCSE as 
opposed to single-site 
development? 

Ves 

0 

4 
1 

2 

3 

0 

No 

4 

0 

3 

1 (+1 
unsure) 

1 

2 (+2 
unsure) 

Table 2: Summary of questionnaire responses 

5 Critical success factors 
The aims of this work vvere to illustrate the feasibility of 
employing SCSE, to identify the critical success factors 
and to obtain values for the associated overheads (in the 
context of the study). The values for knowledge transfer 
time, catching-up time and reporting time are not 
unduly high and suggest that the overheads associated 
with SCSE will not prevent it from being a feasible 
working pattern. In addition, although SCSE was not a 
popular working pattern, subjects felt that it was 
efficient and had potential for use in larger projects. In 
the remainder of this section, we outline the critical 
success factors. 

5.1 Planning 
Good planning is crucial for the success of SCSE. Plans 
need to include both a detailed task schedule and 
contingencies. Further, it is apparent that timing 
restrictions imposed by SCSE put software engineers 
under pressure. This suggests that the distribution 
pattern with the maximum timing flexibility should be 
chosen. In addition, although the values of the 
overheads obtained cannot be generalised it is clear that 
such overheads are strongly dependent on 
organisational and management factors. It is important, 
therefore, to accommodate controlled deviation from 
planned schedules. 
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5.2 Documentation 
Precise and complete documentation is a critical 
requirement throughout SCSE as well as being a 
consequence of the process. A documentation 
standard must be strictly defmed to reduce 
ambiguities and ensure consistency. Documentation 
needed includes details of development schedule, 
requirement specifications, design method and 
symbols and coding conventions. SCSE also results 
in the actual process follovved being well 
documented. Any difficulties arising, decisions 
made, rationales etc. are documented as part of the 
process and such information could be made 
available for later analysis if desired. 

5.3 Software engineering tasks 
Although we expect SCSE to be apphcable to 
different types of softvvare engineering tasks, this 
study only illustrates its applicability to coding and 
unit testing. It may be that the more creative tasks 
that wouId require a higher degree of collaboration 
(e.g. design) could be done using SCSE, however, it 
is likely that such tasks would require substantiai]y 
better tool support and a great level of synchronous 
collaboration. The success of SCSE for a software 
task does not only depend on the characteristics of 
the softvvare task itself but also on how these 
characteristics are addressed and considered during 
the planning and documentation. 

5.4 Communications 
Not surprisingly, it is essential that the 
Communications mechanisms and tools are easy to 
use and reliable for SCSE to work successfully. 

5.5 Development methods and tools 
One of the factors that emerged during this study was 
the importance of having a compatible set of 
development methods and tools at participating sites. 
It was also important that subjects were familiar with 
their use. 

6 Final remarks 
In addition to the inherent advantages of SCSE in 
terms of reduce time scales, we can expect the code 
produced to be both reliable and maintainable. Three 
observations lead us to this conclusion: 

• the process requires strict adherence to 
documented coding conventions; 

• the code is developed by more than one 
softvvare engineer so has some of the benefits. 

such as continuous review, of pair programming 
[WilliamsOO]); 

• every step and phase of development is thoroughly 
documented (driven by the need for extra planning 
and supplemented by the information accumulated 
through the knovvledge transfer templates). 
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Appendix 1: Equations for estimating distributed development time 

The gain factors (GF^ and GFj^ ) in development 

time (with respect to single site development) are 
represented by equations 1.0 and 2.0 where: 

Â^ is the number of utilised sites 

Â^ is the number of developers 

O, is the overlap between consecutive sites 

GFjy is the gain factor based on the number of 

utilised sites 

GF^ is the gain factor based on the number of 

developers 

WD is the vvorking day at each site (it is assumed that 
the working day at ali sites has the same value). 

RF.=^-GP'.. ^ 0< /?F„ < 1 

GF.. = E 
"•-' ^WD-0^ 

G .̂. = S 
1=1 

v 

Â  y.WD 
s 

WD-0^. 

NxWD 

Where Oji is the overlap between i* site where the i* 
developer is located and the i+1 site where i+1 
developer (member of the team) is located. Osi = O for 
developers who are not part of a team. 
The reduction in development time (Reduction 
Factors) is expressed in the follovving equations: 

RF. ]-GF^ , 0<RF^ <\ 

where RFj^ ^^N 

The estimated development time for SCSE is 
expressed by the following equation: 

NDT = STx RF^ +FTx RF„^ + Overheads 

Where 

ST is the development time estimate for 
sequential tasks 

PT is the development time estimate for parallel 
tasks 

EDT is the development time estimate for single 
site development and 

PW is the level of potential concurrent working 
in the given softvvare task. 

NDT is the multi-site development time estimate 

ST = EDT-EDTxPW 

where 

PT = EDTxFW 

and 
The equations derived are based on the assumption 
that ali utilised sites work within a 24-hour period. 
This is expressed by the following equation: 

Total working period = ^ WD^ - V JVD^ - TD. 

Appendix 2: Details of a shift 
The particular shift described is shift two for subject 
pair B. 

At the beginning of the shift the subject received eight 
files as email attachments. These were: 

• the knovvledge transfer form (an MSWord 
document) which was completed by the 
collaborating subject at the end of shift one; 

• the seven source files that had been created 
during the set up phase and which held ali of 
the coding produced so far. These were made 
up of four Java source files - Calculator.java, 
MathFunction.java, Accumulator.java and 
Operation.java and three VisualCafe project 
files - Calculator.vep, Calculator.ve2 and 
Calculator.vpj. 
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The activities undertaken and the outcomes or results 
are shown in Table 1 below. 

After approximated 70 minutes of the two-hour shift 
the subject had completed the scheduled activities (see 
row three in table 1). He had been told that if he 
fmished early he should move on to the activities 

scheduled for the follovving shift. However, he did not 
do this, but instead moved to the 'end of shift' 
activities. 

Figure 2: Shift Plan - Subject Pair A 

Figure 3: Shift Plan - Subject Pair B 

Activity 
1. checked if ali necessary 
documents were received 
and readable 

2. revievved the knovvledge 
transfer form (see 
Appendix 5) 

3. coded according to the 
implementation schedule 
from the point at which the 
collaborating subject 
fmished 

4. performed 'end of shift' 
activities 

Outcome/result 
Ves ....Noproblems 

One problem noted: actionPerformed method could not be fully tested because it 
calls methods that had not yet been written. To enable testing of ali the class, the 
code written for calling these methods is kept as comments. Subjects at subsequent 
shifts retest respective code portions of this method when the methods being called 
are completed (this is part of the unit testing plan outlined in the task description and 
design document). 

Since the scheduled activities had been completed during shift one this subject 
vvorked on methods for the Accumulator class, Operation class and MathFunctions 
class, until aH scheduled activities were completed and tested. This shift also 
involved testing the respective part (that used the methods written in this shift) from 
the actionPerformed method according to the problem highlighted above. 

Completed a knowledge transfer form, reporting that ali files had been received 
successfully from shift one, ali scheduled activities had been performed and no 
problems had been encountered. Ali completed tasks were marked with a Y (yes) in 
the implementation schedule (see Appendix 5). 

The knovvledge transfer form and seven source files were emailed to the 
collaborating subject (who would work during shift three). 

Table 1: Typical Shift Activities 
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Appendix 3: Requirements speciflcation and class diagram 

]System Name: Calculator 

'liisr ^s:^ 
Requirement Specifications: 

This application is a normal common calculator. It should have the following specifications: 

1. An applet based application that runs in a Java-based browser 
2. Can be activated using the mouse. 
3. Performs the following mathematical functions 

3.1. Addition(+) 3.5. Power(x''y) 
3.2. Subtraction (-) 3.6. Square (x*x) 
3.3. Multiplication (*) 3:7. Percent (%) 
3.4. Division (/) 3.8. Square Root 

4. It has a standard interface 

Exclusk>its: 

1. It does not provide a help systems 
2. It does not include any menu/options for upgrade. 
3. It runs on a browser that supports the current version of Java (version 1.2) 
4. It can only be activated using the mouse and not the keyboard , 

iBehavioural Restrictions: 
Display: Numbers should be left aligned with respect to the display. Calculator when 
started/restarted/reinitialised should display 0.0. Numbers when displayed should be in the double format (e.g. 
11.0, 11.2, 0.112 etc.) 
One Operand Functions: For these functions enter a number and then requesting a function should do the 
calculation on the entered number and display the result. 
Two operand Functions: for these functions enter a number, request a function, enter another number and then 
requesting another function or get a result function (Equal) displays the result of the first requested function. 
Get a result function (Equal): execute the last requested operation (for two operand function onIy) and displays 
the result of the calculation. Subsequent request of this function should not invoke any function or change 
displayed result 
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Appemdis 4: Implememtaltioe Schediuile arad Bependeinicy Clhart 
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( Start j 
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Appendix 5: Knowledge Transfer template 

E e:, 1 xx/xx/xxxx Shift No 1 

Name: | xxxxxx 

Site: I Hebron 1 Team Name Hebron 

Received Task 

Are ali received files readable (Yes/No) yes 

Any missing components/methods in the received files (Yes/No) no 

Schudiile V 1 

__i^J 

X n cr 
-t o a 

m 

11 yes, wnte down names of missing/expected components/methods 

. , , 

» e n t 1 asK 

Are ALL scheduled subtasks completed (Yes/No) 

11 ne . . . ), write me uncompietea su 
Subtask/Method | 

Dta 

yes 

sKs/componenis 
' "̂  """̂"' """'"' 1 

1 Why (reason, if any) | 

Problems encountered (if any) 0['es/No) 

Ifye. 5, write d6wn encountered 

Problem 

ActionPerfortned method 

Display class methods 

pro 

yes 

blems 

Description/Suggestion 

ali methods are kept as comments 
(because not written yet) but can not test 
if there is spelling mistakes or any other 
mistakes. 

not called by any other method to test, 
but 1 used extra button to call them , they 
work fine. 1 deleted the extra code. 

^ 
P 
n 

K 
1 

1 
n 

s-

• 

Calciilalor W \ 
Y inilO -> Inlcrljčl:'. | 
SysAcli(iii f 
Y aclmiiPciloimoii.. | 
Dispiiiv .'.;- 1 
Y 
T" 
Y 

Il|iJiiii.'l)is|il.i\ ': 1 
Ro.iJDispl.n ; 1 
C"li;atni-.pLi\ j 

AccuMiuliilor 1 
Sci-AcLMiinuldldi .i. 
dclAccumuLiior"; 
( L-ar\ccuiiiiil;iroi" 

Opcration ;' | 
SoiOpcuilioii "= 1 
(iclOpciaiinii 1 
("IcLllUpOialliMl : 1 

MathFuiicIioii.N j 
Add .;• 1 
Suh ; j 

PtHNCI *" I 
Malhfiinctions | 

Muli j 
SqULirc - j 
Porccni • 1 
Si.|l<(>iH 1 

Conlr(il\'ari:il)lcs . | 
Scll,niciN'cv\Niiinhci | 
Scil)ccimall'oiiU,';.. 1 
Cicll-.iiiLTNcv^Nunihor 1 

— .liiV I ! 

(iclDccjm.ilPiunl;- | 
Eventiliuullcr | 

CIcarBiiiion | 
Niimlvi^liuiUiM '•• 1 
Dccini.ilPoiniMuilnii 1 

Evenlllandlcr -C | 
• • • • sf" 1 

l-AocuLcOpcraiion | 
OiicOpcraiidOperjitioii 1 
l\\o()pLM\iiid{)peKiiiiini 

SysAclion (iipdiitini;')_ j 
"" actionpLTrormcdf̂ jti' ] 

IntegratKin «.v ictliiVg j 
A l i 1** 1 
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Jožef Štefan (1835-1893) was one ofthe most prominent 
physicists of the 19th century. Born to Slovene parents, 
he obtained his Ph.D. at Vienna University, where he 'was 
later Director ofthe Physics Institute, Vice-President ofthe 
Vienna Acadeiny of Sciences and a member ofseveral sci-
entific institutions in Europe. Štefan explored many areas 
in hydrodynamics, optics, acoustics, electricity, magnetism 
and the kinetic theory of gases. Among other things, he 
originated the law that the total radiation front a black 
body is proportional to the 4th power of its absolute tem
perature, known as the Stefan-Boltzmann law. 

The Jožef Štefan Institute (JSI) is the leading indepen
dent scientific research institution in Slovenia, covering a 
broad spectrum of fundamental and applied research in the 
fields of physics, chemistry and biochemistry, electronics 
and information science, nuclear science technology, en-
ergy research and environmental science. 

The Jožef Štefan Institute (JSI) is a research organisation 
for pure and applied research in the natural sciences and 
technology. Both are closely interconnected in research de-
partments composed of different task teams. Emphasis in 
basic research is given to the development and education of 
young scientists, while applied research and development 
serve for the transfer of advanced knovvledge, contributing 
to the development of the national economy and society in 
general. 

At present the Institute, with a total of about 700 staff, 
has 500 researchers, about 250 of whom are postgraduates, 
over 200 of whom have doctorates (Ph.D.), and around 
150 of whom have permanent professorships or temporary 
teaching assignments at the Universities. 

In vievv of its activities and status, the JSI plays the role 
of a national institute, complementing the role of the uni
versities and bridging the gap between basic science and 
applications. 

Research at the JSI includes the following major fields: 
physics; chemistry; electronics, informatics and computer 
sciences; biochemistry; ecology; reactor technology; ap
plied mathematics. Most of the activities are more or 
less closely connected to information sciences, in particu-
lar computer sciences, artificial intelligence, language and 
speech technologies, computer-aided design, computer ar-
chitectures, biocybemetics and robotics, computer automa-
tion and control, professional electronics, digital Communi
cations and netvvorks, and applied mathematics. 

ranean Europe, offering excellent productive capabilities 
and solid business opportunities, with strong international 
connections. Ljubljana is connected to important centers 
such as Prague, Budapest, Vienna, Zagreb, Milan, Rome, 
Monaco, Niče, Bern and Munich, ali within a radius of 600 
km. 

In the last year on the site of the Jožef Štefan Institute, 
the Technology park "Ljubljana" has been proposed as part 
of the national strategy for technological development to 
foster synergies between research and industry, to promote 
joint ventures between university bodies, research institutes 
and innovative industry, to act as an incubator for high-tech 
initiatives and to accelerate the development cycle of inno
vative products. 

At the present time, part of the Institute is being reor-
ganized into several high-tech units supported by and con
nected within the Technology park at the Jožef Štefan In
stitute, established as the beginning of a regional Technol-
ogy park "Ljubljana". The project is being developed at 
a particularly historical moment, characterized by the pro-
cess of State reorganisation, privatisation and private ini-
tiative. The national Technology Park will take the form 
of a shareholding company and will host an independent 
venture-capital institution. 

The promoters and operational entities of the project are 
the Republic of Slovenia, Ministry of Science and Tech-
nology and the Jožef Štefan Institute. The framework of 
the operation also includes the University of Ljubljana, the 
National Institute of Chemistry, the Institute for Electron
ics and Vacuum Technology and the Institute for Materials 
and Construction Research among others. In addition, the 
project is supported by the Ministry of Economic Relations 
and Development, the National Chamber of Economy and 
the City of Ljubljana. 

Jožef Štefan Institute 
Jamova 39, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia 
Tel.:-H386 1 4773 900, Fax.:-i-386 1 219 385 
Tlx.:31 296JOSTINSI 
WWW: http://www.ijs.si 
E-mail: matjaz.gams@ijs.si 
Contact person for the Park: Iztok Lesjak, M.Se. 
Public relations: Natalija Polenec 

The Institute is located in Ljubljana, the capital of the in
dependent State of Slovenia (or S^nia). The capital today 
is considered a crossroad between East, West and Mediter-

http://www.ijs.si
mailto:matjaz.gams@ijs.si
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